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Abstract 

 

This research explores new approaches to composition and performance with 

interactive audiovisual systems which draw on the ideas of Gaston Bachelard. The 

composition Blue Space for oboe and interactive audiovisual system is a central 

component of this thesis. This practice-based research project explores music 

composition and performance incorporating sound, visuals and gesture. Written from 

the perspective of a composer-performer, it examines ways in which sound and image 

can be connected in a musical context. Although this work is highly individual, it is 

contextualised within the existing knowledge and practices of audiovisual music. 

The work builds upon my background as a classical musician, and expands the scope 

of my artistic practice. It offers practice-based insights into composition and 

performance with visuals, gestures, and interactive systems. A set of related sub-

themes arising from practice over the course of a professional career as an oboist are 

explored.  

In the process of this work, I challenge the notion that the oboe should be limited to 

standard repertoire and traditional styles of music making. A new approach to 

performance is developed that blends elements of theatre, dance and improvisation, 

culminating in new repertoire for the oboe. Performance gestures in which the body 

functions as a controller of the visuals are a feature of the work. Enacting, painting, 

mixing, interacting and choreographing are the five categories of gesture identified, 

illustrating different ways in which themes of the piece can be linked to visual forms.  

The new work Blue Space demonstrates the important role of analogy in the linking of 

diverse media. It explores the connections between music and water and questions 

why water is such a prominent source of inspiration. Gaston Bachelard’s philosophical 

text Water and Dreams is a key reference in the investigation of the role of water in 

artistic practice.  
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction  

1.1 Introduction  

This is a practice-based research project that explores music composition and 

performance with both sound and visuals. The thesis focuses on composing and 

performing the work Blue Space for oboe and interactive audiovisual system. Written 

from the perspective of a composer-performer, it examines ways in which sound and 

image can be connected in a musical context. Although this work is unique and highly 

individual, it is contextualised within the existing body of knowledge and practices of 

audiovisual music. 

This research takes a self-reflective, practice-based approach that positions music 

composition and performance as sites for investigating issues, concerns and interests 

relating to the practice of music with interactive audiovisual systems. It aims to 

understand the implications of composing and performing with interactive systems 

that incorporate visuals and gestures. This research is relevant to arts practitioners, 

composers, performers, and particularly to instrumentalists who wish to expand the 

scope of their performance to include visuals. 

This research has produced significant creative outcomes in the form of new works for 

oboe and interactive audiovisual system. The findings outlined in this written 

document should be understood with reference to these creative artefacts. As such, 

video documentation is a very important element of this thesis. It is included with the 

written submission on a DVD and is also available on a public website which is 

referenced throughout this thesis.  

The work documented in this thesis builds upon my professional background as a 

classical musician, and expands the scope of my artistic practice to include interactive 

audiovisual performance and composition. This has necessitated reflection on the 

implications, challenges and opportunities for performers working with audiovisual 

systems.  Developing interactive works is portrayed as an evolutionary process that 

unfolds in response to materials and cumulative experiences, resulting in highly 

individual methods and practices. 
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The contributions of the research are: 

- A new work, Blue Space for oboe and interactive audiovisual system 

- A novel application of Bachelard’s theories on the poetic imagination to music 

composition 

- Theoretical and practical perspectives on the linking of diverse media in 

audiovisual works 

- Identification of new modes of performance and classifications of performance 

gestures 

1.2 Background and motivation for the research 

Growing out of my background in classical music and a career as an oboist, this 

research has aimed to expand my field of practice to include technology and visuals. It 

seeks to explore new ways in which the oboe can participate in contemporary music 

practices that include audiovisual content. This work has intentionally challenged the 

established traditions of music-making with the oboe, which is sometimes regarded as 

an instrument for ‘classical’ music. I have questioned this notion and demonstrated, 

through the creation of new audiovisual works, a new approach to oboe performance 

that integrates elements of theatre, dance and improvisation. 

The literature review confirms that the oboe is under-represented in the audiovisual 

discourse, yet, as this research illustrates, the expressive scope of the oboe can be 

significantly expanded through the use of technology. This opens pathways and 

opportunities for new perspectives on performance that are explored in this research.  

While my professional background is in music, my family background has a strong 

connection with the sea. With maternal forebears arriving in Australia by ship, a 

paternal grandfather a cartographer who created some of the earliest nautical charts of 

Sydney Harbour, and my father who shared with me with his love of sailing, water has 

always been a strong influence in my life. 
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Arising from these two strands of lineage was a questioning why water is such a 

prominent source of inspiration in music, and how music and water might be 

connected in new ways. In seeking answers to these questions, Gaston Bachelard’s 

Water and Dreams: An essay on the Imagination of Matter has been a key point of 

reference. The physical properties of water such as temporal flow, patterns and 

periodicity are a starting point for considering the ways in which water and music may 

be linked. In addition, Bachelard shows the importance of the elements in accessing the 

imagination, asserting that earth, air, fire and water each correspond to a specific 

creative dynamism. The new work created in the course of this research, Blue Space, 

explores these connections between water and music with reference to Bachelard’s 

texts, which are further explicated throughout this thesis. Bachelard’s writing forms an 

important backdrop to the work. 

According to Bachelard, understanding of the self and our position in the world occurs 

through our relationship with the core elements of nature: earth, air, fire and water. It 

is by drawing on our experiences with the elements that we are able to harness their 

dynamic creative energy. Yet in spite of Bachelard’s extensive work on imagination 

and creativity, he rarely refers to music, focusing instead on poetics and literary 

imagination. This research applies Bachelard’s ideas to the context of music. 

1.3 Research Questions 

The research questions I have considered reflect the interdisciplinary nature of this 

research. They have emerged from accumulated experiences of developing and 

performing works that link music and water. Exploring these themes has led to 

working with computer generated visuals and interactive systems, which has 

implications on the practice of music. These themes have been explored through 

practice, framed within the body of existing knowledge of audiovisual music. 

The self-reflective approach to my experiences of developing, refining, and presenting 

the new musical works documented in this thesis provides many-faceted and 

multilayered knowledge about the emerging artistic practices of interactive 

audiovisual music. I have identified aspects and elements of music composition and 
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performance, encompassing both broad philosophical perspectives and specific 

processes and procedures. 

 The research questions are: 

In what ways can water be used as a model for music composition? 

How can Bachelard’s poetic thinking about water be applied to music? 

How can sound and visuals be connected in audiovisual music? 

How does a performer experience interactive audiovisual systems? 

How does this influence performance? 

1.4 Collaborators 

The interactive system software used in this research was initially developed by 

Andrew Johnston, who was an expert mentor and collaborator for the works Sound 

Stream and Airflow created in the early stages of this research. I have been fortunate to 

have had access to his software and his expertise to guide my early experiences with 

interactive systems.  

The new work Blue Space was developed with collaborating digital artist Andrew Bluff. 

His contribution was in the areas of interaction design, coding and operation of the 

interactive system. In rehearsals, he worked on adapting the interactive system to suit 

performance with a live instrumentalist. His skills helped to achieve stability of the 

interactive system in a challenging performance environment and he contributed 

strongly to the staging, lighting and sound output of the system. In performances he 

interacted with the oboist, adjusting the system settings in response to the oboist 

moves, sounds and gestures. This required a sensitive interactive approach to artistic 

and musical challenges as they occurred in live performance. His artistic input and 

feedback was invaluable and helped to shape the visual aspects of Blue Space.  

The overall concept, artistic, musical and philosophical impetus for Blue Space, is 

entirely my own work. In addition to the composition and performance of the work, 

the video editing, and sound mixing and mastering of the submitted video examples 

was done by me. 
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1.5 Video Materials 

Three videos are included with the submission as core materials supported by this 

written thesis.  

1: The main video is a full length performance of the work Blue Space shot with 

one camera from the audience perspective. (17:36) 

2: The ‘Blue Space highlights’ video is a shorter edited version of the 

performance, shot with multiple cameras from the front and behind the screen, 

showing the performer more closely. (7:52) 

3: The ‘Blue Space gestures’ video is a short edited video demonstrating the five 

performance gestures identified in the work. (2:42) 

The videos are provided on a DVD included with this thesis, and are also available on 

the Vimeo video sharing website. Other related videos, such as the earlier works Sound 

Stream and Airflow are also available online and are referenced throughout this 

document.1 

1.6 Thesis Structure 

Chapter 2 surveys the literature related to the themes that are relevant to this research. 

The chapter begins by examining the current leading examples of oboists who are 

pushing boundaries and exploring new aspects of performance, noting that this is on 

the outer fringes of oboe playing activity. Theoretical and historical perspectives on the 

relationships between sound and image are explored, before focusing on composers 

who work with visuals. Research on interactive audiovisual performance and 

composition is reviewed pointing to themes of gesture and immersion in performance. 

In line with the main theme of the artefact Blue Space, the role of water in music 

composition is explored, elaborating on Bachelard’s key text, Water and Dreams.  

Chapter 3 presents and justifies the methodology framing this research, which is 

informed by phenomenological, case study and self-reflective approaches to practice 

                                                        
1 All videos are located at: https://vimeo.com/user21277886 
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based research. An expert user study was undertaken with the interactive system to 

provide professional feedback and verify my own experiences. The findings of that 

study were analysed using grounded theory methods. This chapter also examines 

different historical approaches to the study of composition. 

Chapter 4 is a descriptive chapter which ideally is read as an adjunct to watching the 

video performance of Blue Space. It is written from the perspective of the composer-

performer. It outlines the background and structure of the work, and explains salient 

aspects of the musical, visual and gestural content of each scene of the work. The 

performer experience is described for each scene of the piece. 

Chapter 5 is a structured reflection on the process of creating the work Blue Space, 

highlighting the key issues relating to composition and performance with interactive 

audiovisual systems. The role of analogy in composition is explored in the context of 

conceptual methods of transferring ideas across diverse media. An expert user study of 

the interactive system provides external perspectives on the work and offers 

professional feedback, which serves to confirm some of my own findings. 

Chapter 6 summarises the findings of the thesis and identifies areas for future research.
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CHAPTER 2: Literature review 

2.1 Introduction  

Literature that is related to this doctoral study spreads across a range of quite different 

and seemingly unrelated areas, reflecting the interdisciplinary nature of this research. 

This chapter will approach these areas individually and trace the links between the 

themes, showing how they are connected to performing and composing Blue Space for 

oboe and interactive audiovisual system. Figure 2.1 is a visual representation of the 

overlapping interwoven themes explored in this review of literature. In addition to text 

based written research, relevant musical repertoire is also treated as significant 

‘literature’ that contributes understanding to the way Blue Space can be perceived and 

interpreted.  

 

Figure 2.1: Literature review themes 

 

The chapter begins with an overview of the recent evolution of the oboe itself, and how 

it is being used in contemporary performance. Examples of contemporary oboe 

repertoire are presented that position Blue Space as a work for oboe with a new 

approach to performance. Following this, strands of research related to contemporary 

performance are drawn together. First, the background to the sound and image 

relationship is discussed, leading towards musical composition with visuals, 

interactivity and gestures in performance, all made possible through technology. The 
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second part of the literature review, related to the theme of water, is shown on the 

right-hand side of the diagramme. Connections between water and music in Blue Space, 

are explored through Bachelard’s Water and Dreams. Other water-based musical 

compositions and artistic work inspired by Bachelard complete the background to the 

literature review. 

2.2 The oboe of the twenty-first century 

One of the motivations of this research is to develop new ways of performing with the 

oboe that break with its traditional classical role. This section examines what other 

oboists are doing to make the oboe more relevant to contemporary music practice.  

 The oboe has great potential to be used in new contexts by exploiting its capacity for 

extended techniques and taking advantage of technology to create new performance 

opportunities. Activity taking place in this field is somewhat ‘on the fringes’ of oboe 

playing activity, with relatively few oboists specializing in this area. An additional 

factor is that most performers are not academics or researchers, so written 

documentation of their work is often not available. One of the reasons that there are 

relatively few precedents of the oboe performing at the ‘cutting edge’ is that many 

performers remain entrenched in the traditional model which views the oboe 

predominantly as a melodic, lyrical instrument for use in standard repertoire. Music 

training institutions tend to focus on the standard repertoire, and often do not embrace 

experimentation or contemporary practice. This view is endorsed by experimental 

oboist Kyle Bruckmann describing his experience at college. ‘I was very quickly 

shunted down the path of an orchestral performer, a specialist, a cog within a creaking 

museum piece’. He describes that he was made to feel that exploring music outside of 

standard repertoire was illegitimate and a waste of time (Reynell, Bruckmann & Karel 

2008).  

The role of the orchestra in providing employment as well as career status has been a 

primary mainstay of traditional practice for the oboe, and an orchestral career 

continues to be a source of motivation for many young players. These are some of the 

factors that contribute to the generally conservative approach taken by the majority of 

oboists. While there have been exciting developments over the past fifty years in the 
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way some composers have written for the oboe, these developments remain on the 

periphery, and are embraced by only a small number of oboists (Redgate 2007). 

According to Burgess, some composers even excluded the oboe from experimental 

works due to its strong association with conservative musical traditions (Burgess & 

Haynes 2004, p. 268). This section looks at what is being done to address the problem 

of the limitations of the conservative role often assigned to the oboe. By examining 

performers and composers who are pushing the oboe into more contemporary ways of 

performing, it is possible to see a future for the oboe outside of ‘classical’ music. 

At the forefront of the new life breathed into the oboe over the past fifty years is 

leading Swiss oboist Heinz Holliger. His collaboration with Luciano Berio, which 

resulted in Berio’s Sequenza VII in 1969, helped to establish extended techniques into 

more mainstream oboe repertoire. Extended techniques are the unconventional, non-

traditional methods of producing sounds on an instrument. These include sounds such 

as key clicks, distorted overblowing sounds, breath sounds with and without the reed, 

multiphonics and harmonics. These techniques are very specific not only to the type of 

instrument, but even to the brand of instrument.2 Veale and Mahnkopf (1994, p. 10) 

preface their study by stating that their multiphonics were tested on a Rigoutat oboe.3 

This is because multiphonics behave slightly differently on other brands due to the 

minute variations in the bore of the oboe from one maker to another, which influence 

the acoustic properties of the instrument. 

Collaboration of an expert performer like Holliger with a composer open to 

experimentation like Berio is an ideal way in which a composer can learn about the 

extremely complex intricacies of writing for each instrument’s extremes and extended 

techniques. The correspondence between Berio and Holliger is an important source of 

information on this collaboration, and shows that Holliger instigated, advised and 

sponsored Sequenza VII, as well giving its first performance (Donin 2015b). Sequenza VII 

uses the following extended techniques: 

alternate fingerings to create timbral variation 
multiphonics 
microtones 
timbre trills 
double trills 
                                                        
2 Techniques that work on a clarinet, for example, will probably not work on an oboe or flute. 
3 French brand of oboe built in Paris, used also by Heinz Holliger. 
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double harmonics 
double tonguing 
flutter tonging 
intentional distortion using overblowing 

These techniques are now considered part of any serious oboist’s repertoire, and with 

persistent effort, a competent oboist can grasp them. While they are important as new 

techniques in their own right, their real significance is in their application to emerging 

compositional demands, as illustrated in the following section. 

Sequenza VII exploits timbral variation through alternate fingerings, while spatiality 

and resonance are explored through pitches clustering around the B drone that sounds 

in the background throughout the piece. Berio creates what Strum (2012) refers to as 

‘virtual polyphony’ by juxtaposing multiple temporal layers and extreme shifts of 

character. These compositional ideas, executed manually in Sequenza VII, belong to the 

emerging 20th century trend in which timbre and temporality, not pitch and rhythm, 

form the basis for musical organisation of texture. More recently, computer generated 

techniques such as granular synthesis, and effects including delay and reverb, continue 

these same explorations of timbre, spatiality and temporality. Viewed in this way, 

Sequenza VII plays a pivotal role in moving the oboe into new performance paradigms 

that go way beyond the use of extended techniques per se.  

A small number of studies of extended oboe techniques have been published. One of 

the earliest is Bartolozzi’s New Sounds for Woodwind, first published in 1967. This 

introductory text was published with an enclosed 45 rpm vinyl disc of musical 

examples. It was the first book to explore the idea of wind instruments as ‘sound 

producing media’, challenging the idea that wind instruments are monophonic 

(Shiung 2007). Studies focusing on extended techniques specifically for oboe have been 

undertaken by Veale and Mahnkopf (1994)  who include an extensive catalogue of 391 

multiphonics with recorded examples, now significantly augmented by  Redgate’s 

2,500 multiphonics for his newly designed oboe discussed below. Selected repertoire, 

technique suggestions, and preparatory exercises for playing contemporary repertoire 

are provided by Holliger’s Pro Musica Nova: Studien zum Spielen Neuer Musik (Holliger 

1972). As early as in 1972, Holliger points to the need for oboists to inform themselves 

about electro-acoustic sound manipulation, and predicted that this area would become 

increasingly important for performing musicians (ibid, appendix p. 7). A further text 
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on contemporary techniques aimed primarily at oboe players is Van Cleve’s Oboe 

Unbound (2004), revised in 2014 adding a companion website.  

Drawing on all of these sources, a comprehensive investigation of the evolution of 

extended oboe techniques has been undertaken by Bogiages (2015). She defines 

extended techniques as ‘new and modified sounds and performance practices’ 

including gesture and the use of technology (Bogiages 2015, p. 15). Categories of 

gestures identified by Bogiages include the ‘sound displacement gesture’ that functions 

both in a visual dimension and in a sonic spatial dimension, moving sound from one 

place to another. Her study highlights the importance of close collaboration between 

performers and composers as a means of repertoire generation. 

2.2.1 Christopher Redgate 

Now that the extended techniques outlined above have become more mainstream, and 

contemporary composers are using them more frequently, many limitations of the 

oboe itself have been brought into focus. In response to these limitations, British oboist 

Christopher Redgate has been undertaking research on the redesign of the oboe’s 

keywork. This is practice-based research aimed at solving a range of problems that 

stem directly from the performance of contemporary repertoire (Redgate 2016). In 

collaboration with instrument makers Howarth of London, a new instrument has been 

designed and built that significantly simplifies a number of problem areas of the 

standard oboe. The newly designed keywork of the Howarth-Redgate oboe facilitates 

full quarter tone scales throughout the entire range of the instrument, filling the gaps 

on the standard oboe, where some microtonal intervals are not possible at all. The 

Howarth-Redgate oboe also significantly extends the range of the altissimo register 

and enables hundreds of new multiphonics to be produced.4 

Remarkable and exciting as it is, Redgate’s approach to modernising the oboe to meet 

the demands of contemporary repertoire has some difficulties. The time consuming 

and costly research and development required to redesign an instrument means that to 

date, only a very small number of these instruments have been built. Further, for an 

established player, a significant investment of time is required to learn new fingerings 

                                                        
4 Standard oboe range is regarded as from B♭3 to G6. Altissimo register refers to the high 
register above G6 (on the fourth leger line above the stave). 
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and techniques to even be able to begin to appreciate the capabilities of the instrument. 

This daunting task creates resistance to adopting the new instrument for some players. 

While Howarth has invested the time and effort to develop the new instrument, other 

oboe makers seem unlikely to take on such radical changes to their instrument design, 

so it is difficult to imagine at this point in time that its use could become widespread. 

Although the instrument certainly does facilitate ease of playing in certain areas, many 

of the new works written for it are unplayable on standard oboes. Consequently, 

performances of those works are restricted to that handful of players worldwide who 

use the new instrument. As composers begin to harness the full capabilities of the 

Howarth-Redgate oboe, punishingly challenging repertoire is being written for the 

new oboe, so what set out to solve problems of playing, in some ways has created even 

more difficult repertoire and a new set of problems for players to overcome. In 

addition, some of the technical problems that the new oboe attempts to solve can to 

some extent already be solved using computers and audio manipulation software.  

2.2.2 Robbie Lynn Hunsinger 

Interdisciplinary artist and multi-instrumentalist Robbie Lynn Hunsinger is one of the 

very few oboists whose work has clear parallels to my own work. Her works focus on 

gesture, visuals and contemporary techniques in immersive performance 

environments, often connected with water themes. Hunsinger’s installation and 

concert work Blue Yellow Red, was inspired by Kandinsky’s writings on synaesthesia.5 

It is a three movement interactive light installation work in which movement in beams 

of coloured light triggers three channels of music and creates projected visuals in real-

time.  

In email correspondence with the present author, Hunsinger (2016) explained that 

Kandinsky’s Point to Line and Plane (1927) and Concerning the Spiritual in Art (2014) 

were the main touchstone works from which she took concepts for her work Blue 

Yellow Red. In this work, she explored the idea of interactive light, attempting to 

capture a specific mood for each colour (Hunsinger 2014).  

‘To make this interaction work, and to create this responsive environment, I 

created these long sensors that I invented – a blue one, a yellow one and a red 

one. I took very specific information and code from those sensors, and ran 
                                                        
5 http://www.robbiehunsinger.com/BlueYellowRed.htm 
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wires from them back to my computer, and then coded that to go into different 

visual filters and to trigger sounds…’ (Hunsinger 2014). 

For the ‘blue’ movement, photographs and video of water and other scenes from 

nature were used. These images were very abstracted after applying effects, and then 

were layered on top of each other. The ‘blue’ movement created what Hunsinger 

described as a ‘dark sonorous feel’, which she paired with bowed double bass.  The 

‘yellow’ movement, by contrast featured rapidly articulated passages on the Irish 

whistle, interacting with ‘very avant garde techniques on the bass’ (ibid). The ‘red’ 

movement was based around a ‘thumpy’ bass track and Vietnamese oboe sounds that 

created the visuals, which glowed and looked like flames (ibid). Hunsinger composed 

and recorded three tracks of music for each movement, which were individually mixed 

by movement in the beams of colour (Hunsinger 2016). 

Discussing the audience engagement and interactive nature of the installation version 

of the work, created for the Kandinsky Retrospective at the Frist Center for Visual Art, 

Nashville in 2014, Hunsinger states: 

‘The thing is, it wasn’t alive, it wasn’t really the piece until everybody was in 

there playing with it and experiencing it. What I did was basically created a 

framework of my own music and my own visuals and my own interactive 

system that then people could create their own experience with. … I was really 

thrilled to see the cross-section of people. I feel like there really was a 

connection through the art with all these different people that came through, 

and they were all ages, and races, and just a huge variety of people that 

responded to it and connected with it, and they basically created their own 

artwork with what they did…’ (Hunsinger 2014). 

This type of installation work, in which the audience participates and the final outcome 

is the result of spontaneous interaction, moves the control away from the composer 

towards the participants. This is typical of interactive works which often blur the 

boundaries between composing, system design and performance.  A ‘performance’ 

becomes a combination of the preparatory work and system settings that are pre 

planned by the composer, and the interactive contributions of the participants 

(Drummond 2009).  
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Hunsinger’s other works for oboe, electronics and visuals include SoundRain for oboe, 

English horn and bass with live visuals; Ebenezer Creek for two English horns, bass & 

Interactive Video, and Emergent Convergence for Oboe, which uses a hacked Xbox 

Kinect to facilitate drawing real-time animations with the oboe bell. 6  Although 

sometimes achieved by different means, significant parallels to my own work appear 

in Hunsinger’s compositions, for example, motion tracking of the oboe, sound-

generated visuals and recurring water themes. 

2.2.3 Kyle Bruckmann 

Bruckmann’s resistance to the constraints of traditional oboe training, combined with 

an interest in hard-core punk rock and experimental noise bands led him to develop a 

unique oboe style. His compositions and performances include the oboe in avant garde 

jazz and improvised forms, using the full gamut of extended techniques and 

multiphonics. Pushing beyond his conservatorium background, Bruckmann believes 

the oboe has great potential for alternate styles of music, and sees ambiguity and lack 

of predictability as driving forces in his work (Reynell, Bruckmann & Karel 2008). 

Bruckmann continues to make a strong contribution to bringing the oboe into the 

twenty first century, particularly in genres not based on Western Art Music. 

‘Personally, I realize that one thread tying all my creative projects together is an 

obsession with that liminal state, the productive tension of both/and, 

neither/nor. I find a never-ending state of “becoming” a hell of a lot more 

interesting than any form of alleged certainty, and more honest.  I think in EKG 

[his band] in particular there’s room for a very subtle, very delicate blurring of 

lines and interpenetrating of spheres…for instance, something as obvious as 

approaching our horns like electronics and our electronics like horns, exploring 

the timbral overlap and thinking about how sound behaves relative to its 

origin…I should also really mention how much even superficial listening to the 

oboe’s various cousins around the world (shenai, duduk, suona, piri) makes it 

glaringly apparent how pathetically domesticated and limited the Western 

classical oboe has become, and suggests alternate paths’ (Reynell, Bruckmann & 

Karel 2008).  

                                                        
6 Further information can be found at Hunsinger’s website: 
http://wordpress.robbiehunsinger.com/ 
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Bruckmann’s comments point to the highly constrained stylistic and conservative tonal 

expectations of the oboe in Western Art Music. On the other hand, the oboe-related 

shenai, duduk, suona and piri appear in ceremonial and folk music that is usually 

passed from teacher to student without written scores. This results in a wide range of 

interpretation of melodies and significant regional variation. Improvisation, expressive 

tonal variation and pitch flexibility offer great individual freedom to performers. 

Bruckmann sees exploitation of this richer sound palette of the oboe’s cousins as an 

untapped area to be explored on the modern western oboe, and a way to enrich the 

somewhat conservative approach to oboe sound taken by many western composers.  

Bruckmann’s work demonstrates the largely untapped potential of the oboe to become 

much more than an orchestral instrument. His performances position the oboe in the 

contemporary music world, contributing its unique timbre, and complex acoustic 

properties which adapt easily to the use of harmonics, multiphonics and computer 

based sound manipulation. 

2.2.4 Oboe and electronics 

In a 1978 interview with oboist Nora Post, computer music composer Lejaren Hiller 

described the opposition to electronic music he had experienced, with many 

suggesting it would be the death of instrumental music, and that live performance was 

under threat (Post 1980). These predictions were incorrect, and the combination of oboe 

and electronics has stimulated a considerable amount of new repertoire that would not 

have otherwise been written. While this repertoire rarely includes visuals, Paul Earls’ 

Doppelgänger: Music for Oboes and Laser (1976) is one of the earliest examples of oboe 

repertoire with a visual component. 7  The work makes unusual use of multiple 

microphones, requiring the oboist to shift between two microphones. In addition to the 

stereo effect this creates, one microphone controls the laser vertical axis, and the other, 

the horizontal. The signals were fed to scanner mirrors, which generated images by 

vibrating according to the phase differences between the two signals. The oboist’s 

                                                        

7 Paul Earls (1934-1998) was an electronic music composer, a Research Fellow at the Center for 

Advanced Visual Studies at MIT, and faculty member of the Massachusetts College of Art. A 

compilation video of Earls’ work can be seen at: https://vimeo.com/30235724. 
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movement between the microphones influenced the laser imagery and created pattern 

changes within the image (Post 1980). This interesting work may well be the first 

interactive piece for oboe and visuals, but unfortunately there does not appear to be 

any audio or video recording of its first performance, given in 1976 by Nora Post. 

Holliger’s Cardiophonie (1971) for oboe uses a live heart monitor and incorporates 

amplified breath and heartbeat sounds, mixed live with the oboe sounds of rapid 

articulations and breath. These early works foreshadowed future developments in the 

areas of visuals, interactivity and the use of extra-musical data such as Holliger’s 

heartbeat. 

While an exhaustive review of oboe and electronics repertoire is not the goal of this 

section, mention must be made of significant contributions to the repertoire, often 

created in collaboration with performers. Some examples include oboists Heinz 

Holliger; Edwin Roxburgh; Paul Goodey; Kyle Bruckmann and Christopher Redgate’s 

‘RedArchDuo’ with composer Paul Archbold.  A comprehensive overview of oboe and 

electronics can be found in A guide to electro-acoustic performance for the acoustic 

oboist (Grew 2014). An extensive catalogue of electro-acoustic works for oboe is a 

valuable contribution of Grew’s dissertation. 

2.2.5 The oboe in jazz, pop and rock 

The commonly held view that the oboe rarely appears in jazz is challenged by Everett 

Ganong (2016), who suggests that this assumption deserves closer attention. She 

provides an extensive discography of the oboe in jazz, showing that the oboe has been 

used in jazz for nearly a century, yet little research other than her own has been 

undertaken on the jazz oboe. According to Everett Ganong (ibid) the cool jazz style of 

the 1950’s, with its lighter tone and use of elements of classical music, opened up 

opportunities for the oboe. Everett Ganong concludes that the oboe in jazz is 

flourishing, led by trailblazing oboist Paul McCandless and his band Oregon, and 

many younger jazz oboe specialists including Jean-Luc Fillon, Yoram Lachish, Charles 

Pillow, and Kathy Halvorson (Everett Ganong 2016). 

Very little research has been undertaken into the use of the oboe in rock and pop music 

genres, and Everett Ganong suggests that a study of these areas would complement 

her study of the oboe in jazz. However, the oboe does appear occasionally in pop and 
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rock music, often in cases when a band member doubles on oboe. Examples include 

Roxy Music (Andy Mackay), The Moody Blues (Ray Thomas), Electric Light Orchestra 

(Roy Wood) and Icehouse (Iva Davies). The oboe features in early recordings of Roxy 

Music, where it adds unexpected tone colour and contributes to the eclectic nature of 

the band, but it is used primarily in a conservative, melodic way (Fitzgerald & 

Hayward 2016). 

In rock and heavy metal genres, a few examples of oboists can be found, such as 

Canadian folk metal band Scythia which features oboist Morgan Zentner’s ‘oboe of 

death’. French gothic metal band Penumbra uses oboe in a few songs, and vocalist 

Robbie de Klerk played oboe in the Dutch melodic death metal band Another Messiah. 

American band Hoboe features oboist Ben Zen on amplified oboe. In line with 

Fitzgerald and Hayward’s observation of Roxy Music mentioned above, the use of the 

oboe in these styles somewhat paradoxically leans towards a conservative and 

nostalgic approach to the oboe. Other than the work of Kyle Bruckmann mentioned 

above, the oboe does not seem to appear in hard-core contemporary styles using 

extended techniques, or sophisticated computer based sound manipulation. This 

leaves not only a wide area for future research, but also new opportunities for 

performers to explore further. 

2.3 Sound and image  

This section relates to the contemporary practice of performing and composing music 

with visuals, a key area of interest of this research.  One of the main concerns of artists 

in this field is the way in which the sound and the visuals relate to each other. There 

are many approaches to this, and a long history relating to human fascination with the 

connections between sound and image. This section first presents a brief overview of 

the historical background to the ways in which the sound and image relationship has 

been explored. Following this, issues relating to the practice of creating music with 

visuals are discussed. 

Although sometimes seen as an emerging discipline, audiovisual music has a rich 

history. It can be viewed as interwoven strands of lineage from early interest in colour 

organs and synaesthesia, early abstract cinema, pioneering digital art, intermedia, 
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video art and more recently, interactive performance that encompasses gesture and 

dance. The terms visual music, multimedia, polymedia, intermedia are used, although 

these terms are not universal and are used in different ways to describe the many 

branches of artistic activity that involve combining music with visuals. For the purpose 

of clarity in this dissertation, the term ‘audiovisual’ is used as a general term for music 

with visual components.  However, when discussing other writers who use different 

terms such as ‘multimedia’ or ‘intermedia’, their preferred terms are used for that 

section. 

 2.3.1 Historical background 

Human fascination with the relationship between sound and image goes back a very 

long way. Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) wrote of the relationship of colour and sound in De 

Sensu. Pythagoras’ (560-480 B.C.) mathematical studies lead to his inquiry into 

connections between the abstract and the physical worlds. His application of 

mathematical concepts to sound vibrations and light wavelength is an example of his 

studies into proportions in the natural world. Pythagoras sought mathematical 

connections between vibration, motion, colour and tone.  

Isaac Newton’s (1642-1727) Optiks (1704) describes a Colour Music Wheel, linking the 

seven prism colours to the musical scale, based on mathematical proportions. This idea 

was seized upon by musicians and scientists seeking evidence of universal laws 

common to music and nature, and taken up by Voltaire (1694-1778) who illustrated 

and developed Newton's idea of a mathematical basis for sound and colour 

relationships. Some problems that do not appear to have been addressed in this early 

scientific work by Newton is that the seven colours seem inadequate to match the eight 

octaves commonly in use in western music (Wu & Li 2008), considering that the 

mathematical doubling of frequencies to create a higher octave of the same note, 

discovered by Pythagoras, does not apply to the behaviour of light waves. 

Nevertheless, Newton’s work captured the imagination of many and had a significant 

impact on European thinking throughout the eighteenth century.  

The relationship between colour and sound was explored further with the design of a 

number of colour organs, starting with Louis Bertrand Castel (1688-1757). Castel wrote 

extensively about his instruments, with the first occurrence of the term ‘colour music’ 

appearing in his writings. French baroque composer and theorist Jean-Philippe 
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Rameau (1683-1764) knew Castel, and encouraged him in his experiments (Christensen 

2004). Castel’s writings about the colour organ may have been translated from French 

into German by baroque composer Georg Philippe Telemann, as suggested in 

Telemann’s list of publications. Telemann visited Paris to see a model of Castel’s colour 

organ, and described it in his 1739 publication Beschreibung der Augen-Orgel (Telemann, 

Wolff & Michaelstein 1982). These interchanges indicate some cross-pollination of 

ideas between musicians and early experimenters with visual music.  

After Castel, further developments of audiovisual instruments followed, with 

increasingly adventurous use of equipment and materials, such as flaming gas jets, a 

high-voltage electric arc, vacuum tubes and various kinds of liquids (Peacock 1988). 

Scriabin’s Promethius Poem of Fire (1910) is a well-known large orchestral work which 

includes a part for clavier à lumières. This keyboard instrument projected colours 

linked to harmonies in the piece.8 Ox and Britten’s Virtual Reality Colour Organ (Ox & 

Britton 2000) was a contemporary application of the concept, applied to a 3D 

immersive interactive performance space. Studies of the relationships between colour 

and sound continue to feature in the context of contemporary audiovisual practice (for 

example DeWitt 1987; Lubar 2004; McGee 2010). 

The desire to understand the relationships between sight and sound is at the heart of 

these experiments with colour organs. The advent of accessible and affordable video 

technology in the 1970’s had a very significant impact on the ways in which these 

relationships could be explored. The technology of digital video allowed visual 

components to be easily integrated into musical compositions. Individual composers 

could develop solo audiovisual projects without needing the expertise required for 

film. Unlike film, which required separate processes to link the audio track with the 

images, video could simultaneously record sound and image, and many audio editing 

processes familiar to composers could be applied to video editing. Video provided 

accessible technology and tools for musicians to continue experimenting with the 

combination of sound and image. Early pioneers in this field include Nam Jun Paik, 

Steina Vasulka, Robert Cahen and Bill Viola, who described his approach to integration 

of sound and image: 

                                                        
8 For a full account of the evolution of colour organs see: Instruments to Perform Color-Music: Two 
Centuries of Technological Experimentation (Peacock 1988) 
http://www.matchtoneapp.com/images/instrumentstoperformcolor.pdf 
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‘In many of my videotapes, I have used the camera according to perceptual or 

cognitive models based on sound rather than light. I think of all the senses as 

being unified. I do not consider sound as separate from image. We usually 

think of the camera as an ‘eye’ and the microphone as an ‘ear’, but all the senses 

exist simultaneously in our bodies, interwoven into one system that includes 

sensory data, neural processing, memory, imagination, and all the mental 

events of the moment’ (Viola 1995, pp. 151-2). 

Since digitization, the connections between sound and image can be explored in new 

ways, free from the somewhat clumsy mechanical connections of the early colour 

organs. Mathematical connections between visual space, and musical pitch and 

harmony have been the focus of some research (Hall 2008; Xenakis 1992). Developing 

tools to visualise the melodic and formal structure of music has resulted in the ‘Music 

Animation Machine’ (Malinovsky 2005) and ‘Isochords’ (Bergstrom, Karahalios & Hart 

2007) as well as many other approaches to visualisation software discussed by Isaacson 

(2005). While some visualisation software is aimed towards analysis of musical 

structures, others have artistic potential and can contribute to musical understanding 

or interpretation of a work.  

Research by Johnston (2009) and Levin (1994) is concerned with the design of 

instruments and interfaces to facilitate interactive performance with sound and visuals. 

An important precedent to the new work Blue Space is Golan Levin’s Messa di Voce 

(2003), which used a similar approach to sound recognition and motion detection.  ‘In 

some of the visualisations, projected graphical elements not only represent vocal 

sounds visually, but also serve as a playable interactive interface by which the sounds 

they depict can be retriggered and manipulated by the performers’ (Levin & 

Lieberman 2004). In this respect, visuals are conceived as a controller in some sections 

of Messa di Voce. While not part of this research, studies of interpretation and audience 

reception of audiovisual music have been undertaken, which would be very relevant to 

the areas of audience development and promotion of audiovisual music (e.g. Cohen 

2001; Coulter 2009; Hill 2013).   

The relationships of sound and image are extremely significant in cinema. According 

to Lev Manovich (2002), strong parallels exist between the history of cinema and the 

history of new media. Cinema, being one of the most significant twentieth century art 

forms, is viewed by Manovich as an appropriate frame through which new media can 
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be observed and understood. Brian Evans reinforces this standpoint with his 

discussion of Eisenstein’s theories of montage. Eisenstein’s concept of vertical montage 

can be compared to typical modern software interfaces (Evans 2005).  The search for 

connections between sound and image appeared in cinema in the 1930’s with Oskar 

Fischinger’s extraordinary attempts connect the visual to the aural, described in 

Sounding Ornaments, first published in the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung on July 8, 

1932 (Fischinger 1932). He created abstract geometric animations, and he predicted the 

potential for the combination of sounding ornaments with visible filmic spatial forms 

and movements. Expanding on Fischinger’s work, American film animator John 

Whitney’s book Digital Harmony: on the complementarity of Music and Visual Art (1980) 

put forward ideas of patterning moving visual elements which operate in the same 

way as music. Whitney’s idea was to create motion, tension and resolution by applying 

mathematical calculations to shapes.  

One of the fundamental ideas behind the interaction of sound and vision is that the 

combination creates new meanings that go beyond the sum of the individual parts. 

French filmmaker Michel Chion’s book Audio Vision: sound on screen (Chion 1994), 

provides an understanding of the interplay between sound and image in the context of 

film. He argues that the presence of sound influences the way we see images, and the 

presence of an image influences the way we hear sound. Information from two 

separate sensory sources combine to create new meanings, which can be different to 

the individual parts. Chion describes this process as synchresis (synthesis and 

synchronism). Moody et al. (2006) build on Chion’s ideas, suggesting that motion is the 

key to connecting the audio and visual domains, and that synchresis works because 

our experience of the world makes us expect to hear some kind of sound when objects 

are in motion. They claim that our brain will ‘connect almost any sound to the visual’ 

because we expect an aural event when we observe visual motion (Moody, Fells & 

Bailey 2006). Further work based on Chion’s ideas led to the creation of ‘Ashitaka’ and 

other audiovisual instruments (Moody 2009), exemplifying the links between cinema 

and audiovisual media mentioned above. 

Nicholas Cook (1998) discusses sound and image relationships his book Analysing 

Musical Multimedia. In contrast to Chion’s approach, firmly from the stance of film 

theory, Cook attempts to develop a system of analysis more akin to formal musical 

analysis. Cook argues that the juxtaposition of sound and image draws attention to the 
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properties that they share, creating a new experience of each sense. He uses the model 

of a verbal metaphor, and the precondition of similarity to connect different elements 

(Cook 1998). Cook’s categories of relationships between media include ‘conformance’ 

(consistent relationship between media); ‘contest’ (contradiction between media); and 

‘complementation’ (between the former extremes).  

Both Cook and Chion acknowledge that multimedia music and music video are 

different to cinema sound because the sound does not normally serve to advance 

action. ‘The editing of music video turns the prism to show its facets. The rapid 

succession of shots creates a visual polyphony’ (Chion 1994, p. 166). The theory of 

‘added value’ that Chion puts forward is that sound adds additional meaning to what 

is seen, creating new meanings and a perceptual intersection of the two senses.  

Related research into multisensory integration from a variety of scientific disciplines 

focuses on the ways in which the senses interact and influence perception. Seminal 

research in this field has been conducted by Stein and Meredith (1993) using 

electrophysiological experiments to test the ways in which neurons code information 

from different sensory systems. Many studies suggest that vision is the most important 

and dominant of the human sense modalities. For example, vison alters both the 

perception of speech in the ‘McGurk effect’ (MacDonald & McGurk 1978), and the 

perception of spatial location of sound in the ‘ventriloquist effect’ (Howard & 

Templeton 1966). However, later studies show that vision is also influenced by tactile 

and auditory stimulation. Sound can radically change visual perception, for example 

when a single brief flash is accompanied by multiple audio beeps, the single flash is 

perceived as multiple flashes (Shams, Kamitani & Shimojo 2004). The full implications 

of these connections are yet to be fully explored in the context of audiovisual music. 

2.3.1.1 Musicians and the visual 

Images have been a source of inspiration for musicians over many centuries. This can 

be seen from titles of musical works, for example the Pastoral Symphony of Beethoven 

and Debussy’s Images, The Sunken Cathedral and The Girl with the Flaxen hair.  

Looking back to Wagner’s 1849 essay describing his concept of an all encompassing 

music drama or ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ in which poetic, visual, musical and dramatic 

elements contribute to the whole experience, we see an early indication that 

multisensory thinking was well established in the nineteenth century (John 1983). 
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Wagner’s setting of his own libretto of Tristan and Isolde (1865), composition of the 

music, his supervision of the production, and his comprehensive grasp of the 

psychological aspects of his drama must surely be one of the earliest and most 

impressive examples of an interdisciplinary musician. Opera’s focus on the vocal 

setting of dramatic texts and the exploration of associated emotions set it aside from 

the new works developed in the present research. These new works explore 

experiences more directly, in a less narrative way than opera, and do not aim to set text 

to music. For this reason, a full discussion of opera is not included in this review. 

Debussy had a strongly visual orientation, visited art exhibitions frequently and kept 

colour reproductions of Turner and Whistler in his studio (Smith 1973). His 

illuminating description of the orchestration of Jeux ‘as if lit from behind’ indicates his 

strong visual perspective (Smith 1973). De Voto (2004) suggests that Debussy created 

‘aural images’ that he thought of as psychological links between different works. 

According to DeVoto, an aural image is akin to a ‘trademark’ combination of specific 

sounds, textures, harmonies and melodic fragments that recur in a number of pieces 

(ibid). It is possible that the recurrences are deeper explorations of the expressive 

potential of the aural image.  

In the early twentieth century, the theme of locating sound in space can be identified as 

a new area of focus for the conceptualisation and performance of music. Composers 

such as Edgard Varèse (1883-1965) and Iannis Xenakis (1922-2001) experimented with 

spatiality of sound in their production of large-scale sound installations. An example of 

this is Varèse’s Poème électronique, written for the Philips Pavilion at the 1958 Brussels 

World Fair. The work consists of bells, sirens, honks, machine noises and vocalisations, 

synchronised to a black and white film based on abstract images.  

Xenakis had a dual career as an architect and composer, and worked with Corbusier on 

the design of the Philips Pavilion. This background gave him a visual affinity that was 

reflected in his work Concrete PH, which was heard as visitors left the Philips Pavilion. 

It was projected using 11 channels, through an array of 425 loudspeakers. Xenakis’ 

description of the effect of the work demonstrates his strong visual orientation:  

‘lines of sound moving in complex paths from point to point in space, like 

needles darting from everywhere’ (Rowell 1985, p. 241). 
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2.3.1.2 Painters and music 

‘One day I must be able to improvise freely on the keyboard of colours: the row 
of watercolours in my paintbox’ (Paul Klee) 

Music was an important basis for many artforms in the twentieth century, and was 

often a significant element in the inspiration of paintings. Many painters express the 

desire to achieve the fluid temporal flow of music. Describing the concept of ‘painting 

in time’, Walter Ruttmann, filmmaker, painter and cellist, predicted in 1919 that this 

would be accomplished through film (Keefer 2005).  Paul Klee’s diary entries reflect a 

deep awareness of music, and many of his paintings have musical titles. His work as a 

violinist as well as a painter gave him constant first-hand experience that reminded 

him of the parallels between fine art and music. Klee’s standpoint was that the rhythm 

of music could be clearly represented in painting. His painting Dogmatic Composition 

(1918) is an example of linear and musical rhythms, applied to visual structures taken 

from nature (Düchting 1997).  Klee used the musical term ‘polyphony’ many times in 

his titles. 

 Kandinsky had a pivotal role in the development of abstract painting. His writings 

and artworks are evidence of a strong musical orientation: 

‘A painter . . . in his longing to express his inner life cannot but envy the ease 

with which music, the most non-material of the arts today, achieves this end. 

He naturally seeks to apply the methods of music to his own art. And from 

these results that modern desire for rhythm in painting, mathematical, abstract 

construction, for repeated notes of color, for setting color in motion’ (Kandinsky 

1914/1977, p. 31). 

As pointed out by Battey and Fischman (2016) a process of convergence between visual 

arts and musicians is apparent during the twentieth century. They suggest that visual 

arts have been moving away from mimesis towards abstraction, and that music has 

turned towards mimesis and spatialisation. These trends have resulted in a 

convergence and overlap of interest in the articulation of time and space as visuals 

embrace time and music embraces space. This shared shifting background suggests 

common ground for exploring synergies between sound and image (Battey & 

Fischman 2016). 
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2.3.1.3 Summary 

Emerging from this historical overview is a complex interwoven web of connections 

that have been explored between sound and image. Digitization has had a very 

significant impact on the ways in which these relationships can be explored. 

Constantly evolving technology gives rise to new perspectives and techniques. These 

explorations continue on in many forms, using video, computer graphics, interactive 

visualisations, combined with music that is instrumental, electronic, acousmatic and 

electro-acoustic. The focus of this literature review will now turn to more specific areas 

of audiovisual practice.  

2.4 Composition with visuals 

The ways in which composers work with visuals are examined in this section. The first 

part discusses audiovisual works in which the visual components are undertaken by 

composers, predominantly using video. Then the focus moves towards works with 

acoustic instruments primarily undertaken by composer-performers. 

Adding visuals to composition creates a new range of artistic possibilities. In 2013, I 

conducted an interview with Bret Battey 9, who stated that he was initially hesitant to 

work with visuals, but explained how powerful this experience was when working on 

his first audiovisual piece On the Presence of Water (1997): 10 

‘It turned out for me to be so creatively powerful to be doing both [sound and 

visuals] and have them feed each other, and then being able to imagine visual 

stuff, and that give me new ideas for the sound and vice versa… what I 

discovered in this, is that I felt my own creativity was magnified by being able 

to conceive things both in the visual and the musical domain’ (Battey 2013). 

Battey describes his work: 

‘On the Presence of Water is a sound and image meditation on water as an 

archetype. Computer manipulations of found sound and imagery are knit 

                                                        
9 Bret Battey, De Montfort University, Leicester UK, 28.11.13, interviewed by the author. 
10  On the Presence of Water can be viewed at: 
http://www.mti.dmu.ac.uk/~bbattey/Gallery/otpw.html 
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tightly together to express a narrative of the subconscious. I used the 

contemplation of water-as-symbol as a lens to focus a disparate array of 

sounds, images, ideas, and experiences into a creative work…  I developed the 

video and computer music in parallel, with creative insights in each medium 

influencing work in the other’ (Battey n.d.). 

Battey uses water as a unifying theme through which other materials and issues are 

explored, indicating many parallels with my own work Blue Space.  

A significant theme of composers working with sound and image is establishing how 

each media behaves in time, and working with this to create new and powerful 

meanings. According to Coulter (2010), this very enticing feature of cross modal 

creativity is also its downfall,  as there is a risk of one media detracting from the other. 

Coulter proposes a step-by-step process for composition working from either a 

developed video, and choosing audio material to suit, or starting with a completed 

audio track, and adding video materials. This method is at odds with Kapuscinski’s 

insistence that sound and image are closely intertwined and should be developed 

simultaneously, preferably by one individual (Kapuscinski 1997). As stated above, 

Battey also works on sound and image in parallel. Jean Piché works in this way, 

indicating that techniques from his compositional background form the basis of his 

approach to the visuals: 

‘I compose with the images the same way I do with the sound material, in the 

sense that I will distort and process them with varying degrees of 

recognizability.  The complexity of the image is associated with the complexity 

of the sound.  By putting them together in the ways I do, it’s really a new 

paradigm for composition, in that I compose the image and the sound together’ 

(Steenhuisen & Piché 2004).   

Bret Battey describes the transfer of compositional techniques to the visual domain: 

‘There is something there too for us as composers, wanting to bring something 

of the composerly sensibility over into the visual domain, and part of it is that 

music has this tremendous fluidity, to use a metaphorical term. And so, at least 

for myself, I was often looking for textural material that was continually 
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transforming in some way, somehow static, but moving at the same time’ 

(Battey 2013). 

Compositional concepts originating in classical music are applied to visual 

components by many audiovisual composers, and can lead to the development of 

highly refined techniques for audiovisual composition. Bret Battey (2015) has 

developed a concept of ‘fluid audiovisual counterpoint’ by exploring the application of 

species counterpoint to audiovisual relationships.  Basanta (2013) has applied concepts 

of orchestration to his audiovisual works. Basanta has devised the adjective luminosonic 

and states that ‘the notion of orchestration is useful in the analysis of ensembles of 

luminosonic objects, as it allows the application of orchestrational vocabulary’.  These 

examples show that taking advantage of existing musical concepts and terms can help 

to understand and categorise visual attributes, behaviour and events.  

When adding visuals to music, there are many aspects to consider in creating a 

coherent audiovisual work. Garro suggests that broad properties such as shaping time, 

categories of behavioural motion over time, symbolic associations with the real world, 

and narrative structures can apply to both sound and image (Garro 2005). In some 

works, Garro thinks of human gestures such as throwing or pulling to create 

audiovisual ‘gestures’ in which both audio and visuals possess energy that can be 

associated with human actions (Garro 2005).  

Another approach applies cinematic techniques, but Garro points to some fundamental 

differences that make this way of working problematic. One of these is the montage 

technique of cutting commonly used in film and video to change scene. Music does not 

usually feature abrupt cuts in this way, even though, as Garro points out, it is easy to 

achieve in the studio (Garro 2005).  One of the ways Garro approaches this issue is to 

think of the cut as a change in visual perspective that could be linked to changes in the 

aural perspective such as changing textures or spatial organisation. Later Garro notes 

that this type of visual montage is strongly associated with cinema, where the music 

takes a secondary role, so this very technique may relegate the music to the role of 

sonic commentary on the visuals (Garro 2012). Another issue that Garro points to is the 

ease of layering many tracks of audio, which can only partially be achieved in visual 

layers through control of luminance, colour channel settings or split shots (Garro 2005). 
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Garro’s 2010 work Patah uses a dramaturgical approach in which abstract visual and 

aural gestures undergo continuous morphing processes. He likens the metamorphosis 

processes to the gestural trajectories of physical objects, such as planetary motion 

(slow), sea waves (medium), and golf swing (fast) (Garro 2012, p. 110). This is an 

example of analogy to connect sound and image, which he thinks of in terms of 

matching the ‘energetic profiles’ of the components. He describes this as ‘contiguous 

phenomenological playgrounds for time-varying stimuli’ which evoke layers of 

meaning (Garro 2012, p. 111). 

Dannenberg’s approach is to think of images as an ‘integral part of the music’, and not 

‘as an interpretation or accompaniment to audio’. He believes that if the connections 

between sound and image are too obvious, audience interest will not be sustained. By 

connecting images to an ‘underlying musical deep structure’ he claims that audiences 

may perceive emotional, expressive or abstract connections between sound and image 

(Dannenberg 2005).   

Poast (2000) makes the interesting point that traditional musical notation is limiting in 

the way our thoughts are channeled into linear modes of thinking which are unsuitable 

for the complex textures of contemporary music, suggesting that future research into 

new notation systems is needed. Some initial work on a notation system that can be 

read by a computer was undertaken in the seventies by Tom DeWitt (1987), 

foreshadowing later developments with midi controllers which are ubiquitous in 

current practice. Lyons discusses the limitations of common music notation and 

describes several computer music systems that can visually represent music and 

operate like electronic scores that can be edited (Lyons 2003, p. 80).  

2.4.1 Mapping  

Mapping is the direct linking of an element in one media to an element in the other 

media. This can be done, for example with pitch to image brightness, pitch to colour, or 

loudness to image brightness. Opinions vary greatly on the desirability of direct 

mapping. According to some theorists, direct mapping can be somewhat simplistic and 

restrictive, and can fail to capture the expressive possibilities of great works of art, 

which rely on the interplay between tension and resolution on many levels (Alves 

2005). Dannenberg (2005) prefers more subtle linking between elements that are not as 

obvious, suggesting that this creates a much more interesting result. According to 
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Betancourt, (2007) the commonly used approach of linking image change with rhythm 

is disruptive to the development of a work over time.  

In a series of studies of image-based composition, Wu and Li mapped contour, colour, 

and then texture of images to pitches of the major scale and the chromatic scale (Wu & 

Li 2008). After initial colour experiments, a more refined mapping of hue, saturation 

and luminosity led Wu and Li to the conclusion that luminosity has a more natural 

association with rising and falling pitch than hue or saturation (ibid). This finding 

indicates that further refinement of this method, with more complex mapping, would 

produce worthwhile results. They identified that one limitation of their approach is the 

difficulty of evaluating the resultant melodies, suggesting that human evaluation alone 

is too subjective, and could be combined with objective fitness functions devised from 

theoretical perspectives (Wu & Li 2008, p. 1346). Mapping can be a useful tool to 

connect sound and image, however it needs to be extremely sophisticated to produce 

interesting results. 

Michael Poast finds single note to colour mapping completely inadequate because in 

his mind, colours are constantly in flux (Poast 2000). An additional problem is that 

contemporary musicians frequently use sounds that are not strictly ‘notes’, so this type 

of mapping has significant limitations. A musician and visual artist himself, Poast 

employs a much less structured way of linking sound and colour. He paints in 

watercolours directly onto musical staves, producing colourful abstract scores, which 

are projected to both the audience and the musicians during performances. The colours 

and shapes cue production of sound by the performers who are free to interpret them 

in their own way. 

Garro (2006) suggests that phenomenological aspects of sound and image may 

contribute towards a taxonomy of parameters with which a composer can link the 

audio and visual components: 

Phenomenological parameters of the moving image: 

• Colour: hue, saturation, value (brightness) 

• Shapes: geometry, size 

• Surface texture 

• Granularity: single objects, groups/aggregates, clusters, clouds 
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• Position/Movement: trajectory, speed, acceleration in the (virtual) 2D/3D 

• Surrogacy: links to reality, how ‘recognisable’ and how representational 
visual objects are 

 

Phenomenological parameters of sound: 

• Spectrum:  pitch, frequencies, harmonics, spectral focus 

• Amplitude envelope:  energy profile 

• Granularity: individually discernible sound grains, sequences, aggregates, 
streams, granular synthesis/reconstruction 

• Spatial behaviour: position, trajectory, speed, acceleration in the 2D/3D 
virtual acoustic space recreated in a stereo or surround sound field 

• Surrogacy: links to reality, how ‘recognisable’ and how representational our 
sound objects are 

(Garro 2006) 

While these mappings may be useful to establish links between sound and visuals, 

Garro rightly insists that there is much more to composition than mapping. 

‘Parametric mapping on its own does not constitute a self-sustaining methodology to 

define an audio‐visual language’ (Garro 2005, p. 6).  

In the examples above, some inadequacies of mapping are identified, particularly if 

parameters are directly mapped in a ‘one to one’ relationship. However, as shown by 

Hunt and Kirk (2000), acoustic musical instruments use mapping in much more 

complex ways, with multiple parameters being controlled simultaneously by the 

player. Pitch of the oboe, for example is controlled by the position of fingers on the 

keys, but in addition, the breath speed and embouchure pressure contribute 

refinements to the pitch. This is known as ‘many to one’ or ‘convergent mapping’. 

Similarly, an input such as breath, influences tone, volume, timbre and to some extent 

pitch. This is described as ‘one to many’ or ‘divergent mapping’ (Rovan et al. 1997). 

Using acoustic musical instruments as a model, Hunt and Kirk have shown that for a 

more satisfying experience in performance, the mapping should consider the following 

factors: 

• Continuous control of many parameters in real-time 
• More than one conscious body control (or limb) is used 
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• Parameters are coupled together 
• User's energy is required as a system input 

(Hunt & Kirk 2000, p. 236) 

As shown by Hunt and Kirk’s studies, multi parameter mappings are more engaging 

for the performer than one to one mapping. Complex mapping is more challenging, 

requiring longer-term application to develop skill and control. This results in a more 

expressive and satisfying experience for the user (ibid).  

2.4.2 Audiovisual performance with acoustic instruments 

In this section, examples of the work of other performer-composers are presented to 

highlight the ways in which the relationships between sound and image are used by 

performing musicians and composers who incorporate visual components into their 

work. The purpose of narrowing the focus in this way is to establish a more refined 

framework through which Blue Space can be viewed, and to provide a context in which 

to compare and contrast the work Blue Space to other related work. 

Incorporating visuals into musical performance and composition adds a significant 

new layer of expressive materials and extends the boundaries of performance. This 

area of music making is rapidly evolving in response to technology developments and 

resists fixed definitions. Adding a visual element expands the scope of traditional 

performance and enables a wider range of expressive possibilities for performers and 

composers.  

This section focuses on live audiovisual performance works with acoustic musical 

instruments. This is audiovisual music in which acoustic musical instruments are 

combined with computer based sound manipulation, producing visual output as well 

as sound. The examples presented share common ground with the creative work Blue 

Space, produced as a creative artefact and outcome of the present research. The 

following section will discuss a number of examples and trace some of the areas of 

interest and concerns in composing and performing these works. 

While the examples use instruments other than oboe, the artists have fundamental 

similarities to the present project in that they are pushing traditional instruments into 

new and more contemporary modes of performance that require new skills. These 

projects are of particular interest because they are often driven by performing 
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musicians who wish to expand their practice to include visual components. They each 

bring to the project their individual background and experience in performance. In 

each case, the new challenges involved in incorporating visuals and gestures impacts 

on the demands on the performer in different ways. The following section surveys 

relevant audiovisual work and explores the ways in which composer-performers draw 

relationships between sound and image. The aim of this part of the literature review is 

to discover what processes and practices are used to link the audio with the visual, and 

to determine whether a model exists to explain this practice. 

2.4.2.1 Kapuscinski 

Jaroslaw Kapuscinski is a concert pianist and intermedia composer who creates works 

in which musical instruments are used to control multimedia content. He considers 

that sound and image are equal components, and uses the term intermedia to describe 

his work. He sees a connection in his work to Fluxus, because it sits conceptually 

between media (Kapuscinski & Sanchez 2010). His goal is to contribute towards an 

intermedia theory of composition with sounds and images (Kapuscinski 1997, p. 2). 

His techniques of linking sound and vision have been developed over several decades 

of practice. Because of the intricate intertwining of the audio and visual layers, 

Kapuscinski suggests that these two aspects should be developed concurrently. He 

strongly recommends that a single artist should work on both the audio and visual 

components in order to achieve attention to detail and tight integration of the 

components (Kapuscinski 1997). This is one of the reasons that this review of literature 

includes individual artists who work directly with both sound and images and 

perform the work themselves. 

Kapuscinski’s works explore audiovisual coherence and narratives that emerge 

between aural and visual layers. He sometimes composes as if the visual elements are a 

part of the contrapuntal musical structure, as can be seen in his 1997 intermedia work 

Mudras (ibid, p. 1). This work is scored for a pair of hands and female voice with 

electronic and concrete sounds. It has a notated musical score as well as a 

choreographic storyboard style visual score for the hand movements. 

Kapuscinski suggests that musical knowledge of the development of ideas over time 

can also be applied to the visual components. Development over time is one way in 

which a link can be made between sound and image, establishing perceptual 
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intersection and integration between the two. To explain this idea, he compares this 

process to the way in which our eyes create a three dimensional image by combining 

input from each eye. He suggests that this works through the comparison of 

similarities and differences between the two, to create the third dimension of depth 

(ibid, p. 4). 

Drawing on experience from his own musical output as an intermedia artist, 

Kapuscinski puts forward a theory of intermedia that categorises the correspondence 

between audio and visual layers as ‘internal’ and ‘external’. Internal correspondences 

relate to observable and measurable features in both sound and image:  

Temporal correspondence includes rhythm and tempo changes relating to speed 

of visual edits and scene changes.  

Textural correspondence relates to matching media forces and homophonic / 

polyphonic characteristics. 

Structural correspondence encompasses symmetry, resolution and complexity. 

Qualitative correspondence includes parallels of change in sharpness, 

brightness, size and shape. 

External correspondence encompasses cultural meanings and associations such as a 

church and organs, or an animal and its sound.  

In addition to these structures and categories employed at the compositional level, 

Kapuscinski also considers the perceptual level from the audience viewpoint, 

identifying that foreground and background layers can function as important 

structural elements. Change or motion can be used to link the structural elements, 

which are categorised in order of predominance (Kapuscinski 1997): 

1. Linked foreground objects 

2. Unlinked foreground objects 

3. Linked background objects 

4. Unlinked background objects  
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Linked objects dominate over unlinked objects, so this can be used as a tool to draw 

attention to particular aspects, further creating coherence. Continuing the thread of 

applying musical techniques to images, Kapuscinski explains how changing attributes 

can create counterpoint in a similar way to motion. Melodic lines have three basic 

categories of contrapuntal motion:  

a is in motion while b is static 

a and b are in motion moving in parallel directions 

a and b are in motion moving in opposite directions  

When applied to changes in both senses within different attributes, counterpoint of 

change occurs, for example sound becoming slower, visuals becoming brighter. 

Counterpoint normally applies to motion as in the ‘a and b’ example above. Applied in 

this new context to changing parameters, a counterpoint of change is a new aspect to 

the relationship between sound and image that Kapuscinski explores in his works. 

In a later work, Counterlines (2010), a fundamental analogy was drawn between 

melodic intervals and lines. Using Max/MSP/Jitter and projection, the pianist 

generates graphic elements by playing. Meanwhile, the graphic performer’s drawing 

gestures generate the sound of piano notes. A number of mapping strategies were tried 

whilst creating this work, revealing that direct linear mapping of parameters tended to 

be artistically limited, but was useful for analysis. In contrast, frequent changes of 

interface rules enabled more expressive freedom both to individual layers and the 

composition as a whole (Sanchez & Kapuscinski 2010). Establishing visible causality of 

who was controlling what appeared to contribute to ‘performance believability’ 

(Kapuscinski & Sanchez 2010). In addition to integrating sound and image through 

linking of layers in different ways, Kapuscinski suggests that inclusion of some pre-

composed material contributed refinement and expressive precision in Counterlines 

(Kapuscinski & Sanchez 2010). 

According to Olivier (2015), there are four standard planes of signification in 

intermedia concert works with live performers, interactive electronic sound and 

projected imagery: 

1: the sound of the instrument or voice of performer 

2: the electronic sound 
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3: the projected image 

4: the movements of the performer. 

 

In his analysis of Kapuscinski’s 2008 work Oli’s Dream, Olivier shows that Kapuscinski 

has added two additional layers, which function as narrative objects. These layers are 

non-diegetic ‘found’ sounds of a typewriter and a baby’s voice, combined with text 

that appears on the screen, adding considerable depth and nuance.11 Figure 2.2 shows 

Olivier’s diagramme of the six planes of signification he has identified in Oli’s Dream. 

While Olivier’s analysis is certainly feasible, it is impossible to tell from this kind of 

third person analytical approach, whether it coincides in any way with what the 

composer intended. The multiple layers and narrative tensions between the on- and 

offscreen planes have similarities to film sound, pointing towards the lineage between 

some contemporary audiovisual music and cinema, as mentioned earlier.  

 

Figure 2.2: Olivier’s Six planes of signification in Oli’s Dream 

 

                                                        
11  For full analysis see Olivier’s ‘Musica Speculativa: An exploration of the multimedia concert 
experience through theory and practice’ 
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Kapuscinski’s background in classical music has enabled him to apply many 

characteristics of musical structure and traditional composition to the visual aspects of 

his work. His attention to clarity of structure, and specific techniques of linking of 

audio and visual components are successful partly because of his preference for simple 

components, which allow structures to be clearly revealed (Sanchez & Kapuscinski 

2010). He has undertaken an extensive study of time and timbre in Japanese Gagaku 

music resulting in the publication of a book on this topic (Kapuscinski & Rose 2012). 

The slowly evolving sound in Gagaku music highlights timbre, enabling different 

layers to be clearly identified (Rose & Kapuscinski 2014). This may have interesting 

practical applications in Kapuscinski’s future intermedia work.  

2.4.2.2 Kimura 

Mari Kimura is a violinist-composer who has created a unique performance practice 

using developments from the IRCAM  based Augmented Violin project. Kimura wears 

a specially designed glove on her bowing hand that transmits information wirelessly to 

a computer.12 Built into the glove are three axis accelerometers and a gyroscope, which 

measure velocity and direction of motion. Data from these measurements can be used 

to control digital visualisations, or adjust playback dynamics and tempo of pre-

recorded sound tracks (Bierend 2014). The Augmented Violin detects fine nuances of 

bowing to facilitate extremely refined interaction. Kimura also makes special use of the 

non-sounding gestures of preparatory bow strokes and bow release, opening up new 

areas of musical expression, by using information that is not transmitted without the 

Augmented Violin (Kimura 2008). 

Kimura identifies that although bowing movement creates the sound, the resulting 

musical expression does not necessarily have an exact correlation with the bowing 

(Kimura 2008). She illustrates this point with an example of sound amplitude not 

perfectly aligning with a musical crescendo, and stating that ‘bowing movements do 

not physically illustrate the curves or designs of musical expression and the perceptual 

effect’ (ibid, p. 219).  

One way she has addressed this issue was to create a max patch with slightly irregular 

behaviour to more closely replicate live performance. The patch creates an 

                                                        
12 IRCAM: Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique (Paris). 
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intentionally slightly uneven crescendo to mimic a realistic ‘musical’ crescendo. To 

address the ever present problem of tuning when working with computer based and 

pre-recorded music, Kimura devised a max patch that ‘listens’ to the violin pitch and 

adjusts using real-time pitch tracking so that ‘we will not have to be a slave to equal 

temperament’ (Kimura 2003).  

Eigenspace (2011) for Augmented Violin and Interactive Graphics was created in 

collaboration with a leading visual artist in new media, Tomoyuki Kato. The piece was 

motivated by the Fukushima meltdown in 2011, and is described as a prayer for the 

earth and for the future of humankind. Based on the mathematical function 

(eigenvalue) used for analyzing the bow movement, the performer interacts in real-

time with visual projections which are influenced by the bowing characteristics. Meteo-

Hahn (2012) for Augmented Violin and Interactive Graphics uses the idea of a weather 

map to influence control over the music and graphics. For over two decades Kimura 

has also been conducting experimental work with the use of subharmonic pitches on 

the violin which sound well below the normal range. 

While acknowledging that she is creating new modes of performance for the violin, 

Kimura also sees in her work a link to earlier times, when the division between 

composition and performance did not exist in the same way as today. This is explained 

in a quotation from an interview published in the New York Times: 

“I studied with very old people,” she said. “They were all my grandfather’s 

age. Through them, I feel a connection to the era of the 1920s or even before, 

when violin playing was more creative than it is now. Today there’s a division 

of labor between composers and interpreters. I’m trying to bring back the old 

way that was the norm for Vivaldi or Corelli or Tartini in the 17th and 18th 

centuries. They wrote for themselves and invented their own techniques. That’s 

what made them who they are. That’s how they made their mark in violin 

history. The tradition of the violin lies in creation. By being creative, you learn 

about tradition” (Gurewitsch 2011). 

Kimura expresses a similar view to oboist Kyle Bruckmann regarding the limited view 

of instrumental performance taken in  She believes that expanding 

the violin’s potential through the use of , 
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2.4.2.3 Burke 

Clarinetist Brigid Burke is a performer-composer who combines multiple media, 

improvisation, composition and live performance in her audiovisual work.  Burke has 

a long history of developing audiovisual works, and prefers the term ‘polymedia’ to 

describe her use of multiple artistic sources by a single artist. She combines her skills as 

a painter, video artist, photographer, graphic artist, clarinetist and composer, drawing 

these skills together in her unique artistic practice. Burke uses a range of approaches to 

the way in which visuals and sound are integrated in her works. Video can function as 

a moving score for improvisation, or in other situations, energy produced by music can 

be ‘transmuted’ into visual form (Burke Rigo 2014, pp. 2-3). Burke uses layering as a 

structural technique in her work Escapee Gloss (2014). This work includes photos, 

videos, drawings and paintings combined with live and processed sound. By layering 

both audio and visual components, Burke develops a wide range of materials that are 

transformed in many ways though their juxtaposition with other components in live 

performance (Burke Rigo 2014). 

‘During the performance, one is continually creating new musical ideas that 

trigger fresh sonic improvisations that then influence different combinations of 

visual layering that continually and fluidly change the balance between the 

visual and audio output. Both are reacting off each other at all times. The visual 

output is based on an abstract representation of how the music is progressing. 

The audio is affected by the live video feed, by the lighting and by the amount 

the performers interact with the footage in real-time’ (Burke Rigo 2014, p. 90). 

Elsewhere, Burke has described the visual component of her work as part of the score, 

treated in the same way as the sound components, with both subject to extensive 

computer manipulation. Discussing her work Blooms and Death, Burke states that ‘there 

is no correlation between the musical and video layers, as the music is written at the 

onset and the animated video samples added afterwards’ (Burke 2012, p. 93). 

Nevertheless, using Burke’s live video mixing procedure in which both prepared and 

live video are mixed, both audio and visuals connect and interact with each other in 

live performance. Burke explains that her initial inspiration is often an image, and 

likens her creative process to that of postmodern fictional author Italo Calvino (1923-

1985), known for his penetrating examinations of literary experience.  Calvino writes: 
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‘The first thing that comes to my mind is an image that for some reason strikes 

me as charged with meaning, even if I cannot formulate this meaning in 

discursive or conceptual terms. As soon as the image has become sufficiently 

clear in my mind, I set about developing it into a story, or better yet, it is the 

images themselves that develop their own implicit potentialities, the story they 

carry with them. Around each image others come into being, forming a field of 

analogies, symmetries, confrontations. Into the organization of this material 

which is no longer purely visual but also conceptual, there now enters my 

deliberate intent to give order and sense to the development of the story’ 

(Calvino 1988, pp. 88-9). 

Burke explains her particular connection with Calvino’s idea of the ‘field of analogies, 

symmetries, confrontations’. In Escapee Gloss, Burke explores musical textures through 

analogies with veneers of paint to evoke abstract meanings she associates with the 

clarinet, such as shine, gloss, pantone, matte, sheen and silk (Burke Rigo 2014, p. 4). 

The reverse also occurs, starting with sound, Burke describing the energy of music 

being transmuted into a visual form (ibid, p. 3). This occurs in movement five of 

Escapee Gloss in which soundscapes of rainforests are visualised. 

This demonstrates that Burke uses analogies both of visual images to contribute to the 

generation of musical ideas, and analogies of sound to generate visual components. 

The use of analogy to generate materials also features strongly in this thesis, and is an 

important component of the work Blue Space. This topic will be further explicated in 

Chapters Four and Five of the present dissertation. 

2.4.2.4 Yeo 

The interplay between sound and image is explored in the audiovisual works of singer, 

composer and graphic designer Ge-Suk Yeo, using ‘sounds that tell a story and images 

that describe sound’ (Stephan 2007). Yeo, like Burke is an artist who creates both the 

visual and audio content herself. Water features prominently in her works not only as 

elemental material, but also as a means to explore time, for example in a series of three 

works entitled Time Sculptures.13  These works explore rhythm as a time structure 

denoting durations and sequences, the instant as an indicator of past, present and 

future, and time explored through space.  

                                                        
13 See vimeo for examples: https://vimeo.com/gesukyeo 
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Based on the Chinese five-element theory, Yeo has also produced a set of works that 

explore the elements, relating to wood, metal, water, earth and fire. These are each 

associated with particular phases of nature which Yeo links to colours in the work. The 

work expresses cyclic processes in evolution, with each element influencing the others. 

The five-movement audiovisual work Five demonstrates Yeo’s elemental colour 

associations: 

1 Wood: Green, brown 

2 Metal: White, silver 

3 Water: Black, grey 

4 Earth: Yellow, orange 

5 Fire: Red, purple 

(Yeo 2015) 
 
2.4.2.5 Summary  

The preceding examples from artists who work both with sound and visuals provide 

some glimpses into a number of different concepts, processes and techniques. They 

each work in very different ways. While the quality of the work is not in question, the 

picture of how the works are created seems incomplete. From Kimura a technical 

approach is presented with little information about linking the images to the sound. 

Kapuscinski provides composition structural information, but there is still more to 

discover about his choice of images and how his linking connections are made. Burke 

presents the idea of images being ‘transmuted’ into sound and in other places, the 

images are an abstract representation of the music, but how this is achieved remains 

unclear. Although these examples are among the best available explanations by 

composer-performers working with images, the information provides only a partial 

impression of their methods. Providing a complete account of their processes for 

audiovisual composition may not have been their intention.  

As shown in this section, early audiovisual projects tended towards using fixed media, 

such as pre-prepared video. Contemporary practice has moved towards live 

integration of sound and visuals, leading to a strong focus on interaction, addressed in 

the following section. 
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2.5 Interactivity  

While music performance has always been interactive to some extent, digital 

technologies have enabled the integration of a wide range of media in ways previously 

unimaginable (Hope & Ryan 2014). This integration involves a corresponding wide 

range of interaction. ‘Interaction’ as explained by Candy and Edmonds (2011), is the 

two-way interplay between people, artefacts and events.  The interacting people can 

include performers, composers, choreographers, audiences, digital artists and 

designers. Artefacts in the form of interactive computer systems can also behave like 

human participants, changing their behaviour in response to human actions. An 

interactive system adapts and responds to the human performer, who then in turn 

reacts to the system output, creating a cyclic and dynamic performance environment. 

This creates new experiences and challenges for performers. In line with one of the 

main themes of this research, the following section focuses on the implications for 

performers working with interactive systems. 

Interactivity in music performance is an interdisciplinary field of research that has 

been studied from many perspectives, including Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), 

Embodied Cognition (Beilharz 2011; Leman 2008), improvisation systems (Carey 2015; 

Gifford 2011) and interaction with virtual instruments (Johnston 2009, 2011, 2015). One 

of the pioneers of musical interaction, working in the field since the 1960’s, Joel 

Chadabe, used the term interactive composing to describe a method for developing 

performable music systems (Chadabe 1984). He explains interactive composing as a two-

stage process that involves first building a system, and then interacting with that 

system as it functions. This changes the traditionally separate roles of performance and 

composition to a new model of shared control between the system and the performer. 

‘The process of composition then becomes distributed between the decisions made 

during system development and those made in the moment of the performance’ 

(Drummond 2009, p. 132).  

One of the touchstone interactive works is Rokeby’s Very Nervous System (1982-1991), 

which uses video cameras, image processors, computers, synthesizers and a sound 

system to create sound by detecting the body motion of participants. Rokeby uses the 

metaphor of the mirror to describe the way in which interactive works reflect back and 

refract a version of the world: 
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‘To the degree that the technology transforms our image in the act of reflection, 

it provides us with a sense of the relation between this self and the experienced 

world. This is analogous to our relationship with the universe. Newton's First 

Law, stating that "For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction," 

implies that everything is a mirror. We discover our 'selves' in the mirror of the 

universe’ (Rokeby 1995, p. 1). 

Rokeby describes four models as ways of categorising the different processes of 

interaction. The navigable structure operates like a space which facilitates an unfolding 

experience of exploration and discovery, resulting in each interactor having a personal 

and unique experience. The participant as creator allows the outcome of the work to 

be determined by how participants interact. If the available system options are well 

designed, the experience can be empowering for participants. Transforming Mirrors as 

already mentioned, can provide a new awareness of one's image of the self from which 

the relationship to the world can be examined, questioned and transformed. The 

amplification of body movements can also lead to heightened awareness of the body. 

Automata are autonomous works that interact with the public, providing commentary 

on social behaviour and relationships. An example is White's Helpless Robot, which 

invites the public to move it or touch it, resulting in opportunities to observe and study 

the way people interact with it (Rokeby 1995). 

Andrew Johnston’s early research on interactivity focused on performer experience 

with virtual musical instruments, resulting in the identification of aspects of interaction 

that can be applied more broadly. Virtual musical instruments are in essence, 

interactive systems for musical performance, or as Johnston explains: ‘a computer 

system designed to facilitate musical expression and/or exploration that responds to 

the actions of a performer by producing sound’ (Johnston 2009, p. 3). Usually his 

instruments also feature a visual display linked to the actions of the performer (ibid). 

Johnston’s design criteria for virtual instruments include being realistic, natural and 

consistent in the way they behave, engaging for musicians, and understandable to 

observers. This suggests an expectation that they expand and enhance acoustic 

instrumental behaviours and ways of interacting, rather than completely reinventing 

them. Johnston’s research demonstrated that musicians engaged with his virtual 

instruments in different ways, depending largely upon the degree of control over the 
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instrument the performer sought. These behaviours were classified as three ‘modes of 

interaction’ as follows: 

Instrumental - The musician seeks to control the software. 

Ornamental - The musician allows the software to provide an additional 
audiovisual layer to the performance without seeking either directly to control 
it or respond to it. 

Conversational - The musician shares control over the musical trajectory of the 
performance with the software, seizing the initiative for a time to steer the 
conversation in a particular direction, then relinquishing control and allowing 
the virtual instrument to talk back. 

(Johnston 2011, p. 212) 

 

Johnston’s later research on interactivity, primarily involving dancers, has enabled him 

to refine his understanding of interaction and the implications for designing interactive 

systems and methods to evaluate them. By closely focusing on the experience of 

performers, and including participating performer feedback in his research approach, 

Johnston has been able to develop specific strategies to inform the design of successful 

interactive projects. These strategies are aimed at maintaining close connections 

between research and the concerns of performers, for example: working with 

experienced high calibre artists; applying user-centred iterative design and 

development approaches, and carefully examining the impact of new technologies and 

techniques on performers’ practices and experiences (Johnston 2014). Using these 

strategies has allowed Johnston to develop a sophisticated and highly nuanced 

research approach that is ‘grounded in the concerns of practitioners’  (Johnston 2014, p. 

61).  

The dance work Encoded  was used by Johnston as a case study to gather input from 

participants to contribute to his understanding of interaction design.14 Participants 

described applying theatre techniques such as thinking of the technology as a kind of 

mask, and likening the interaction with technology to contact improvisation. 15 Along 

the same lines as Johnston’s findings with virtual instruments, performers’ existing 
                                                        
14 Collaborative project with Andrew Johnston and Stalker Theatre. 
15A dance technique in which movement improvisation is explored through physical contact.  
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expertise is an important building block and strongly influences how the interaction 

takes shape. Some of the difficulties that had to be addressed were the performers’ fear 

of being dominated by the technology, and the large scale projections becoming 

impersonal and detracting from the intimacy of dance (Johnston 2015). The need for 

robust and reliable interactive systems is a common theme of performers working with 

interactive systems.   

2.5.1 Gestures in performance  

One of the significant research areas of interactive computer based music is the study 

of performer gestures. The term ‘gesture’ encompasses a board range of meanings and 

applications. Attempting to define the meaning of ‘gesture’ in the context of musical 

performance, Jensensius (2014) shows that different uses of the term generally 

encompass movement which conveys meaning. This can include, for example, physical 

hand movement that controls an interface, or metaphorical gestures used to project 

motion-like qualities in sound (Jensenius 2014). The metaphoric approach towards 

gestures taken by Hatten (2004) involves the idea of conscious or unconscious 

’energetic shaping through time’ which can occur with rhythm, pitch, contour and 

intensity. Hatton argues that even unconscious gestures can convey subtle meaning 

and insights into the human character. Attempts to differentiate types of gestures 

according to function suggest that it may be possible to develop a conceptual 

framework for musical gestures (Jensenius et al. 2010). However, one of the problems 

of categorising gestures is that a single gesture may have several different functions, 

and therefore resist strict categorisation. This is particularly applicable to instrumental 

gestures on acoustic instruments, which nevertheless can provide useful models for the 

design of gestural input devices (Cadoz 1988; Cadoz & Wanderley 2000). 

Explicit consideration of the relationships between performer gestures and musical 

performance is by no means a new idea, as Bulwer’s 1644 survey of gestures attests 

(Morrel-Samuels 1990). Hand gestures such as pointing were seen as a connection 

between the body of the performer and the mind. This recurring theme remains an 

important component of baroque vocal performance, and has resurfaced in digital 

instrument design, as pointed out by Garth Paine.  He claims that ‘the relationship of 

gesture to mind is critical in new interface design’ because gesture is the first moment 

of excitation and engagement (Paine 2004). Hand gestures were used in a new way 

with the 1920’s theremin, controlling the volume and pitch of the instrument without 
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physically touching it. ‘The Hands’ (Michael Waisvisz) premiered in 1984, Sonami’s 

‘Lady’s Glove’, first developed in 1991, and Imogen Heap’s ‘The Gloves’ (2011) are 

further developments of the use of hand gesture as a controller. In a different 

approach, incorporating scored specific performer gestures in Sequenza V for solo 

trombone (1966), Luciano Berio used gestures to add a theatrical layer to the work. 

Mainsbridge (2016) has designed gestural performance systems which prioritise 

movement awareness and focus on the body itself as an instrument. Relationships 

between body movement, voice production and musical expression are explored in the 

development of Hewitt’s eMic (Hewitt 2011). 16  The eMic is a gestural controller aimed 

at extending the level of control a vocalist has over the audio processing of their voice. 

The eMic builds upon a vocalist’s normal gestures when using a microphone and 

incorporates these gestures into the design of the eMic controls (Hewitt 2006). The 

advantage of this approach is that the performer can draw upon gestures that they 

already use, which are also generally understood by audiences. By taking a 

choreographic approach in the work Idol, body movement was the starting point for 

composition, and resulted in a more visually engaging performance (Hewitt 2011). A 

strong focus on choreography is also evident in Alon Ilsar’s Airsticks, a unique blend of 

drumming and dance, in which performer gestures trigger and manipulate sound and 

visuals. Ilsar argues that greater visual impact can be achieved by focusing on the 

choreography of gestures, and mapping movement to sound, rather than the more 

usual approach of mapping sound to movement (Ilsar & Johnston 2015).  

The natural bodily gestures of playing an acoustic instrument can also convey 

significant musical and structural information and contribute to audience appreciation 

of the music (Vines et al. 2004). Close attention to a string quartet in a live concert 

reveals the performers’ immediate analysis, interpretation and reaction to other 

players’ gestures. Extremely fine-grained adjustments in response to other players are 

a constant feature of live acoustic music. These can affect many musical components 

such as tone colour, dynamics, speed and intensity. In this respect, musical 

performance has always been interactive, long before computers were invented, and 

long before interactivity was a word.  

                                                        
16 eMic: Extended Microphone Stand Interface controller 
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However, digitally capturing performer gestures and using the data to shape visuals 

and sound certainly opens new pathways for musical thinking and performing, 

including, as Paine suggests, ‘the breaking of the excitation-sonification bindings’ 

(Paine 2004). This ‘break’ can be seen in works such as Tanaka’s BioMuse (1992), which 

uses muscular and neural activity to create music, and James Maher’s Laminar Flow 

(2015), using data from the flautist’s vascular system. 

In order to digitise performer movement and gestures, diverse methods of motion 

capture have been explored. Options for instrument tracking include motion capture 

suits and gloves, video analysis, and for string instruments, bow motion and 

acceleration tracking. Video analysis is the preferred method for tracking of Jensenius 

and Johnson’s (2012) electric violin. While acknowledging that video analysis is one of 

the slower and less precise techniques to track motion, they found it had the advantage 

of being unobtrusive to the performer. Their experiments suggest that violin bow 

tracking influences the performer behaviour when players know it is being used as a 

control parameter, and they also point out that bow movement may not be artistically 

very interesting (Jensenius & Johnson 2012). Violinist Mari Kimura’s 2010 IRCAM 

residency produced refinements to the Augmented Violin bow tracking and led to new 

compositional approaches and ways of creating interactive performances (Kimura et al. 

2012). Her earlier works utilised real-time sound analysis to gather performer 

information, which had the advantage of being less obvious to the audience (Kimura 

2003).  

Incorporating gestures into performance can provide musicians with greater control of 

sound and more expressive possibilities. This can enhance both the musical content of 

a work and the performer experience, and can also have implications on audience 

engagement. Further consideration of gestures in the context of Blue Space can be found 

in chapter 5.3.3. 

2.6 Immersion 

Interactive systems can be highly immersive performance environments. Immersion 

has been studied from many perspectives, including computer gaming (Brown & 

Cairns 2004; Calleja 2007) cognitive psychology (Csikszentmihalyi 1991) and theatre 
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(White 2012). Immersive, interactive performance can, in certain circumstances, result 

in changes in the mental state of the performer or audience. Kapuscinski goes as far as 

to suggest that inducing such a state may even be an intention of the artist: 

‘The intermodal experience is highly immersive… In extreme situations, an 

undivided concentration or contemplation may lead to a state of trance; this 

might be an explicit goal of the artist’ (Kapuscinski 1997, p. 8). 

Albert (2012) suggests that there are two types of immersion, one that appears when 

there is a minimum of mediation and direct connection between the viewer and the 

work, causing ‘devices to disappear’.  The other form, as seen in Bill Viola’s work 

Pneuma, prompts a self-questioning that can emerge when objects and sounds are only 

partially suggested, causing the viewer to introspectively explore their own memories 

(Albert 2012). 

Rokeby explains a similar phenomenon as an integration of the interactive system into 

our own proprioperceptive system such that ‘the system and its responses are 

experienced in the same way that we experience our own body’ (Rokeby 1998). 

Waterworth’s concept of ‘expanded embodiment’ implies a ‘change in the boundary 

between the self and the non-self (the other) that constitutes the world around one’ 

(Waterworth & Waterworth 2014, p. 34). These altered state examples suggest that the 

study of human experience using interactive systems may offer fresh perspectives and 

new knowledge about perception and consciousness in musical contexts.  

2.6.1 Immersion in metaphorical water 

The very term ‘immersion’ is noteworthy in the context of the present study if we take 

account of its metaphorical meaning.  Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) work on metaphor 

shows that the way we structure thought is fundamentally metaphorical, and reveals 

deep connections between concepts. As White (2012) points out, thinking of artworks 

as immersive, in view of Lakoff and Johnson’s approach to metaphors, suggests the 

conflation of two high order metaphors: 

artworks are ‘containers’ and  

experience is a ‘body of water’ 
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White (2012) develops the container idea, suggesting artworks have an outside and 

inside, which we can ‘get into’ and ‘get something out of’. The body of water idea can 

have the entailments ‘experience flows around us, and can be shallow or deep’. We can 

‘throw ourselves in’, ‘take the plunge’, ‘sink or swim’ or ‘go with the flow’. The 

purpose of this discussion is to demonstrate how fundamental these water metaphors 

are to our basic language structures and understanding of the world, particularly, 

when dealing with an nebulous concept like ‘experience’ (White 2012). Returning 

briefly to immersion, metaphorical language related to water provides a concrete and 

physical form to a concept that is very abstract, thereby contributing to our 

understanding and ability to communicate.  

Thinking of a human experience and understanding it by comparing it to a physical 

substance, is how the term ‘immersion’ came into use. The substance of water is able to 

contribute to the meaning of an abstract concept. In music there are countless examples 

of terminology based on liquids, for example, the flow of melody, a deep bass tone, 

streaming a song, waves of sound. The next section moves the discussion to the 

relationships between music and water, one of the key concerns of this thesis. The 

section begins with an examination of the subject of water as a source of inspiration in 

music, and explores how other composers have used water. In many cases, similar 

metaphorical processes are at work, linking the physical behaviour of water to elusive 

emotions, feelings, and musical structures, which can be difficult to describe directly. 

2.7 Water and music 

This section examines how other composers have made use of water in their work. 

This is connected to one of the research themes of this thesis. The research question of 

how water can be used as a catalyst for musical composition is a driving concern in the 

work Blue Space, particularly in its connection with Bachelard’s Water and Dreams. The 

purpose of this section is to create a context for the work Blue Space by discussing how 

the theme of water is presented in other musical works.  
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There are hundreds of examples of music that is connected to water, and dozens of 

pieces with the word ‘sea’ in their titles.17 The dynamic behaviour of water and its 

constantly changing reactions to weather, the moon, temperature and gravity create a 

wide range of contrasting attributes. Metaphors based primarily on the behaviour of 

fluids can transfer some of these attributes, contributing to understanding and helping 

to structure thought. Water metaphors are used frequently in normal language, for 

example the flow of a melody, a wash of sound, a wave of emotion and the stream of 

consciousness. The direct physical and visible properties of water can provide a clear 

way of conceptualising and understanding the most abstract of feelings and emotions. 

The examples of water motion described above, combined with the changing light on 

water from sunrise to sunset, provide infinitesimal gradations that are rich with 

descriptive and metaphorical potential.  

Ideas based on water have been woven into musical works in many different ways. 

These include as a source of inspiration, a culturally based symbol, a physical model of 

motion, a conceptual model for the transfer of energy or emotion and a source of 

sound. Some recent works have used data collected from water flows, tides or rainfall 

to contribute materials for musical composition. While a full account of the ways in 

which composers have made connections between water and music is beyond the 

scope of this section, some examples of each of the categories mentioned above will be 

discussed. First we turn to Debussy’s La Mer as a key example of the role of water in 

composition.  

Many of Debussy’s works reference the sea and its power. In a letter to his friend, 

composer André Messager, Debussy expressed a desire to have a career as a sailor 

(Trezise 1994). Debussy was a private person, and Vallas suggests that he did not wish 

anyone to know the sources of inspiration for his works (cited in DeVoto 2004, p. 97). 

Nevertheless, information about his thoughts and feelings can be found in his letters 

and articles.  

In 1902 Debussy wrote:  ‘ I wanted from music a freedom which it possesses perhaps to 

a greater degree than any other art, not being tied to a more or less exact reproduction 

of Nature but to the mysterious correspondences between Nature and Imagination’ 

(Nichols 1995, p. 307). The connections between art and nature were a strong feature of 
                                                        
17  For example, compositions by Elgar, Britten, Debussy, Takemitsu, Vaughan Williams, 
MacDowell, Mendelssohn, Beethoven, Delius, Korngold. 
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nineteenth century music, but the focus changed in the twentieth century from 

depictions of nature, to explorations of emotion and experience of interaction with 

nature. Here we see a clear parallel with Bachelard’s emerging interest in the elements, 

although Bachelard was only eighteen when Debussy wrote this, and is unlikely to 

have read it.  

Debussy claimed that the most profound expression in Beethoven’s Pastoral 

Symphony is when ‘there is no attempt at direct imitation, but rather at capturing the 

invisible sentiments of nature’ (Lesure & Smith 1977, pp. 117-18). Further, in an 

interview with Emily Bauer, Debussy explained ‘I live in a world of imagination that is 

set in motion by something suggested by my intimate surroundings…I find an 

exquisite joy when I search deeply in the recesses of myself…’ (Trezise 1994, p. 38).  

 

There are varied interpretations regarding the 

connections of Debussy’s La Mer with the sea. 

The highly atmospheric work does not seek to 

depict the sea literally, but to capture the 

‘invisible sentiments of nature’, and to distill 

the essence of Debussy’s seaside memories 

(Cirigliano 2014). Along similar lines, 

Spampinato suggests that La Mer should be 

seen as endowed with the essence of liquidity, 

rather than representing it directly (Lassus 

2010).  

Figure 2.3: Cover of first edition of La Mer  

When first published by Durand in 1905, the cover of La Mer shown in figure 2.3 

featured a section of Hokusai's iconic The Great Wave, apparently chosen by Debussy. 

This was a familiar image in France at the time due to the popularity of Japanese art 

and culture. (Cirigliano 2014). The wave image has been linked to mathematical 

proportions based on the ‘golden section’ in La Mer (Howat 1983).18   

                                                        
18 For a full account see: Howat, R. 1983, Debussy in Proportion: A musical analysis, Cambridge 
University Press. 
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A different viewpoint is that La Mer may have been influenced by Debussy’s turbulent 

emotional state at the time of his divorce, channeled through the sea, which was for 

him the most powerful force in nature. (Trezise 1994). A further perspective is Trezise’s 

suggestion that the play of light on the sea inspired the work.  In the piano piece Reflets 

dans l’eau, (1905), water reflection was clearly on Debussy’s mind. In a letter to the 

young composer Raoul Bardac, Debussy explained the advantage of music over 

painting was the ability to ‘bring together all variations of colour and light’ (Smith 

1973). Perhaps the influences on La Mer also include Debussy’s love of literature, 

particularly Baudelaire and Poe, both known for their strong sea imagery. The sea was 

such a powerful influence on Debussy that he found it too distracting to work by the 

sea, and in fact, most of La Mer was written in Paris and Burgundy (Trezise 1994).   

Among Debussy’s many other works clearly linked to water are Jardins sous la plouie 

(1904) and La cathédral engloutie (1910). A clear indication of imagery of the cathedral 

emerging from the sea mist appears in bar sixteen of the score: ‘Peu à peu sortant de la 

brume’.19 Debussy uses ascending right hand chords as an analogy to the rising image 

of the cathedral as it emerges out of the water, heard over repeating triplet patterns in 

the left hand suggesting increasing motion. The carefully paced increase in dynamics 

through this section is another device that contributes to the image of increasing 

visibility of the cathedral.  

DeVoto (2004) uses the term ‘wet music’ to describe music related to water. In 

discussing Daphnis and Chloe (Ravel) he quotes the scenario note at the opening of the 

second suite: ‘no noise but the murmur of little streams from the accumulated dew 

trickling down the rocks’ (DeVoto 2004, p. 187). This section features woodwinds 

playing rapid descending cascades of notes that directly imitate the descending motion 

of the trickling droplets of dew. Numerous other similar examples of mimicry of water 

motion be found in the works of Ravel, for example Jeux d’eau (1901) and Une barque sur 

l’océan (1905). 

                                                                                                                                                                  
 
19 Little by little emerging from the mist 
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2.7.1 Inspiration 

Stage theories of creative process usually include inspiration. However, because it is an 

internal process that varies among individuals, it is difficult to study and probably the 

part of creativity that we know the least about. What is meant by ‘inspiration’? 

‘the process of being mentally stimulated to do or feel something, especially something 

creative’ (Oxford dictionary) 

‘something that makes someone want to do something or that gives someone an idea 

about what to do or create: a force or influence that inspires someone’ (Merriam-

Webster dictionary) 

According to Richardson (2013), water has been such an important source of 

inspiration for the arts because of its many different positive associations in religion 

and medicine,  and as a pure and cleansing life–force. Contributing to its allure are its 

many different forms, liquid, solid and gas, and its associated acoustic appearances 

such as crashing seas, babbling brooks, tapping raindrops or crunching ice (ibid, p. 10). 

The ability of water to fluctuate between the extremities of huge force and tranquility 

can find parallels with unsettled human emotional states and ambiguity. It can reflect 

back the world and provoke contemplation.  

The power of water is the subject of Bachelard’s philosophical text Water and Dreams: 

An essay on the Imagination of Matter.  Bachelard suggests that water has the power to 

activate the imagination. Macaulay (2010) links this to inspiration because in the 

elements we discover image-generating powers. This enables us to envision 

possibilities that are not real or based directly on perception, a theme that Bachelard 

explores throughout Water and Dreams. This can generate materials for artistic practice.  

Water and fluidity occur in many artistic practices. Kahn (1999, p. 259) suggests: 

‘It is the mimetic inclination of water to assume the shape of any vessel it 

occupies. Because of the different forms it already assumes, its powers of 

abstraction reach from the particularization of a drop to the atmospherics of 

humidity and immersion, from a brackish stagnancy to turbulence, from the 

pure linear figuration of waves to the chaotic mass of breaking waves. And in 

its relations to humans it can sustain life or destroy it’. 
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The many guises of water and its essential ambiguity make it a flexible and adaptable 

artistic material. Most of the music based on water does not aim to depict it literally. As 

the following section shows, it has symbolic and metaphorical power which are used 

to connect ideas to sounds. 

2.7.2 Water symbols 

Universal meanings that become established through mythology, rituals, literature and 

songs form powerful symbols known as archetype symbols that have been studied by 

Kant, Jung, Freud and many others. Throughout history, water has been seen as a 

symbol of life and death, infinity, purity, and as a maternal symbol. Water is central to 

Wagner’s Flying Dutchman and Tristan and Isolde, in which water separates the lovers, 

but finally unites them in the form of a love potion. Further examples of Wagner’s 

water symbols are the plunge into the waves at the end of the Flying Dutchman, Isolde’s 

love-death and song of the flood of oblivion at the end of Tristan, and Brunhilde’s 

passage through fire and water in Götterdämmerung (Donington 1989).  In Weber’s 

Oberon (1826) human conflict provides a symbolic parallel to the stormy sea and its 

representatives (fairies, mermaids, and water nymphs) which impact upon the hero’s 

destiny (Piotrowska 2014).  Numerous examples of works entitled Ondine immediately 

connect the listener to the Germanic mythology of the sea nymphs. 20 

Some of the strong archetype water symbols are explained in Bachelard’s Water and 

Dreams. Our watery birth experience can connect us with springs gushing forth, seeds 

growing and giving forth in a continuous birth cycle. ‘Nature is an immense eternal 

mother projected into infinity’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 115). The sweetness and 

warmth of mother’s milk is one of the first fluids we encounter as a child, and our first 

sensual experience of the mouth and lips. The rocking motion of water puts us to sleep, 

carries us and gives us back to our mother (ibid, p.131). Thus, human love of nature is 

fundamentally connected with our love of our mother. The rocking of a boat on the sea 

is a ‘rediscovered cradle’ (ibid, p.130), which may explain the appeal and magnetism of 

seafaring. These motions of water can be captured in music as explained in the 

following section. 

                                                        
20 For example, works entitled Ondine by Ravel, Debussy, Dvorak, and Henze 
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2.7.3 Water as a physical model of motion 

Motions and patterns of movement in water such as waves and tides can be used in 

musical works in a similar way to physical models of speed and intensity over time. 

Undulating patterns of repeated pairs of notes mimicking the undulation of waves 

appear in many musical works, including Debussy’s La Mer and Beethoven’s Pastoral 

symphony and many examples from Ravel. 

Early digital artist John Whitney used observation of nature as a model for flow and 

recurring patterns which he applied in his early films:  

‘These variations in form, color, texture and movement reach an apotheosis of 

complexity in Whitney's later films, for which, by the way, he made extensive 

observations of various fire, water, air currents, wood and stone phenomena to 

learn the secrets of design and flux in nature as they relate to pattern and 

movement in art’ (Moritz 1986). 

The present author’s audiovisual work Tidal Flow (2014) uses the flow behaviour of 

water in tides as a model that guides the speed and texture of the piece, following the 

‘rule of twelfths’ used by mariners to calculate speed of tidal streams. 21 An earlier 

work, Aquarelle (2011) depicts water in different states: trickle, flow, wave, reflection 

and droplet. 22 It uses descending motifs to mimic the descending motion of water and 

makes a reference to the repeating melodic patterns in the opening of Smetana's The 

Moldau. Smetana’s example is modeled on the Moldau River, which starts as small 

eddies of water from a spring and builds over time to a large majestic river. Smetana 

applies these physical characteristics of the water in the river to the piece in terms of 

tempo, texture and melody contour. 

The New Guinea Kaluli people use language based on water metaphors to describe 

their theoretical understanding of music. Kaluli music has been studied extensively by 

Steven Feld, who has conducted field studies over many years. Working on songs with 

Kaluli people to learn their techniques, Feld (2012) shows that terminology relating to 

waterfalls, water sounds and water motion are systematically used by Kaluli people to 

                                                        
21 Tidal Flow can be viewed at: https://vimeo.com/136672467 
22 Aquarelle can be viewed at: https://vimeo.com/81293775 
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describe sound structure. The following examples are feedback given to Feld on Kaluli 

songs he was writing:  

Your waterfall ledge is too long before the water drops 

There is not enough flow after the fall 

The water stays in the pool too long 

There is too much splashing  

(Feld 2012, p. 164). 

The above terms respectively related to: ‘unbalanced contours; abruptly ending 

phrases; overly centred lines; and poorly paced meter’. These terms link to sound in 

systematic metaphors. Water metaphors provide the way in which thought about 

musical organization is structured. Kaluli music theory is understood and expressed 

using a developed system of water metaphors based on physical properties of water 

motion and sounds. 

2.7.4 Water as a conceptual model for the transfer of energy or emotion  

Tresize (1994) suggests that La Mer is an expression of deep emotions channeled 

through the sea, which was for Debussy the most powerful force in nature (ibid, p. 36). 

He goes on to suggest that Debussy’s works were concerned with creating a ‘synthesis 

of the natural world and human emotion’ and the association of phenomena with 

thoughts and feelings (ibid, p. 38).  

Takemitsu (1930-1996) thought constantly about the relationship of music to nature, 

but did not believe the purpose of music was to describe natural scenery, although it 

motivated his composition (Takemitsu 2009). He used the common theme of a ‘sea of 

tonality’ based on the word ‘sea’ from which he derived the pitches e flat, e, a.23 This 

three note motif recurs in inversions and transpositions throughout a set of more than 

a dozen ‘waterscape’ pieces, and was used by Takemitsu for more than twenty years 

(Burt 2006). Takemitsu describes his work Rain Tree (1981) to be based on the idea of 

water circulating in the universe. The work Waterways (1978) uses ideas of streams 

moving along different pathways as they combine into one, moving towards the sea of 

                                                        
23 The German term of ‘es’ for e flat, corresponds to the letter ‘s ‘ in the word ‘sea’. This results 
in the three-note motif e flat, e, a. 
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tonality (Takemitsu et al. 1995). He viewed the sea of tonality as a source from which 

many ‘pantonal chords flow’ (Burt 2006). Takemitsu used the sea metaphor to guide 

and structure tonality and harmonic progression.  

The water cycle has often been compared to the life cycle. This is used as a conceptual 

model in the work Blue Space as an important structural element. 

2.7.5 Water sounds.  

Actual water sounds sometimes appear in musical works for example water gongs, 

drips and gurgles. Paul Dresher’s Water Dreams (1985) combines different water 

sounds such as drips, rain and waves with synthesized and acoustic sounds (Vella 

2003, p. 31). Tan Dun has used water percussion instruments in his Concerto for Water 

Percussion and Orchestra (1998) and in Water Passion After St. Matthew (2000). The water 

sounds are amplified in various ways, including contact microphones on the bowls 

and basins. Tan describes these sounds as ‘transposed memories’ from his childhood 

(Elmquist & Tan 2007).  

John Cage has used melting ice that is embedded with pebbles in the 1990 work One6. 

As the ice melts, the pebbles drop into a pool of water, striking steel wires as they fall, 

creating plops and pitched twangs. In another work, Water Music the pianist is required 

to pour water from one vessel to another.  

Pioneering work on subaquatic music has been undertaken by Michel Redolfi in 

research supported by the University of California and the Ministry of Culture. Redolfi 

creates music specifically for underwater listening that invites the audience to float or 

immerse themselves in the ‘heart of the sound’. Observers become a part of the 

installation and encounter it through their own sensory experience (Charles 1993). 

Redolfi’s first underwater concert in 1981, Sonic Waters was performed in San Diego 

Bay and at the Festival of La Rochelle in France. Later projects include underwater 

opera, and installations for the Sydney and Brisbane Festivals (1998), Venice Biennale 

(2006) and Nuit Blanche in Paris (2006) (http://www.redolfi-music.com/index_n.htm). 

Underwater sound has very different properties to sound in air, and both the acoustic 

and musical aspects of this have been explored by Heimreich (2011). Hydrophonic 

listening and playback are used in his experimental works that explore immersion and 

the sublime. Heimreich claims that immersion is achieved partly using scientific and 
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technical models of underwater sound, but also ‘tweaks’ to align those sounds with 

preconceived ideas about how underwater music ‘should’ sound (Helmreich 2011). 

Experiments with underwater vocalization that incorporates the sounds of bubbles in 

lightly percussive textures allows a kind of duet singing, and has been used by Juliana 

Snapper in an underwater opera (ibid). Underwater deep listening concerts and 

festivals are ongoing activities of this interesting fringe genre that successfully 

combines scientific research with music.24 

2.7.6 Water data  

Some pieces using water take an ecological perspective, aiming to better understand 

societies’ relationship with water and to develop environmental awareness. R. Murray 

Schafer used undulating wave patterns based on analysis of ocean wave patterns in his 

1978 String Quartet no. 2 (Helmreich 2011). Leah Barclay’s Rainwire sonification project 

uses the sounds of rain falling on long wire instruments, and has the aim of developing 

an acoustic rain gauge (Barclay 2013).  Sonification of ocean buoy data has been used to 

develop musical compositions, for example in Sturm’s Pacific Pulse (Sturm 2005). Tide 

data was used in the author’s work Tidal Flow mentioned earlier. Flow speed and 

volume were mapped to tempo and texture of the piece.  

2.7.7 Summary 

This section has outlined the ways in which water can be used in musical composition, 

showing that it has a function as a source of inspiration for many composers. Its 

appearance in many different states and visible depiction of motion make water a 

useful model both of atmosphere and temporal movement in music. The patterns, 

dynamics and temporal scales in which music unfolds can be seen to mirror water 

motion, for example in flows, eddies, waves, and tides. Because human experience of 

water is through the body, we have a direct personal connection with water. The 

following section further explores water from the perspective of Gaston Bachelard, and 

presents examples of artistic work that are related to Bachelard’s ideas. 

                                                        

24 See: http://www.wetsounds.co.uk/ 
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2.8 Bachelard and water 

This section is a brief overview of Bachelard’s philosophical writings based on the 

elements, focusing on his 1942 text Water and Dreams: An essay on the imagination of 

matter. This will provide a link between musical composition based on water outlined 

in the previous section, and the application of Bachelard’s ideas about the power of 

water to the context of music. This is important background information relating to the 

work Blue Space. Because of his focus on imagination and poetics, Bachelard’s work is 

relevant to the creative arts. His work helps to explain why water is a significant source 

of inspiration. Examples of other arts projects based on Bachelard’s thinking are 

included at the end of this section.  

2.8.1 Background to Gaston Bachelard: 

Gaston Bachelard (1884-1962) was a French philosopher and innovative thinker who 

wrote on the philosophy and psychology of science, and later on poetry, 

psychoanalysis, dreams and the imagination. Examples of his later books include: The 

Psychoanalysis of Fire (1938); Water and Dreams (1942); Air and Dreams (1943) Earth and 

Reveries of Repose (1946); Earth and Reveries of Will (1948), and The Poetics of Space (1958).  

Bachelard is in many ways a unique thinker because of his dual careers in science and 

philosophy. His early works focused on scientific knowledge, but from around 1938 his 

work centred on the mind and thought. His philosophical writings relate to poetic 

thinking, free from reality and the rigid constraints of objective scientific thought, 

which had filled much of his earlier career. The appeal of poetic thinking for him was 

that it is not confined to solid, defined and provable scientific concepts.  

Central to Bachelard’s later writings are the four elements, water, air, earth and fire, 

which he viewed as points of access to the imagination and human creativity.  

Bachelard believed that the elements could be characterized as the ‘hormones of the 

imagination’ because they activate internal images that lead to psychic growth 

(Bachelard 1943/1988, p. 11). The elements are always dynamic, in motion, and 

constantly changing. It is through our experiences with the elements that we can create 

meaning and understanding of our position in the world.  
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Bachelard’s studies of the imagination had a significant influence on European thought 

in the mid twentieth century, his ideas being subsequently taken up by Foucault, 

Derrida and Bourdieu. Following English translations of many of his books in the 

1980’s, a resurgence of interest in the English-speaking world has ensued. Bachelard’s 

work continues to influence a very wide range of disciplines, including organizational 

management (Charbonneau 2013), psychotherapy (Serlin 1992) and digital culture 

(Bach 2003; Cabrinha 2010). His popular and influential work The poetics of Space (1958) 

is often cited in current architectural theory (Jasmann & Andonian 2003; Mindrup 2015; 

Nesbitt 1995; Pallasmaa 2011, 2013; Van Schaik 2015). 

After his early career as a scientist, trained in objective thinking, Bachelard became 

more open to subjective thinking as a means to study the human mind (Smith 1982, p. 

73). Stroud (2015, p. xix), suggests that his scientific background contributed to his 

acute powers of observation, giving him a unique perspective from which to study the 

imagination. However, it was this very combination of scientific rationalist and poetic 

dreamer, combined with his unorthodox methods that sometimes led to a problematic 

relationship with institutions and colleagues. Nevertheless, Bachelard made a unique 

contribution to the evolving theories of the mind in his time. He was well acquainted 

with the current trends in philosophical and psychoanalytical thought, 25  but 

transcended these to produce his own unique philosophical vision (Thiboutot, 

Martinez & Jager 1999). 

Bachelard’s 1938 shift from scientific writing to philosophical writing reflects his 

developing interest in the imagination after many years of working on scientific 

thought. Phenomenology was the attitude or method he used to explore regions of our 

consciousness such as imagination, that remained ‘largely forgotten by Western 

philosophy, or drowned out by its exclusive concern with other aspects of 

consciousness, such as rational thought’ (Vydra 2014, p. 45). 

According to Chimisso (2013), Bachelard saw the rational, scientific mind as conflicting 

with the idea of imagination. The scientific view of imagination was that it 

compromises objective scientific work. For this reason, to remain objective, we should 

‘distance ourselves from metaphors, poetic images, subjective feelings and intuitions’ 

(Thiboutot, Martinez & Jager 1999). From this standpoint, Bachelard developed the 

                                                        
25 Primarily Freud and his followers 
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idea that imagination created an ‘epistemological obstacle’ to scientific thinking. He 

believed that an objective world is devoid of humanity, joy and wonder. Yet the 

natural world is never devoid of personal presence, as Bachelard shows, it is our place 

of habitation and experience, where we connect with nature and with others 

(Thiboutot, Martinez & Jager 1999).  To overcome this conflict of ideas, Bachelard 

wanted to study the mind without direct reference to science and psychoanalysis 

(Chimisso 2013, p. 207). The place where he developed his methodology for this 

undertaking is his series of books on the elements. The following section traces 

Bachelard’s connections between nature and the imagination through a survey of some 

of the key issues his books on fire, water, air and earth. 

2.8.2 Bachelard’s writings on the elements and imagination 

This section provides a brief overview of the works of Bachelard that have influenced 

this research, pointing to relevant themes and ideas. 

2.8.2.1 The Psychoanalysis of Fire (1938)  

This book was an attempt to show that even objective, scientific thought is tinged with 

remnants of the irrational, mystical or theological (Ehrmann 1966). These remnants are 

based on the idea of ‘complexes’, a term borrowed from Freud to ‘categorise the 

various subjective attitudes associated with fire’ (Smith 1982, p. 73). The fire complexes 

according to Bachelard are the Prometheus complex, a desire to know more than our 

fathers and masters; the Empedocles complex, the urge to destroy things in order to 

create renewal; the Novalis complex, which sees fire as a primitive sexual symbol, and 

the Hoffmann complex, which relates to reverie associated with the consumption of 

alcohol. Complexes are based on universal symbolic meanings that become established 

over time, for example in songs, mythology and literature. Bachelard was influenced 

by Jung in his thinking and mentions him explicitly: 

‘While studying prime images, one can develop for each of them almost all the 

problems of a metaphysics of the imagination. In this respect, the image of the 

root is particularly apt. It corresponds in the Jungian sense to an archetype 

buried in the unconscious of all races and it also has, in the clearest part of the 

mind up to the level of abstract thought, a power of multiple metaphors, 

always simple, always understood. The most realistic image and the freest 
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metaphors, thus cross all regions and the psychic life’ (from 'Earth and Reveries 

of Repose' quoted by Kaplan 1972, p. 7).  

2.8.2.2 Water and Dreams: An essay on the imagination of matter (1942)  

This work demonstrates a shift in Bachelard’s approach, moving towards the mind and 

poetics, and aiming towards the classification of different types of imagination. Three 

main types of imagination are identified by Bachelard: 

The formal imagination is the imagination of forms, strongly visual and based on 

appearances, shapes and colours. 

The material imagination stems directly from matter and substances, and is 

experienced through the senses and feelings. Bachelard categorised material 

imagination according to the elements fire, water, air and earth. 

The dynamic imagination stems from action, response and participation in imaginative 

acts. This is related to the activation of will and desire to undertake creative work, 

which Bachelard focuses on in the later book Earth and Reveries of Will. 

Bachelard makes a clear distinction between perception and imagination when he 

writes: 

‘We always think of the imagination as the faculty that forms images. On the 

contrary, it deforms what we perceive; it is, above all, the faculty that frees us 

from immediate images and changes them. If there is no change, or unexpected 

fusion of images, there is no imagination; there is no imaginative act. … There is 

only perception, the memory of a perception, a familiar memory, an habitual 

way of viewing form and color’ (Bachelard 1943/1988, p. 1). 

‘Perceiving and imagining are as antithetical as presence and absence. To 

imagine is to absent oneself, to launch out toward a new life’ (Bachelard 

1943/1988, p. 3). 

By the term ‘immediate images’ Bachelard is referring to normal acts of perception of 

images based on reality. On the other hand, he shows that imagination is an act of 

manipulating and changing images, and creating new images based in the imaginary. 

Comparisons between Sartre and Bachelard show that Sartre’s idea of the image leads 
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towards self-enclosure and nothingness, while Bachelard sees the image as surpassing 

the real and leading to renewal (Kearney 1998). 

Bachelard describes the formal and material imagination as two powers of the mind 

that develop around two different axes (Bachelard 1942/1983). The two often work 

together, but it is the material imagination that has the power to make profound 

connections between ourselves and the world. Smith (1982, p. 96) suggests that 

‘imagination is essential to the fullest flowering of the human being’. Smith compares 

Freud’s focus on the reality-function needed for psychological well-being, to Bachelard’s 

claim that a person deprived of the unreality-function can also become neurotic (ibid). 

For Bachelard, the ability to freely exercise the imagination is the ‘basic measure of his 

mental health’ (Kaplan 1972, p. 3). What Bachelard means by imagination, according to 

Kaplan, aligns with what Bachelard calls ‘the poetic’. It is the formation of new images 

derived from a ‘psychic power of constant becoming’ - based on an ‘unceasingly 

reimagined world’ (Kaplan 1972). 

According to Bachelard, understanding of the self and our position in the world occurs 

through our relationship with nature’s core elements: earth, air, fire and water. It is 

through our experiences with the elements that we can access and energise the 

imagination. The way in which we connect with the elements and matter is through 

the activity of reverie, a lucid dreaming state that is central to creative imagination. 

Reverie is a core part of Bachelard’s philosophy, and a method he uses to explore the 

imagination. Bachelard explains that reverie is  

‘always more or less centered on one object… The reverie works in a star 

pattern. It returns to its center to shoot out new beams’ (Bachelard 1938/1968, 

p. 14). 

Bachelard describes a series of vibrations associated with reverie, which stem from 

what he describes as resonances which are dispersed onto us from the object, 

repercussions which draw us deeply into ourselves, and reverberations which give us 

poetic power (Bachelard 1958/1994, p. xxii). This process leads to an ‘expanding 

consciousness’ (Bachelard 1960/1969, p. 6). Through reverie, we can connect with our 

deepest experiences and associations. Reverie can be a powerful force in the activation 

of the imagination, and a means of generating images.  
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Different to nocturnal dreaming, reverie is a conscious engagement with the inner self. 

McAllester Jones (1991) describes reverie as a ‘free play of the mind around objects’ 

(p.94). Through the activity of reverie, the imagination is freed from reality, and able to 

access intense and dynamic internal powers that activate memories and experiences. 

Reverie based on water imagery draws us to seek the ‘profound level of any 

experience’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. ix). Reverie draws us inward yet the connections 

to nature we discover draw us outward into a larger world (Thiboutot, Martinez & 

Jager 1999). Bachelard's poetics thus involves the interplay of the inside and the 

outside. 

In addition to the imaginative powers that can be activated through reverie on water, 

Bachelard shows that water has deep significance as a symbolic element. By ‘water’ 

Bachelard means the substance of water in its many appearances such as in ponds, 

rivers, springs, streams, lakes, as well as embodied water in our eyes, tears and speech. 

Our fundamental experience with the substance of water, for example in birth, in 

bathing, immersion and thirst quenching suggest profound human interaction with 

water. These interactions can have a significant impact, sometimes subconscious, on 

how we relate to the world. For many people, water has alluring qualities that evoke 

contemplation and reflection. The repetition of waves can be soothing and comforting, 

the shiny surface can intrigue, and the blue and green tones can be tranquil and 

cooling. For others, water is associated with fear, danger and even death. These 

striking differences are based on our individual experience with water, indicating that 

human experience plays a key role in our relationship with the world. Bachelard’s 

work shows how contemplation of water can lead us to inner experiences, triggering 

dynamic and powerful conscious and sub-conscious associations that can form the 

initial stage of inspiration and artistic creation. The following section briefly outlines 

Bachelard’s most important symbolic associations with water.  

Water and Death: Water has strong associations with death, dissolving away earthly 

forms and entering the subconscious as we look into the depths. Still water can be 

viewed as ‘dead water’ or ‘sleeping water’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 64). 

Contemplation of depth can connect us to the subconscious and to the deceased as we 

grapple with infinity and darkness. The surface of water forms a boundary between 

life and death, between conscious and subconscious, and between reality and 
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imagination. ‘To contemplate water is to slip away, dissolve and die’ (Bachelard 

1942/1983, p. 47). 

Reflection: Water as a natural mirror that reflects back a rippling, constantly moving 

version of the world. Bachelard states that it can also be an instrument of narcissism 

that encourages self-contemplation because ‘it holds up to us a second version of 

ourselves’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 24). Reflection allows a reversal of reality in which 

fish can swim through the sky (ibid, p. 51), clouds float underwater and stars are liquid 

(ibid, p. 47). Contemplation in reflection engenders open imagination, free of the 

boundaries of reality. 

Immersion: The experience of breaking through the surface of water and bodily 

entering another substance is reminiscent of our prenatal life and birth. Bachelard 

describes that ‘a leap into water is a leap into the unknown’ (ibid, p. 165). Our lived 

experience of immersion in water varies greatly from one individual to another, 

creating calm and tranquility for some and panic for others. This is a clear indication of 

the importance of experience in forming our individual memories and subconscious 

associations with water. 

Water combined with earth forms clay. Tactile experience of clay, plasticine and other 

viscous materials connect vision, touch and motion in continually flowing and moving 

sensations that develop our experience of both water and earth. Moulding clay can 

have a rhythmic motion, a flow of energy, and a sense of duration as new shapes are 

formed, creating a rich experience for reverie (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 107). The 

childhood appeal of plasticine and slime in play seem natural if we consider the 

resulting experience with natural substances that nourish the imagination and 

encourage exploratory learning through the senses. 

Maternal water: Bachelard quotes Marie Bonaparte’s psychoanalysis of Edgar Allan 

Poe (see: Bonaparte & Rodker 1949), which suggests that human love of nature is 

fundamentally connected with the love of our mother. 26 

‘Nature is for the grown man, Madame Bonaparte states, “an immensely 

enlarged, eternal mother, projected into infinity”. Emotionally, nature is a 

                                                        
26 Marie Bonaparte was a psychoanalyst and author who worked closely with Freud. 
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projection of the mother. In particular, adds Madame Bonaparte, “The sea is for 

all men one of the greatest and most constant maternal symbols”’  

(Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 115).  

Our watery birth experience can connect us with springs gushing forth, seeds growing 

and giving forth in a continuous birth cycle (ibid, p. 14). As mentioned earlier, 

Bachelard sees several strong connections between water and our mother, including 

the watery experience of birth itself, and drinking our mother’s milk. He views the 

rocking of a boat on the sea as a maternal symbol of a rocking cradle, suggesting that 

water ‘gives us back our mother’ (ibid, p. 131). 

Purity: Water is a natural symbol of purity, and ancient bathing rituals are a feature of 

many cultures. The cleansing power of water is contained even in single drops. 

Splashing water on our face can immediately cleanse and refresh us, neutralizing stress 

and negativity. The moral cleansing of baptism and aspersion with water also can be 

seen as a reverie of power, as water becomes a force that can radiate and amass purity 

(ibid, p. 143). 

Violence and Power: Pitting oneself against the forces of water provides an 

opportunity to exert human power and gain satisfaction from conquering and 

harnessing water’s energy (ibid, p. 168).  This is a means of achieving a sense of 

purpose and becoming invigorated and energized by the challenge of conquering 

water. Using water as a means of transport, travel, and seafaring we are harnessing its 

energy and testing ourselves against its forces as we push against its resistance (ibid, p. 

167). When swimming, we are in a kind of combat with the waves and dynamic forces 

of streams, rivers and the sea. Our first experiences of water as infants can also lead to 

the development of ways to overcome resistance, gaining pride and confidence (ibid, p. 

163).  

The language of water: Sounds made by water resemble the flow of language. 

Murmuring water sounds are copied in many examples of birdsong, and human 

speech uses the liquid of saliva to form some consonants (ibid, p 193).  As in human 

language, the tone of water’s language reflects the temperament of the water at the 

time: a gently flowing stream has a quiet, predictable babble, while a stormy sea can 
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produce deafening crashes of breaking waves. Bachelard describes water as a 

‘complete poetic reality… a complete being with body, soul and voice’ (ibid, p. 15). 

These powerful symbols, according to Bachelard, have universal meaning. On this 

point, Bachelard is again in disagreement with Sartre, who saw symbols as inventions 

of the self. Bachelard viewed symbols as ‘an archetypal conjoining of self-contents with 

other-than-self contents’ enabling a ‘plurality of existents to partake in a community of 

experience - at once trans-subjective and trans-historical’ (Kearney 1998, pp. 105-6). In 

addition to the universal symbols, there is a personal relationship with water that we 

can access through reverie. Bachelard shows how reverie on water can activate the 

imagination to produce clusters of images that are personal and individual. The 

powerful combination of the symbolic and the personal is Bachelard’s way of 

understanding the imagination. These ideas contribute significantly to an 

understanding of why water is such a powerful source of inspiration for many people.  

2.8.2.3 Air and Dreams: An essay on the imagination of movement (1943)  

Air and Dreams focuses on dynamic imagination and the concept of verticality. 

Bachelard describes structure and motion as opposites, suggesting that motion is more 

important because it is related to the productivity of the imagination. In Air and 

Dreams, Bachelard further develops his ideas about dynamic imagination, suggesting 

that images contain kinetic energy, which activates ideas that cluster around the words 

that describe them (Bachelard 1943/1988, p. 3). Here he is acknowledging the 

metaphoric potential of ideas and language. 

His work on verticality relates to psychic growth: 

 ‘Spiritual life is characterized by a dominant function: it wants to grow, it 

wants to rise. It instinctively tends towards height…. poetic images are 

operations of the human mind insofar as they make us lighter, raise or elevate 

us. They have only one referential axis: a vertical one…’ (Bachelard 1943/1988, 

p. 41). 

Unusually for Bachelard, Air and Dreams contains a few musical references, relating to 

harmony and vibration. Bachelard suggests that ‘imaginary music can easily 

accompany movement that is lived through the imagination. Great celestial motion 

produces divine harmony’ (Bachelard 1943/1988, p. 48). He writes ‘There is no space 
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without music since there is no expansion without space. Music is vibrating matter’ 

(ibid, p. 50), and that poets, while contemplating the starry sky, hear the revolution of 

the stars (ibid, p. 49). In the book Gaston Bachelard Musicien, Marie-Pierre Lassus (2010)  

has tried to draw connections between Bachelard’s writing and music. Lassus 

questions why music is largely absent from Bachelard’s discourse, yet she attempts to 

show that he was ‘inhabited by musical thought’ and had a highly developed sense of 

listening. By thinking of poetry and music as having a function of awakening, Lassus 

draws connections between Bachelard and Debussy. Debussy was twenty-two years 

older than Bachelard, and although they moved in similar literary circles in Paris, and 

shared a love of Edgar Allan Poe, there does not seem to be any evidence that they 

actually met. 

2.8.2.4 Earth and Reveries of Will (1943); Earth and Reveries of Repose (1948)  

The two books that focus on the earth build further on Bachelard’s work on the 

imagination of matter. Reveries of Will contains a deeper exploration of plasticity and 

viscosity which first appeared in Water and Dreams. In Earth and Reveries of Will, 

Bachelard links viscous substances to a desire to work and conquer, for example in 

digging the earth to build. He explains the energising impact of the dynamic image of 

building as ‘joy of assuring its foundations, gauging its forces and resistances’ 

(Bachelard 1943/2002, p. 54). 

2.8.2.5 The Poetics of Space (1958)  

This work is concerned with symbolic meanings of domestic space, with the home 

serving as ‘the portal to metaphors of the imagination’ (Stilgoe 1994). The work is often 

quoted in research on architecture (for example Jasmann & Andonian 2003; Mindrup 

2015; Nesbitt 1995; Pallasmaa 2011, 2013; Van Schaik 2015).  

Glenn Bach (2003) has applied these ideas to computer music, using a number of 

Bachelard’s metaphorical images to describe the laptop. Viewing the laptop as a 

creative space, Bach (2003) describes its spaces as hallways and rooms which computer 

musicians inhabit. The laptop can be seen as a creative space that is mapped onto the 

imagination. Thinking of a laptop as a house that shelters and protects the dreamer, 

Bach shows how it nurtures the imagination (ibid.). Bach also uses the metaphor of the 

nest from the The Poetics of Space. He suggests that the composer ’gives birth to and 
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hatches creative forms there, nurtures them to maturity and sends them forth as 

broadcast sound’ (Bach 2003, p. 5). 

2.8.3 Criticisms of Bachelard

Bachelard’s methods have been criticized as being novel and highly subjective. Kaplan 

points out that his style is subjective and personal, and that he takes technical terms 

from literature, phenomenology and metaphysics and varies their accepted meanings 

to suit his own purposes (Kaplan 1972). This view is reiterated by Smith, who claims he 

is ‘hardly interested in developing an orthodox generalized therapy… He is Freudian 

only as far as it suits his purpose’ (Smith 1982, p. 72). 

Ehrmann (1966) criticises Bachelard’s logic in studying the elements through poetry 

because we are studying an interpretation or representation of an element, not the real 

element. Ehrmann argues that the images of elemental matter in poetry are not the 

same as the matter manipulated in science because they are interpreted by the poet, 

and thereby have become subjective. While Ehrmann’s criticism is valid in terms of 

logic, the difficulty is that Bachelard is trying to study the imagination rather than the 

elements themselves. His method in using poetry is an attempt to assimilate the 

experience of the poet into his own being, and thereby understand the nature of the 

poet’s experience of the elements.  

O’Shea-Meddour (2003) is highly critical of underlying sexist views in Bachelard’s 

language. She claims that he associates ‘feminine’ qualities with water when it is 

welcoming, passive and receptive. In view of the French language feminine gender of 

the nouns ‘water and paste’ (l’eau and la pâte), she takes issue with the idea that water 

and paste or clay are there to be mastered by male heroes trying to conquer the world 

(O'Shea-Meddour 2003, p. 98). This perspective is certainly amplified in the original 

French language because of its masculine and feminine gender of nouns, to which 

some feminists may be highly sensitive. 

Bachelard’s development of ideas on the imagination took place over more than two 

decades, resulting in many apparent contradictions and changes of view. Higonnet 

(1981) identifies his method changing from psychoanalysis to phenomenology, leading 

some critics to claim that his work lacks coherence. Higonnet compares Bachelard to 

other Romantic writers and traces themes such as alchemy, dreams, and the interplay 
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of imagination and reason. She points to Bachelard’s connections with writers such as 

Novalis, Shelley and Nietzsche, claiming that this reveals affinities which help us to 

understand his thought (Higonnet 1981, p. 37). 

2.8.4 Bachelard’s influence on the arts   

 ‘In analyzing images of immensity, we should realize within ourselves the 

being of pure imagination. It then becomes clear that works of art are the by-

product of the existentialism of the imagining being’ (Bachelard 1958/1994, p. 

184). 

Bachelard’s work on the imagination gives his writing a special link to creative practice 

because of the role of imagination in creative work. The role of imagination features 

only fleetingly in the many stage theories about creative thinking, yet for Bachelard the 

imagination was his main area of interest over many decades. Armitage (2012) sees in 

Bachelard a form of creative pedagogy ‘a poignant reminder that we must become 

conscious beings, socially active agents, striving for originality’ (Armitage 2012, p. 2). 

Serlin (1992) puts forward the view that art is not about the ‘thing called an image’ but 

about the process. She suggests that that imagination is a fundamental way of 

participating with life. 

Other artists from a range of fields have applied Bachelard’s ideas to their work.  The 

following section provides examples. 

2.8.4.1 Bachelard and Electroacoustic Music 

Lucie Prod’homme’s Déluge (1998) is an acousmatic piece of music freely inspired by 

Bachelard’s Water and Dreams.  As mentioned in the first chapter, Water and Dreams 

discusses different types of water as they appear in poetic writing. In applying these 

ideas to music, the temporality and flow of music is its key connection with water 

(Mandelbrojt & Prod'homme 2003). Prod’homme’s work takes the idea of the specific 

dynamism of the image, which is presented in different forms of liquid water. In 

Déluge, the musical motion of each depiction of water takes its cue from the speed of 

water movement corresponding to the mood of each of the seven water states, as 

Prod’homme shows: 

Freshwater: (carefree, lively, bustling and cheerful) 
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Simmering water: (white like the clouds, simmering with foreboding) 
 
Light water: (first rains) 
 
Déluge: (embodying the violence of a deluge)  
 
Muddy water: (disturbed by the previous rage) 
 
Still water: (smooth, nothingness) 
 
Lively water: (pure water of rebirth)  

 
(Mandelbrojt & Prod'homme 2003) 

Déluge is in clearly identifiable sections, which transform gradually into the next. 

Prod’homme intends for each section to flow seamlessly, describing that each section 

gives birth to the next: 

‘Each "water" is born from the previous , like a mélange of different colored 

liquid that gradually appear to change colour, even though the water remains 

unchanged’ (Prod'homme 1998). 

Prod’homme tries to capture ‘different waters’ in each section, including clear, muddy, 

thick fluid, fine rain and sparkling. To achieve this, she explains that the selection of 

materials was important, but in particular, the grain and pacing of each section was 

paramount (ibid). The metaphor of birth as each new kind of water is formed, is a 

further a link to Water and Dreams, in which Bachelard draws strong symbolic 

connections between water, birth and motherhood, symbolic of renewal and 

regeneration. 

In 2001, Déluge was expanded to include painting, demonstrating that Bachelard’s 

ideas can also be applied to visual art (Mandelbrojt & Prod'homme 2003). The work 

was presented as a quasi-live improvised audiovisual performance, unusually with the 

music fixed, and the painting improvised in real-time. Mandelbrojt first determined 

specific colours to correspond to each section. A 7.5-meter-long canvas was prepared, 

with the timing of the seven parts marked off with the corresponding colour, to 

manage the pacing and synchronization of each section. With brush in hand while 

listening to the piece, many different types of brush strokes were used to match the 

mood and pace of the music.  
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’Light, haphazard dots for the first part, which slowly became more violent, 

then long, quick strokes, which became more and more frantic for the “deluge” 

section’ (Mandelbrojt & Prod'homme 2003, p. 283).  

The link between Bachelard’s ideas and painting have been created by embodying the 

motion depicted in the music, in the brush strokes as the painting was done. A further 

link was made by conceptual mapping of each water mood to a colour. The ‘painted’ 

version of the work also expands the scope of painting by presenting it as an 

improvised performance that corresponds to music. This is the reverse process to that 

seen in the numerous works of music that depict paintings, such as Pictures at an 

Exhibition. 

Gäel Launay is a French electroacoustic experimental artist working with acousmatic 

music and musique concrète. Launay’s 2015 album entitled Psychanalyse des éléments (à 

Gaston Bachelard), explores themes based on Bachelard’s writings on the elements. 27  

The five movements are entitled: 

Poétique de l'eau (Poetics of water) 

Songe de l’air (Dream of the air) 

Alchimie de la terre (Alchemy of the earth) 

Esprits du Feu (Spirits of Fire) 

Le Rêveur lucide (Lucid Dreamer) 

These works all take their impetus from Bachelard’s books on the elements and reverie. 

They are highly esoteric works in the electroacoustic genre using electronic and found 

sounds combined with a small amount of vocalized text that is at times intentionally 

obscured and distorted. Each movement creates an immersive sonic environment 

capturing the mood of the elements. At the time of writing, Launay’s work does not 

appear in any online searches for academic research, so it would appear that this work 

has not yet been the subject of any scholarly writing. 

Jane Quon creates mixed media art works that apply Bachelard’s ideas. Her work 

explores the role of art as an ecological communication, connecting her marine themes 

from underwater diving experiences with Bachelard’s description of the sublime that 

                                                        
27 see: https://launay1.bandcamp.com/album/psychanalyse-des-l-ments-gaston-bachelard 
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can be found in the deep sea (Quon 2005). Quon harnesses the phenomenological 

experience of observing underwater degradation to create her mixed media art works 

that evoke marine environments and highlight environmental issues.  

Inspired by Bachelard’s writings, Nathalie Delprat’s Cloud Avatar, focuses on the role 

of imagination in exploration of a virtual matter.  By translating Bachelard’s poetic 

images into virtual images, the author can explore and reflect upon embodied virtual 

materiality. The user’s body is experienced as a cloud avatar through which a range of 

issues in cognitive science can be explored, such as bodily awareness, sensory feedback 

and the influence of the imaginary. Delpratt describes that the intimacy of the cloud 

avatar experience allows the user to enter into a poetic reverie, augmented through the 

cloud simulation. This leads to what Delpratt calls ‘augmented reverie’. The Cloud 

Avatar can lead to perceptual illusions which will be explored for medical applications 

in the management of chronic pain (Delprat 2014). 

2.8.4.2 Bachelard in the theatre 

VERDENSTEATRET is a group of artists based in Oslo from different fields, who work 

together on collaborative projects. They aim to integrate different artistic disciplines 

into projects that bridge the gap between artistic borders. Their work Concert for 

Greenland is an audiovisual hybrid piece that blends old and new technology 

combining visual art, sound, video, installation, text and theatre into one 

composition. (Bodd & Nilsen 2015).   

Anita Hammer (2008) views the work Concert for Greenland as an application of 

Bachelard’s ‘material imagination’ to the context of theatre. She attempts to 

demonstrate that the concept of material imagination can be applied to an event such 

as theatre, which is experienced through the body as a sensory, physical material.  

‘The phenomenological approach in Bachelard’s work is easily combined with 

approaching theatre as “event”. Approaching each performance as unique and 

non-reproducible, including the presence of the spectator implies that the 

theatrical event involves a communicative universe emerging from 

simultaneous physical and sensuous presence’ (Hammer 2008).  

Hammer sees the space of the theatre as a meeting place not only between performers 

and audience, but also a place where inner and outer imagination are actualized as an 
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intersection of sensuous experience, memory and imagination (ibid). In her novel 

application of Bachelard to the context of theatre, the fantasy of theatre is likened to 

Bachelard’s reverie or lucid daydreaming state. In reverie, the exchange between 

interior and exterior leads to seeing new relationships between ourselves and the 

world. 

2.8.5 Summary 

Bachelard’s work on the imagination is one approach to understanding how ideas are 

generated by the imagination. Over more than two decades, Bachelard developed 

these ideas, linking different types of imagination to the four elements. This has taken 

steps towards understanding how art can connect us to the world, and why water is 

such a prominent source of inspiration.  

 In spite of Bachelard’s extensive work on imagination and creativity, he only 

infrequently refers to music, focusing instead on poetics and literary imagination. As 

an educated intellectual in twentieth century France, it is not surprising that occasional 

references in Bachelard’s writing reveal his knowledge of Wagner, Debussy and 

Stravinsky. However, Bachelard does not explore musical imagination or demonstrate 

how his ideas about the imagination may apply to music. This creates an ideal 

opportunity for the application of Bachelard’s ideas to a musical context. 

2.9 Conclusion 

This review of literature has traced several strands of research related to the areas of 

focus in the present study. First an overview of developments in the modernisation of 

the oboe was presented. This includes redesign of the instrument itself, and using the 

oboe in challenging new ways with technology. The review shows that these activities 

with the oboe are quite uncommon, occur only on the fringes of oboe playing and are 

embraced by only a relatively small number of players. There are many opportunities 

to incorporate technology into oboe playing, which has the potential to update the way 

people think of this traditional instrument. One of the motivations for doing this is to 

make oboe playing more interesting and relevant to young players, and hopefully 

mitigate the declining numbers of oboists.  
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Next, audiovisual composition was explored, showing that although there are experts 

creating highly sophisticated work, comparatively little detail is known about their 

process of composition. Because this type of composition typically leaves no score 

behind to study and analyse, information from artists themselves is crucial to 

understanding the ways in which composers work with sound and visuals. Performing 

and composing with technology entails interacting with systems, people and events 

which is an emerging area of research. The subsequent impact on performance has not 

yet been fully researched. Recent research into interactivity in music performance 

shows that the use of gestures in performance is a prominent theme. Different types of 

gestures and methods to track them were discussed.  

The work Blue Space is at a high level, an exploration of the relationships between 

water and music. The ways in which other composers use water as a theme was 

explored, turning to Gaston Bachelard for answers to the question of why water is such 

a prominent source of inspiration. Bachelard’s phenomenological writing on water, the 

elements and the poetic imagination was reviewed. Examples were presented showing 

how other artists have used Bachelard’s ideas. Bachelard explored the poetic 

imagination but he did not apply his ideas to music. This research has taken 

Bachelard’s ideas further and applied them to music. 

This review of literature has provided a backdrop to the research related to this thesis. 

This has revealed a number of unexplored opportunities which the present project has 

sought to investigate. In composing and performing Blue Space for oboe and interactive 

audiovisual system, a new kind of performance for the oboe has been developed. In the 

process of creating that piece, connections between water and music were explored, 

taking Bachelard’s ideas on the poetic imagination and applying them to the new 

context of interactive audiovisual performance.  
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CHAPTER 3: Methodology 

3.1 Introduction  

This practice-based research project is concerned with the composition and 

performance of works for oboe and interactive audiovisual system. This chapter sets 

out the methodological approach used in this research, engaging with relevant 

theoretical and epistemological perspectives. The aim of the research is to understand 

the processes of composition and performance using interactive systems from a 

practitioner’s perspective, through a self-reflective approach. It seeks to uncover 

thought process, and ways of practice that contribute to knowledge about composition 

and performance. The research seeks to understand the implications of working with 

interactive audiovisual systems for music performance and composition. Through 

detailed reflection on action, this research seeks to probe questions and reveal research 

themes in the field of creativity, meaning making and musical performance practice 

using interactive systems.  

As outlined in the first chapter the main research questions are: 

In what ways can water be used as a model for music composition? 

How can Bachelard’s poetic thinking about water be applied to music? 

How can sound and visuals be connected in audiovisual music? 

How does a performer experience interactive audiovisual systems? 

How does this influence performance? 

 

In line with the interdisciplinary nature of this research, methodologies are drawn 

from phenomenological, case study and self-reflective approaches to practice based 

research. An expert user study was undertaken and analysed using grounded theory 

methods. The study is presented with a discussion of grounded theory in chapter 5.4. 

Different historical approaches to the study of composition are critiqued towards the 

end of this chapter (3.8), including studies of the self and studies of others. 
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This chapter argues that in music composition and performance, study of the self can 

provide a unique perspective and depth of insight that could not be captured by a 

third person. 

3.2 Practice-based research 

According to Candy, practice-based research is an ‘original investigation undertaken in 

order to gain new knowledge partly by means of practice and the outcomes of that 

practice’.  In this type of research, the artefacts produced by practice are an essential 

reference point of the written contextualization of the investigation (Candy 2006). This 

idea is based on an underlying assumption that knowledge can be embodied in 

practice, and that artistic work can generate new knowledge if it is rigorously 

investigated in a research process leading to new understandings that are transferable 

(ibid). Borgdorff (2012) explains that theories, experiences and understandings are 

interwoven in art practices, so art is always reflexive. He views research in the arts as 

an intentional act to articulate some of this embodied knowledge both in the creative 

process and in the art object. The importance of the explanation of the artistic work is 

highlighted by Vella (2004), who  claims that ‘any artistic practice can be viewed as 

research provided the means of reporting adequately addresses and successfully 

interprets or explains the content, which in some way increases our body of 

knowledge’.  

Practice itself is central to the research process in practice-based research. As Borgdorff 

explains, ‘methodologically speaking, the creative process forms the pathway (or part 

of it) through which new insights, understandings and products come into being’ 

(Borgdorff 2011, p. 46). Mäkelä (2009, p. 1) points out that an artefact can both provide 

answers to particular research questions and ‘argumentation on the topic concerned’. 

Further, she argues that the artefact can also encompass a broader role, as a ‘method of 

collecting and preserving information and understanding’. This connects the artefact 

closely to the source of knowledge and demonstrates the concept of ‘knowing through 

making’ (Mäkelä 2009, p. 1). In his research related to developing new sounds and 

techniques for the oboe, Redgate (2016) suggests that when researching problems 

arising directly from musical performance, practice is often the only way to undertake 

the research. 
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Smith and Dean (2009) propose an ‘iterative cyclic web’ that allows for quantitative, 

qualitative and conceptual research methodologies to be combined in research on 

practice (ibid, p. 4-5). They acknowledge that the relationships between research and 

practice can be reciprocal, and that the focus may shift between academic research, 

practice-led research and research-led practice at different stages. This allows for a 

fluid application of different techniques to suit the wide range of approaches to 

practice. Figure 3.1 shows the multiple interwoven relationships in Smith and Dean’s 

‘iterative cyclic web’ model of creative arts and research processes. The model 

indicates that the outcomes of the research process may be written, but they may also 

be in the form of new artworks, techniques and paradigms that require a broad 

definition of ‘knowledge’. 

Before further discussion of knowledge generation, it is necessary to consider some 

perspectives on what knowledge is. Crotty describes two opposing views of 

knowledge as ‘constructionist’ and ‘objectivist’. The constructionist view, taken in this 

research, is that ‘all knowledge, and therefore all meaningful reality as such, is 

contingent upon human practices, being constructed in and out of interaction between 

human beings and their world, and developed and transmitted within an essentially 

social context’ (Crotty 1998, p. 42). On the other hand, the objectivist view of 

knowledge is that objects and their meaning are independent of human beings, 

consciousness and experience. Research based on this view of knowledge values 

objectivity and clear separation between the observer and the aims of the research as 

seen in much traditional research. The traditional research approach reflects a view of 

the world as stable and predictable. This standpoint is thus unsuitable for inquiry into 

artistic human activity, which values novelty, is dynamic, evolving and at times 

unpredictable.  
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Embodied knowledge relates to situations where the body, rather than the mind is the 

location of knowledge. Recognition of this kind of knowledge has become more 

widespread over the past two decades as the role of the body in shaping thought 

becomes better understood. Its basis is in the phenomenological tradition founded by 

Husserl which acknowledges the value of embodied experience as opposed to 

disembodied mind-based thought and knowledge. Merleau-Ponty developed these 

ideas further, referring to knowledge ‘in the hands’ and describing the body as ‘our 

general means to have a world’ (Merleau-Ponty 1945/2012, p. 147). This is very 

relevant to music performance in which so many processes and actions reside in the 

body. These processes often elude verbal explanation and can function extremely 

precisely without the need for conscious thought. Embodied knowledge does not only 

apply to motor skills, but also to many other human experiences that involve ‘doing 

without representing’, made possible by the pre-reflective correspondence between the 

body and the world (Tanaka 2011). As Tanaka explains, to get through a very narrow 

doorway, we turn sideways without consciously thinking. We do not need to 

‘represent’ this situation in the mind as a set of measurements and a problem to solve. 

‘There is no need for representation because the body knows how to act’ (Tanaka 2011, 

p. 152). 

Johnson (1987) suggests that abstract understanding emerges from bodily experience, 

and that there is a physical basis to imaginative structures of understanding (ibid, p. 

xv). He claims that recurring patterns of our bodily movement and the contours of our 

spatial and temporal orientation influence how reality is shaped and how meaning is 

formed (ibid, p. xix). In music, the body is central to our experience, both in perception 

and performance. This theme is explicated in Leman’s book Embodied Music Cognition 

and Mediation Technology (Leman 2008). As the role of gestures becomes increasingly 

prominent in performance projects involving interaction, embodied knowledge has an 

increasingly important role.  

This research contributes to new knowledge primarily through both the practice and 

outcomes of music composition and performance. It takes the stance that music, like 

knowledge, is a social construct that is understood through shared cultural symbols 

and values. This view is confirmed by considering the music of a remote culture with 

which we have no shared collective understandings. That music may sound strange 

and incomprehensible. It will not be fully understood nor be able to be interpreted. Its 
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meaning or significance is not inherent in the music itself, but is dependent upon its 

social context. For this reason, music in this research project is considered in its own 

particular context, which includes the human, social and physical environment in 

which it was created. It acknowledges that the human experience of creative practice, 

viewed from a first-hand perspective, is crucial both to the development of the work, 

and to the resultant knowledge.  It aims to show how creative processes evolve in 

practice through the composition and performance of Blue Space. The work itself is 

viewed as a demonstration of the practical out-workings of those creative processes, 

which can be applied to future works and to other performers and composers. The 

written articulation of the creative experience in a detailed self-reflective form provides 

the means for making the resultant knowledge sharable and transferable, which 

according to Candy (2006), are key elements of research.  

3.3 Reflection in and on practice  

Schön’s influential works relating to reflection in and on practice have at their heart an 

‘analysis of the distinctive structure of reflection-in-action’ (Schön 1983, p. ix). His 

work was taken up enthusiastically by educators and professionals. Identifying that 

life is a constant process of transformation, he saw the importance of adapting to 

changing situations as a necessary skill for learning in changing environments.28 This 

skill, initially applied in education, requires a constant cycle of acting then thinking, 

then acting again, in order to react and adjust to changes as they occur in a situation. 

This process has wide application in many professional situations, such as education, 

medicine, politics and the arts.  

According to Schön (ibid) two types of reflection can be identified in the sphere of 

practice. Reflection-on-action is undertaken at a distance from practice as a daily activity 

in many professional situations in which analysis, evaluation and improvements are 

ongoing aspects of practice. Reflection-in-action occurs as an iterative process within 

practice, as on the spot decisions are made and tested in practice to solve problems and 

create improvements. Decisions in practice are often based on tacit knowledge and 

personal experience accumulated over years of practice. An important part of the 

                                                        
28 Schön’s concept of transformation is presented in Beyond the Stable State: Public and private 
learning in a changing society (1973).  
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reflective process involves rethinking one’s understanding of a situation as a result of 

what Schön calls ‘a reflective conversation with the situation’ (Schön 1983, p. 76). 

Articulation of this process makes clear what one learns and thus ‘knows’ from the 

cycle of action and thought. The resultant knowledge changes from tacit to explicit, 

and can then be transferred to other situations.  

What is meant by ‘knowledge’ in this context is an understanding of how one can act 

in a complex and changing environment. It is much more than knowing how to carry 

out a set of skills. It is the systematic, self orchestrated deployment of actions, thoughts 

and evaluations that encompass, for example, which factors to consider, which 

perspective to take, what models to follow, which order steps need to be taken and 

which judgements to make in order to move a project forwards. 

Building on earlier ideas proposed by Frayling (1993), Borgdorff (2012) proposes three 

variants when discussing arts research:  

i) ‘research on the arts’ for investigations aimed at drawing valid conclusions 
about art practice from a theoretical distance. Reflective, interpretative research 
in music analysis is an example, in which the researcher does not directly 
influence the object of research.  
 

ii) ‘research for the arts’ provides insights and instruments that may find their way 
into concrete practices. This could include interaction between dance and 
lighting design or techniques for designing new instruments.  
 

iii) ‘research in the arts’ for immanent and performative projects where there is no 
separation between the researcher and object, and theory and practice are 
tightly entwined. 

Borgdorff (2012) suggests that traditional ways of separating arts roles such as 

composing, performing, acting or directing can be more fruitfully categorised in 

research as object, process and context. This acknowledges the ways in which role 

boundaries are becoming increasingly blurred in contemporary practice and that most 

projects involve the interplay of all three components.  In research in the arts projects, 

creating and performing are part of the research process, and according to Borgdorff, 

‘research like this can best be performed from within’ (Borgdorff 2012, p. 50). This 

acknowledges that artists themselves can make an important contribution to research 

in the arts.  
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3.4 Gruber’s evolving systems approach 

Gruber’s method evolved from many long-term case studies of creative individuals, 

notably Charles Darwin (Gruber & Barrett 1974). Gruber’s approach is pertinent to 

practice-based research because it focuses on the importance of studies of individuals. 

While treating each individual as a unique case, Gruber has sought to provide a model 

for creative activity that allows for a wide range of individual variation. His approach 

rejects much of the research that views creative practice as a linear process which 

progresses through predefined stages.  

Gruber’s approach to studying creative work is based on the idea that each creative 

person weaves their own unique path and creates their own system of practice. This is 

achieved through combining, in their individual way, their background, their 

motivations and their desired outcomes. In the course of their work, the creative 

person designs and organizes their own set of tasks. Gruber explains: ‘what counts in 

each creative life is the pattern in which knowledge, purpose and affect are organized, 

as well as the fit of the pattern to a set of tasks that do not preexist but are constructed 

by the creative individual in the course of the work’ (Gruber & Bödeker 2005, p. 68). 

Because each person and their creative work is so unique, Gruber believes that it serves 

no purpose, and can in fact be misleading, to search for general laws governing 

creative work as a whole (Gruber & Bödeker 2005, p. 21). He fears that seeking general 

traits that apply to all cases may come at the expense of identifying dynamic individual 

characteristics (ibid, p. 62). Gruber posits that it is the unique aspects of individuals 

that will lead to an understanding of creative practice in a particular context, rather 

than the general traits that people have in common. Consequently, he places high 

importance on studies of individuals, making his approach particularly applicable to 

individual creative practitioners. 

The challenge for researchers is to ‘invent a means of describing and explaining each 

unique configuration’ (Gruber & Bödeker 2005, p. 67). Gruber rejects some of the stage 

theory research on creativity (for example Wallas, Sloboda and others), claiming 

instead that creative work is non-linear, and split into many strands that can function 

simultaneously. These strands are unique and different for each person. They often 

operate on different timescales, and in practice, result in complex interrelationships, 

which the practitioner must navigate and manage. It is the management of these 
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complex strands of activity that forms an important part of how a creative person goes 

about their work. Gruber uses the term ‘network of enterprise’ to depict the complex 

and often long-term practices of creative work (Gruber & Bödeker 2005, p. 22).  

This view of creativity challenges the typical romantic view of the composer or artist as 

a genius, having extraordinary powers, or receiving creative inspiration mysteriously 

from God or the subconscious. As Gruber sees it, an artist can be studied as a rational, 

thoughtful and purposeful individual with a drive to undertake artistic work. From 

this perspective, creative people can be seen as active participants in shaping their own 

reality. They create and act upon the networks that they have created, altering and 

shaping them to their own particular needs.  

3.4.1 Knowledge, purpose and affect 

Fundamental to Gruber’s evolving systems approach are the interrelated components 

of knowledge, purpose and affect. In order to understand creative work, a study must 

take account of all three levels. This step is Gruber’s way of articulating the context of 

artistic work, seen as an essential component of practice-based research. Knowledge 

relates to the individuals’ belief system and its evolution within a certain time frame. 

Purpose is identified by Gruber as the most significant difference between people who 

lead creative lives and those who do not. ‘Creative people commit themselves to 

creative tasks’ (Gruber 1988, p. 32) and have a purposeful sense of what they are 

undertaking, even though at times this may be difficult to articulate. Affect relates to 

positive feedback experiences, such as the joy of achieving a long-term goal and 

aesthetic pleasure. Affect works alongside purpose as a motivating force and a kind of 

personally tailored reward system. The ways in which knowledge, purpose and affect 

intertwine in practice lead to what Gruber calls a ‘loosely coupled system’. Creativity is 

thus seen as a ‘phenomenon that occurs in the context of multiple systems, and 

therefore involves a network of interaction’ (Montuori 2011). 

3.4.2 Network of enterprise  

The ‘network of enterprise’ is an organizing concept used by Gruber to represent the 

series of projects and different activities that a practitioner may be involved in 

concurrently. When a project is completed, the enterprise continues with emerging 

new tasks and projects. When one path is blocked, another path towards a goal may be 

found through a different line of activity. If a project is interrupted, it can be 
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temporarily replaced by a different one. Gruber explains that the decisions about how 

the network operates are made by the individual. This helps the person define and 

manage their work identity, and choose their activity in line with their mood and 

available materials to work with. The network of enterprise can help a person to 

organize their work and identify smaller sub-sections which can make it easier to 

resume work after interruptions (Gruber 1988).  

3.4.3 Ensemble of metaphors  

Gruber focused on metaphor usage as way of identifying deep thought structures that 

help to form concepts. He thought of metaphors as ‘images of wide scope’ that could 

function as a schema that could assimilate a range of perceptions and ideas (Gruber & 

Bödeker 2005, p. 79). His example, taken from a dissertation by Osowski shows how 

theoretical ideas and metaphors are connected. Using the ‘stream of thought’ metaphor 

as a central node, the subsets such as train, chain, path and current, reveal fine grained 

facets of a broader concept. Comparing ‘stream’ to ‘path’ helps to point to subtle 

differences in thought, namely to identify that ‘stream’ is supple and constantly 

changing, whereas ‘path’ has a solid structure that can be revisited (Gruber & Bödeker 

2005, p. 80). Gruber believed that metaphors are used in groups rather than in 

isolation, using the term ‘ensemble of metaphors’. Studying metaphor usage reveals 

both stable and changing thought processes over time, contributing useful information 

about an individual’s idea development, as Gruber’s examples further elaborate. 

Metaphor plays an important role in both constructing ideas as well as communicating 

them. The metaphor of Gruber’s ‘ensemble’ works well to conceptualise the complex 

interrelationships of thought in practice-based research. However, this is only fully 

understood if one knows what an ensemble is, and how it works. A musician’s 

interpretation will be different to a fashion designer, since they both use the term 

‘ensemble’ but in different ways. Metaphors are thus context specific.  

3.4.4 Limitations of Gruber’s case studies 

While Gruber is a strong advocate of case studies, and used this method during a 

lifetime of detailed study of creative individuals, he acknowledges that that not all 

thought process of creative people are accessible via his method. While he might get 

close to a subject and provide meticulous detail of practices, he acknowledges that 

there is a ‘private level of experience’ that leaves no traces in notebooks, sketches, or 
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recordings to study (Lavery 1993, p. 108). These may be fleeting thoughts, taboo ideas, 

and the ‘personal imagery one uses to carry a thought along’, that an observer can 

never experience (as cited in Lavery 1993). Any number of interviews, notebooks and 

journals cannot reveal the complex interplay of the elements of creative practice. In 

addition, time constraints, particularly for high profile composers have famously made 

them unavailable for interviews, as Ligeti’s secretary wrote to Csikszentmihalyi : 

‘He is creative and, because of this, totally overworked. Therefore, the very 

reason you wish to study his creative process is also the reason why he 

(unfortunately) does not have the time to help you in this study. He…is trying 

desperately to finish a Violin Concerto’ (Csikszentmihalyi 1997, p. 13). 

The creative practitioner has unique access to vast collections of thoughts, insights, 

ideas and personal reflections that would not be revealed even to the most sensitive 

interviewer or fastidious researcher. For purely practical reasons, it is just not feasible 

in most cases to be able to provide the whole picture to a third party. Over time, 

ongoing reflection in and on practice amasses a complex network of thoughts that may 

only emerge with any clarity after a long time, sometimes years. The practitioner him/ 

herself knows the twists and turns of their creative processes more intimately than 

anyone else.  The individual can explain connections and link segments of activity, 

describe how problems are approached, and why ideas are rejected or pursued. 

Therefore, composers and performers themselves have unique access to information 

that is critical to the understanding of their creative practice.  

For these reasons, this chapter argues for the study of the self as a valid and important 

means of generating knowledge about creative practice. The ways in which a creative 

practitioner navigates through a wide range of different kinds of activity that are 

required to produce artistic outputs, is viewed in this research through the lens of 

Gruber’s evolving systems approach.  

3.4.5 Other systems approaches 

Gruber’s systems approach is described by Monturi (2011) as fundamentally a 

cognitive approach because of its focus on knowledge, purpose and affect. Other 

systems approaches include those of Barron and Csikzentmihalyi, both of whom 

studied creativity extensively. Barron’s approach relates creativity to a larger cosmic 
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context, suggesting that the key to creativity was that individuals desire to create a 

system of their own personal universe of meaning (Barron 1995). In Csikzentmihalyi’s 

systems, the ‘DFI’ model is used to describe the domain (D), the field (F) and the 

individual (I), allowing for many individual combinations of connections within a 

wide range of variables. Systems models are particularly suited to artistic work 

because of their strong focus on the particular context, and the flexibility to adapt to a 

wide variety of variation. Gruber’s systems approach suits this research well because 

of its focus on understanding the interactions of knowledge, purpose and affect to 

produce the unique creative pathway that the practitioner designs for him/herself. 

3.5 Problem-solving research vs creative-production research  

Practice-based research in the arts can be built around practice in different ways. 

Drawing from his experience in the area of art and design PhD research projects, 

Scrivener (2000) acknowledges that the relationship of the resultant artefact to the 

research may vary considerably. He suggests that there are fundamental differences 

between artefacts that are produced in response to specific research problems, and 

those that are produced as a result of exploring complex research themes through 

practice. For this reason, he proposes two distinct categories: problem-solving projects 

and creative-production projects. Scrivener claims that the distinction between these two 

variants determines what kind of knowledge claims can be made through practice 

based research and how the artefact should be judged. 

Problem-solving projects, according to Scrivener, have a traditional structure resulting in 

new or improved artefacts aimed at solving well-defined problems. The example given 

by Scrivener is the development of a robot that can pick up eggs without breaking 

them (ibid). In such a case, the knowledge embodied in the artefact can be described 

separately to the artefact itself, and readily applied to a different context, for example, 

picking up a glass. Here, the artefact is a demonstration of the knowledge embodied in 

it, and presents a solution to the initial problem. Scrivener suggests that the 

contribution of a typical problem-solving research project can be considered according 

to the following elements: 
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• artefact is produced 
• artefact is new or improved 
• artefact is the solution to a known problem 
• artefact demonstrates a solution to a known problem 
• the problem is recognised as such by others 
• artefact (solution) is useful 
• knowledge reified in artefact can be described 
• this knowledge is widely applicable and widely transferrable 
• knowledge reified in the artefact is more important than the artefact 

(Scrivener 2000, p. 4) 

Creative-production projects, on the other hand, are not described as solutions to defined 

problems, but rather as responses to issues, concerns and interests. According to 

Scrivener, these projects usually have a strong cultural context and contribute to 

knowledge about human experience. They are not usually focused on being the first of 

their kind or improvements of already existing artefacts. Creative-production artefacts, 

while they may be original within a certain cultural context, should not be judged on 

their utility but on their contribution to human experience (ibid, p. 5).  In these projects, 

the focus is more directed towards the practice itself, and how practice evolves in 

response to the issues, concerns and interests at hand. Creative-production projects 

demonstrate the following qualities: 

• artefacts are produced 
• artefacts are original in a cultural context 
• artefacts are a response to issues, concerns and interests 
• artefact manifests these issues, concerns and interests 
• the issues, concerns and interests reflect cultural preoccupations 
• artefacts contribute to human experience 
• artefacts are more important than any knowledge embodied in them 

(Scrivener 2000, p. 6) 

Scrivener’s model also contrasts the nature of problem setting and solving activities in 

the two types of research. In problem-solving research projects, the focus is on justifying 

the existence of the problem rather than explaining how the problem was found. 

Scrivener explains ‘What matters is the existence of a valid problem, the demonstration 

of its solution and the abstraction of the reusable “know how” embodied in it’ (ibid, p. 

8). While problem identification may be far from straight forward, and involve false 

starts and trial and error to arrive at the framing and articulation of the problem, this 
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phase is not usually explained in the documentation of problem-solving projects (ibid, p. 

8).  

In contrast, in creative-production projects, the artefact is often produced to problematise 

aspects of practice, or to probe and refine questions that are constantly being redefined 

in practice. Scrivener suggests that the description and documentation of the 

production process is the means by which the project is made accessible – both to the 

researcher and the reader. Through this process, the researcher can articulate how 

problems emerge in practice, and explain how the problems are addressed through 

practice. For Scrivener, reflection on moves within practice, steps taken, revised actions 

and new frameworks for the next steps, all form part of the process through which a 

creative-production project can communicate human experience (ibid, p. 12). This 

confirms the importance of the making process as central to research in creative-

production projects. Later, Scrivener suggested that a creative production PhD could 

be seen as a ‘method for understanding the creative process, and thus a means to 

knowledge in itself’ (Scrivener & Chapman 2004, p. 11).  

Scrivener confirms that reflection in and on practice is an appropriate way to proceed 

in both types of research, while acknowledging that many research projects in the arts 

do not fit neatly into one category or the other, and that often elements of both types of 

projects will be exhibited. This is endorsed by Holmes (2006) who points out that so 

many multimedia and new media projects  are hybrids that straddle Scrivener’s two 

suggested variants.  

The present project, concerning the composition and performance of Blue Space, most 

closely fits Scrivener’s creative-production model. It addresses issues, concerns and 

interests in the domains of modernising contemporary oboe repertoire and 

performance, imagining and representing the possibilities of water as a musical model 

and the translation of abstract philosophical concepts into audio and visual 

components. By working on these areas of interest through practice, the understanding 

of the domains became more refined, more precise and more sharply focused. Within 

the Blue Space project, there are also examples of sub-sections of the work that exhibit 

characteristics of the problem-solving model. Problem-solving work has taken place to 

solve specific practical problems with the software, for example developing smooth 

transitions between scenes. In performance, specific solutions were required to solve 

problems relating to the use of gestures, for example how to move the oboe to create a 
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certain visual shape while at the same time needing to hold the oboe still in order to 

play it properly. The outcomes of these examples of problem-solving research led 

directly to the development of new techniques and refinements to existing techniques.  

3.6 Bachelard’s phenomenology  

Central to this work is the phenomenological method of Gaston Bachelard. This is 

relevant to this PhD research because of the shared focus on the sources of inspiration 

for creative work, and the application of Bachelard’s methods and symbols to generate 

compositional materials for Blue Space. His studies of the elements, particularly water, 

have provided a framework for understanding why water is such a prominent source 

of inspiration in the work Blue Space. Bachelard’s archetype water symbols from his 

1942 text Water and Dreams have contributed significant structural material, and a 

means for generating musical ideas in the composition of Blue Space. 

At a fundamental level, phenomenology is the study of experience from the first-

person point of view. This includes experiences such as thought, perception, memory, 

imagination and emotion. It can also encompass bodily awareness, embodied action 

and social activity (Smith 2013). Bachelard used a phenomenological approach to 

explore regions of consciousness (Vydra 2014). He sought to develop heightened 

receptivity to phenomena through the activity of reverie, a lucid dreaming state that 

gives us immediate access to entities (Smith 2013). Reverie will be further discussed 

later in this section. 

Bachelard’s pioneering work on the phenomenology of the imagination was driven by 

a desire to understand the point of contact between the human spirit and the world. He 

believed that we have a profound connection with the four elements, fire, water, air 

and earth, suggesting that we could understand the ‘life of the universe through the 

life of our own heart’ (Bachelard 1942/1983). He described each of the elements as: 

‘profoundly and materially a system of poetic fidelity. In exalting them, we may 

think that we are being faithful to a favorite image; in reality, we are being 

faithful to a primitive human feeling, to an elemental organic reality, a 

fundamental oneiric temperament’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 5). 
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Like Gruber, Bachelard was fascinated by imagination and creative thought, focusing 

his attention on the minds of creative people, particularly poets. He refers to the poet’s 

creation of the poetic image as ‘microscopic phenomenology’, reflecting his 

understanding of the need for close attention. He warns against studying poetic images 

as ‘things’, insisting that images are ‘lived’ and ‘experienced’, inviting us to seize their 

‘specific reality’ (Bachelard 1958/1994, p. xix). In her introduction to On Poetic 

Imagination and Reverie, Gaudin regards the phenomenological approach as a 

description of the relationships between phenomena and a particular consciousness 

(Bachelard 2014, p. 39). 

Bachelard points out a fundamental difference between perceived images, based on 

reality, and the poetic image, created by the imagination. He sought to understand the 

phenomenon of the poetic image as it emerged into the consciousness, believing it to 

be a direct product of the heart, soul and being of man (Bachelard 1958/1994). He 

acknowledged that this process of emergence was inaccessible via the prevailing 

psychoanalytical methods, and that the scientific objective approach was also 

inadequate (Bachelard 1958/1994, p. xviii).   

One of Bachelard’s methods of studying poetic images was in the reading of poetry 

(sometimes aloud) and trying to infuse his own consciousness with the poet’s image. 

By doing so, he hoped to experience the energy of the image in the same way as the 

poet. He explored the ways in which shared imaginative responses cluster around 

common phenomena, such as fire, water, earth and air (Smith 1982, p. 72). One of the 

contradictions in Bachelard’s work is that the goal of this highly subjective method is 

to try to objectively categorise the imagination. Nevertheless, it was a significant step, 

particularly for his time, that a serious study of the imagination could be considered 

from a subjective perspective, so to speak, from inside the mind. In contrast to Freud, 

his work on the imagination is not based around reductive explanations of suppressed 

memories or traumatic childhood events, but rather on a more humanistic approach 

that sought to celebrate humanity and its relationship with the world. 

In addition to Bachelard’s elemental categories as a way to structure imaginative 

concepts, he also worked towards distinguishing particular types of imagination. His 

ideas in this area were evolving over the course of the years of writing about the 

elements, leading to changes of approach and occasional contradictions. He makes a 

clear distinction between material imagination, based on matter, and formal 
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imagination, based on forms. Somewhat more fluid is his use of the terms dynamic 

imagination, poetic imagination and creative imagination, all of which overlap to some 

extent in their role in his central concern of understanding imaginative thinking. For 

him, it was the material imagination based on the core elements that had the potential 

to activate the imagination, and this was an important focus of his writings from 1938 

until his death in 1962. 

Bachelard did not focus on musical imagination, explaining that as an avid reader, 

literature and poetry were his areas of competence, providing the main references for 

developing his theories (Bachelard 1943/2002, p. 4). However, he points to a 

universality of the creative imagination as primitive and fundamental. He claimed that 

all works of art are the ‘by-products’ of the imagining being (Bachelard 1958/1994, p. 

184). His stated aim was:  

‘to affirm the primitive and psychologically fundamental character of the 

creative imagination’ (1943/2002, p. 2). 

Based on the premise that the fundamental source of a creative act is the same, whether 

in poetry, art or music, this research draws on Bachelard’s ideas and applies them to 

music composition in a number of ways. These are explained in the following sections, 

which draw further connections between Bachelard’s phenomenology and the work 

Blue Space. 

3.6.1 Reverie as method 

Bachelard’s oneirism is a key focus in his writings on the core elements. At the heart of 

oneirism is the activity of reverie, a lucid dreaming state that facilitates penetration to 

the core of our being. Different to nocturnal dreaming, reverie is a conscious 

engagement with the inner self. Through the activity of reverie, we are freed from 

reality, and able to access intense and dynamic internal powers that activate the 

imagination. Explorations of the ‘unreal’ poetic images created in reverie should not be 

seen as an attempt to escape reality, but rather as a way of giving dynamism to life 

(Bachelard 1960/1969, p. 74).  

Reveries based on the core elements cultivate an ‘open imagination’ that is not 

associated with forms (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 2). Reverie on matter connects us to 

nature and our human experience of the world, providing inspiration and fuel for our 
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imagination. This fundamental concept shows how we relate to the world around us, 

and is the essence of Bachelard’s term ‘material imagination’. Reverie draws us inward 

to our deepest self, yet the connections to nature we discover draw us outward into a 

larger world (Thiboutot, Martinez & Jager 1999). Bachelard's poetics thus involves the 

interplay of the inside and the outside, providing a parallel to the themes of practice-

based research. This undulation between the inner and outer self leads Bachelard to the 

concepts of resonance and reverberation, discussed in the following section. 

In the creation of Blue Space, an actual reverie activity on water was used as a method 

at the starting point in the composition process.29  The reverie, based on a water 

droplet, led to an intense imaginative state in which the piece was conceived. This 

experience was used to generate ideas and materials for the work. In this reverie 

example, the image of the identity of an individual water droplet washing back and 

forth in the waves rapidly activated a series of images of water motion and states. This 

led to the water cycle narrative and its analogies to the life cycle, which forms the basic 

structure of Blue Space. 

3.6.2 Resonance and reverberation 

The interplay of the inner and outer mentioned above has a particular significance for 

Bachelard, who describes the effect of a poetic image as a kind of resonance. Bachelard 

does not view the poetic image as an echo of the past, but rather that the image, 

through its brilliance and dynamism, causes the past to resound (Bachelard 1958/1994, 

p. xvi). The idea he is pointing to is the potential of the poetic image to generate further 

images by awakening resonances based on archetypes (Smith 1982, p. 120). In her 

foreword to Water and Dreams, Stroud (1983) suggests that Bachelard presses our 

interior spaces outwards, and that he teaches us to read images centrifugally, like 

ripples from a centre point.  

Bachelard used the term ‘reverberation’ (in French retentissement), as a concept to 

describe the image’s capacity to elicit images directly from the soul (Bachelard 

1958/1994, p. xvi).30 These reverberations give rise to an undulating movement of 

                                                        
29 To clarify, the term ‘method’ is used in this document to mean ‘technique or procedure’, 
whereas ‘methodology’ is used to refer to a larger, overarching strategy behind the choice of 
particular methods. 
30 Bachelard possibly borrowed this idea from Minkowski, whom he quotes at length; see The 
Poetics of Space p. xvi. 
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energy between the image and the self, reflecting the interplay of inner and outer. In 

this way, the poetic image produced by reverie on matter can deepen our 

understanding of the self, by highlighting the ways in which we see our relationship 

with the world. 

Further discussion and examples of the application of Bachelard’s ideas in this work 

appear throughout Chapter 4. 

3.7 Problems of practice-based research  

3.7.1 Validity  

The traditional requirement of research to be objective and impartial presents serious 

challenges for practice-based research. Research about one’s experiences can be 

questioned from many perspectives such as accuracy, trustworthiness and ulterior 

motives. Varela and Shear (1999) point out that reporting on experience is, 

unavoidably, an interpretation and that we cannot accurately recreate how an 

experience actually ‘is’ in order to study it. Another difficulty is that experience is 

constantly changing and evolving during creative projects, and observations may only 

have fleeting relevance. Yet the presence of the self in the research process, as the 

action taker and ‘experiencer’, is precisely its value and potential to contribute to 

knowledge. To take full advantage of the specialised knowledge of the practitioner, it 

is necessary for the practitioner’s voice to be heard in the research process, and it has to 

be accepted that this will be subjective.  Hence the practitioner researcher must be 

willing to acknowledge that they have a personal stake in the work. As such, the 

resulting knowledge must be seen as subjective and constructionist.  

3.7.2 The inner and outer self 

As a participant in practice-based research, a practitioner constantly moves between an 

inner self and an outer self. The inner self contributes a phenomenological perspective 

based on complete attentiveness, close focus on the experience and a heightened self-

awareness. The outer self steps out of the work and provides the critical component of 

reflection from a distance, separate to the work itself. The step towards the outer self 

can be viewed as taking a second-person view from which validation of the experience 
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can occur (Varela & Shear 1999), as discussed further in section 3.8.2.  The challenge of 

practice-based research for the practitioner is the management of the moves between 

the inner and outer self, and how to use these two perspectives to advantage. The 

combination of attentiveness and disassociation has the potential to derail both practice 

and research, leading to frictions and blockages that the practitioner must address. 

An important point of difference to Schön’s reflection ‘in’ and ‘on’ practice is revealed 

when considering the inner and outer self. The inner self is rooted in the 

phenomenological concept of being, as opposed to Schön’s reflection ‘in’ practice, 

which refers to the moves in practice that may be intuitive solutions to emerging 

situations in practice, the exercise and articulation of tacit knowledge. Schön’s options 

are either reflecting or acting, or engaging in a conversation with the situation (Schön 

1983, p. 79). These options work well for professional work, but not as well for creative 

practice. A broader focus that includes simply experiencing the moment is an 

important component of awareness that Schön does not acknowledge. Experiencing 

the moment to see what emerges allows for deeper revelations of the self, enhancing 

self-knowledge which contributes strongly to an artistic personality. Bachelard’s 

phenomenological approach to studying images aimed at heightening his awareness 

and developing greater sensitivity to what is being experienced (Smith 1982). 

Consequently, such an approach should enrich the quality of reflective practice. 

Bachelard’s phenomenology of reverie can thus be seen as an important 

complementary approach to that of Schön. However, it must be acknowledged that in 

the context of research, and the written contextualization of the artistic work, the 

individual must be willing to reveal an inner self in ways that may be confronting or 

uncomfortable. 

3.7.3 Tensions between practice and research 

Performing and creating new works relies on a process of discovery and 

experimentation, and the role of that experience within research is open to question. In 

order to present artistic works as research, it is necessary to construct a framework or 

theory that can provide justifiable findings and ways of evaluating the work. In order 

to conduct an evaluation, we need to first establish criteria, so that we know what the 

basis of our judgement should be. If the artist determines those criteria as they 

construct their research framework, how can we be sure that the work has any merit, 
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other than for the artist themselves? If there is a possibility that research can be done 

on works that are not of high quality, does this in turn, cast doubt on the quality of the 

research? Of course we can’t know the answer to this question until we define what we 

mean by ‘quality’, which is obviously very subjective. If artwork that has been created 

as research is valid (as defined by the artist’s research framework), can it be compared 

to art in the wider world, which happily exists without the need for a context provided 

by a researcher? Is the production of research-based art within universities creating a 

separate hybrid form of art that is irrelevant in the real world? If so, does this matter? 

This line of questioning reveals a dilemma for artists within academia. On one hand, 

there is the need to experiment and discover in a free-range, unconstrained way, yet at 

the same time, there is a need to step back from practice in order to reflect, evaluate 

and justify in the process of refining a research model. In the early stages of creative 

practice, discovery, immersion and play are often the ideal environments for creativity, 

while research requires objectivity, analysis and evaluation. Is it possible that the very 

requirements of research are disruptive to the creative process, and thereby threaten 

the quality of the artwork? If the quality of the artwork is in question, then perhaps so 

is the research. These difficulties have been articulated in many discussions (eg. 

Scrivener & Chapman 2004). As explained by Mäkelä (2009), her solution was to find a 

way of combining practice and research that maintained practice as the driving force. 

In Mäkelä’s case, a research tool she named the ‘retrospective look’ was developed. By 

waiting until the after the creative process was finished before finalising the context for 

interpreting the artefacts, some of the dangers outlined above could be avoided.  

On the other hand, creative works of art made within a research environment may 

benefit from the intense scrutiny and rigor of research. Persistent engagement with a 

creative project can lead to a richly faceted complexity that gives the work integrity. As 

Kozel points out, the research environment provides the ‘opportunity to develop 

methodological rigour, conceptual depth, a refinement of practice, and community.’ 

(Kozel 2011).  Chapman suggests that his better understanding of process has led to 

more informed work and greater critical awareness, which he claims should be a 

critical factor in determining the quality of an artefact (Scrivener & Chapman 2004). 

According to Gurevich, the NIME (New Interfaces for Musical Expression) community 

of researcher-practitioners could play a more prominent role in addressing some of the 

fundamental issues concerning epistemology, evaluation and research in 
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contemporary music practices. Rather than trying to evaluate music in terms of 

‘expression’ that is passed from composer to performer to audience, Gurevich & 

Treviño (2007) suggest an alternate model for describing the experience of music 

creation. They propose an ecological model of music creation that ‘focuses on the 

relationships between composers, performers and listeners as a part of a system that 

includes external factors such as genre, historical reception, sonic context and 

performance scenario’ (ibid, p. 108).  Such a model acknowledges that the traditionally 

separate roles of composer, performer and audience are now blurred or non-existent in 

much contemporary music. The ecological model allows for music creation to be 

considered within its own context, embracing the diverse possibilities and 

configurations of new music practices. Since practice based research ‘does not possess 

a universal set of principles and methods, as science does’, Gurevich urges NIME 

practice-based researchers to clarify what they consider to be ‘legitimate’ and 

contribute a ‘framework for understanding and assessing practice based research’ 

(Gurevich 2016, p. 81). Gurevich suggests that this step would mitigate tensions 

between practice based research and scientific or technical research. 

One of the significant contributions that a research environment affords is that of 

documentation of creative projects and artefacts. This is particularly important for 

interactive musical works that involve technology, because in the long term, most 

software and equipment will become obsolete, and mounting performances that are 

more than a few years old is sometimes impossible. Ultimately however, the value of 

the research may not be about the artefact itself, but rather about the processes, 

interactions and problem solving that creativity requires. Documenting these activities 

in a research context can contribute significantly to knowledge about human 

behaviour. Reflection on the processes and practices undertaken in the making of 

creative artefacts, and the documentation of these processes helps to make tacit 

knowledge explicit, and thus transferrable or shareable. The following section provides 

examples of research to illustrate this discussion.  

3.8 How can composition be studied? 

This section considers examples of existing studies of compositional practice outlining 

methods and results. The studies discussed here do not claim to cover the entire field, 
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but rather provide selected examples that demonstrate a range of ways in which 

composition has been studied. The aim of this overview is to place the present study in 

context of music composition more generally, and to indicate how past studies have 

influenced the current project. It describes methods employed by earlier researchers, 

and shows how they have taken steps towards building an understanding of the 

process of music composition.  

According to Donin (2015a), a trend emerging after World War II in the study of 

composition is a move away from analysis of works undertaken by intellectuals, 

towards a growing interest in composition process. Composer behaviour, emotion, 

cognition and the ‘riches of the creative path’ can also be the subject of studies, 

undertaken in the form of self-reflection, or in dialogue with researchers, colleagues or 

students. Donin claims that this kind of dialogue is moving into prominence and 

replacing written theoretical analysis of composition. Donin’s research is discussed 

later in this chapter. 

One of the problems of the study of musical composition is its fundamentally 

interdisciplinary nature. In the introduction to his edited book Generative Processes in 

Music, Sloboda (1988, p. x), explains:   

‘Psychologists may well find the contributions of the musicians unsatisfactory 

because of their apparent disconnection from the task of data gathering. 

Experimentalists may well find the rather informal analyses in some of the 

papers disappointing. On the other hand, musicians may find the interpretative 

caution of some psychologists irritating and pedantic. Others may find the 

cultural narrowness of the types of music discussed less than satisfactory’. 

Sloboda offers no apology for these limitations and notes that these problems are 

symptomatic of a young discipline. Nevertheless, it is clear that there are many 

perspectives and approaches to the study of composition, each having something to 

contribute to a very intricate and many-faceted activity. Donin (2015a) takes a more 

optimistic view of the interdisciplinary nature of current trends in composition studies. 

His studies point to an emerging authentic dialogue between composition and science 

which needs to maintain a delicate balance between the individual the collective. 
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3.8.1 Studies of others 

In this section, studies by Sloboda, Duchesneau, Brown, Collins and Donin are 

examined, each of whom has studied the musical composition processes of others.  

Donin (2012) cautions that there are many difficulties to overcome in building models 

of creativity based on secondary data. He points out that documents drawn from the 

creative process should only be seen as ‘temporary components of an act-in-progress’, 

which interact within a particular environment that is constantly evolving. 

3.8.1.1 Sloboda’s cognitive studies of composition: 

Sloboda (1985) approaches the study of composition from the perspective of his 

expertise in cognitive psychology, and puts forward four possible methods of inquiry 

into compositional practices (ibid, p. 102). First he suggests that studying composers’ 

written manuscripts and sketches could reveal how a composition developed over 

time, indicating how a composer’s thoughts evolved. Sloboda successfully 

demonstrates how this method has been used to study Beethoven, Mozart and 

Stravinsky. However, he also points out that sketches are used very differently by 

composers, leaving many unanswered questions about composition processes. Many 

contemporary pieces, especially audiovisual works, are not normally developed from 

written scores. A contemporary version of this approach could be to study computer 

data to track changes in settings, and study each new version of a work as it develops. 

This would be very labour intensive and might not capture musical thought process, 

nor identify the reasons for the decisions that were made. It would also be limited by 

the lifespan of the software. 

Sloboda’s second suggestion is to examine what composers say about their own works, 

but he acknowledges that many composers are ‘reluctant to do this’, and that many 

composers of interest are no longer alive (ibid, p. 103). Walton (2014) suggests that 

composer reports should be treated with an open mind, pointing to several of 

Wagner’s reports of the inspirational basis for his compositions that have proven to be 

false. Wagner’s eye for publicity may account for these fabrications. Further evidence 

contributes to the notion of treating composers’ reports with a certain amount of 

caution. For example, a study of composers by Julius Bahle (1936) was met with 

ongoing vitriol from Pfizner and other composers (Duchesneau 1986).  Pfizner’s belief 
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that he was a musical genius with supernatural powers was seriously challenged by 

early researchers like Bahle, who sought a more rational explanation for creativity.  

One aspect rarely considered is that composers might not be able to actually describe 

their work, or understand its intuitive components (Pohjannoro 2014). 

Notwithstanding these examples, some extremely valuable and lucid accounts have 

been written by composers about their own work. These include extensive writing by 

Schoenberg, Messiaen, Stravinsky, Hindemith, and Xenakis, all providing first hand 

accounts that feature in numerous studies of composition. Books on orchestration by 

Piston, Rimsky-Korsakov and Berlioz remain standard texts for students of 

composition, so the suggestion that musicians’ accounts are unreliable should be 

treated with caution. 

The third method Sloboda proposes is a live observation of composers at work, asking 

the composer to ‘think aloud’ while working. This process, now known as the verbal 

protocol method, would supply data for analysis, but it may have the drawback that 

the composer could feel constrained or distracted. Sloboda reports a detailed example 

of trying this method out himself while composing a work for choir. His experience 

was that he arrived at a point where he could no longer continue the protocol of  

‘thinking aloud’ because he came to a breakthrough where he felt an urgency to 

‘capture an unfolding shape before I lost it’ (ibid, p. 136). Consequently, he abandoned 

thinking aloud while composing. He saw that the intense concentration required for 

composition could easily be compromised by the demands of talking through the 

process, and worrying about documentation. This experience indicates that while 

gathering information straight from the composer would seem to be a valid source of 

research data, the pitfall of this strategy is its potential to interfere with the composer’s 

thought processes, disrupt the composition, and result in no research data, or data that 

is questionable. Sloboda’s description of his own difficulty with ‘thinking aloud’ 

exemplifies a disruption to the ‘flow’ experience identified by Csikzentmihalyi (1990) 

as central to creative work. In spite of the difficulties Sloboda encountered himself with 

this method, ten years later in 1995, in a paper presented at the Third European 

Conference on Music Analysis, he claimed that this verbal protocol method was the 

only thing that would work. ‘The only thing which gives a chance of working is to 

have a living composer speaking all his or her thoughts out loud to an observer or a 

tape-recorder while engaged in composition’ (as cited by Collins 2007). The caveat here 
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is the sheer enormity of the task, and as already mentioned, the private level of 

experience that a composer may not wish to reveal, identified by Gruber.  

In spite of these apparent contradictions, if a non-disruptive research procedure could 

be designed, this may lead to some of the most useful information, as discussed later 

by the work of Collins and Donin. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Mäkelä’s 

solution to this problem is her ‘retrospective look’ that avoids disrupting the creative 

process by wating until the after the work is finished before finalising the context for 

interpreting the artefacts.  

Sloboda’s fourth strategy, in cases where the composer is also the performer, was 

observation of an improvisatory performance, which he suggested may reveal more 

than the study of a written score. Sloboda’s discussion of improvisation is initially 

limited to examples that could perhaps more accurately be termed ornamentation, 

attempting a lengthy analogy of improvisation to story telling. He also considers jazz 

improvisation, but does not include free improvisation, sound exploration or 

interaction in his discussion of improvisation. For this reason his conclusion about 

improvisation is somewhat restricted, suggesting that the main difference between 

improvisation and composition is the speed at which sustained invention must occur.31 

Sloboda’s idea that studying improvisation could lead to a better understanding of 

composition is problematic because of the wide range of styles of improvisation and 

some fundamental differences between these two activities in the eyes of some 

musicians. Aspects of improvisation and composition overlap for some musicians, but 

for others there is a clear distinction between the two.  

3.8.1.2 Duchesneau’s study of the role of inspiration: 

Addressing an area almost completely neglected by Sloboda and many others, 

Duchesneau (1986) undertook a study of musical inspiration in order to uncover some 

of the mysteries of this aspect of musical composition. Drawing on Nattiez’s semiotic 

model of composition shown in figure 3.2, Duchesneau first establishes that inspiration 

is part of the field of poietics, which is regarded as a separate branch of philosophy to 

                                                        
31 See Rose and MacDonald (2012) for a contemporary account of improvisation as real-time 
composition.  
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aesthetics.32 While the inspiration for of a piece of music may be a vital part in the 

making of a composition, Duchesneau suggests that inspiration is not pertinent to the 

reception of the work. The source of inspiration will probably not be obvious to an 

audience, and in addition, the listener may perceive things not intended by the 

composer (ibid. p. 8). From this standpoint, also taken in this research, the poietic 

system and the aesthetic system are separate, as shown in figure 3.2, adapted from 

Nattiez’s 1995 Fondements d’une semiologie de la musique. The resultant work, or artefact 

is shown at the centre as the ‘neutral level’.  

 

Figure 3.2 Musical semiotic analysis (after Nattiez) 

 

Duchesneau’s identification of multiple intertwined aspects of inspiration combined 

with the impetus to create, has similarities both to Gruber’s multiple systems, and to 

his idea that creative people have a drive to create that others don’t.  

‘Inspiration is similar to a crystal with an unlimited number of facets. Each 

composer chooses a certain number of facets for his creative process and the 

combinations and appearances can change with each work or even within the 

same one. The inspirational impulse is colored and recharged by other 

inspirations which stem from the composer’s environment. This kaleidoscope 

of possibilities consists of influences, emotions, circumstances of life, ideology, 

material available and used, instrumentation, coincidence, etc. In a general 

sense, inspiration is the impetus to create, but, as we shall see, it can come from 

many different directions, and is therefore personal to each individual 

composer’ (Duchesneau 1986, p. 9). 
                                                        
32 The topic of poietics, which deals with the making of works of art, featured strongly in 
French circles during the second half of the twentieth century for example in the works of 
Valéry, Mion, Nattiez and Parmegiani (Duchesneau p. 4). 
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Her study led her to focus on the question of where inspiration comes from, discerning 

three general sources which she used as means to create categories of inspiration: 

i) metaphysical-religious source, from ‘above’ eg God, superhuman ability 

ii) psychological-physiological source, from ‘inside’ eg dreams, visions, voices 

iii) sociological-cultural source, from ‘outside’, eg ideology, nature, literature, art 

The first section of Duchesneau’s study draws heavily on existing research carried out 

by Julius Bahle, who in the 1930’s conducted pioneering empirical research into 

composition.33 He wrote to thirty composers, asking them to set a poem to music, and 

complete a questionnaire about their processes, receiving twenty-seven replies. Bahle, 

like many of his contemporaries, was interested in stage theories of creative process. 

He was also focused on debunking the popular mythologies of musical genius, 

attempting to find more rational explanations of inspiration. Although Bahle’s study is 

limited to the particular context of his poem setting and associated survey questions, 

the high calibre of Bahle’s respondents (eg. Schoenberg, Richard Strauss, Honneger, 

Krenek) lends his study great credibility. At the time of Bahle’s 1936 study, it would 

have been impossible to record interviews in the way we would today, and very 

difficult to travel to composer locations across Europe. In spite of this, Bahle’s 

thorough analysis of his postal ‘interviews’ resulted in pioneering research that is still 

relevant today. Duchesneau examined Bahle’s replies to augment her own case studies 

and pointed out that inspiration has two connected interpretations, the state of being 

inspired, and the idea or message resulting from inspiration.  

The second part of Duchesneau’s study uses composers’ written accounts in published 

books and letters, and secondary sources from academic studies and interviews. 

Although Duchesneau’s study is not based on first hand experience nor composer 

observations, the high quality of some composer’s written materials and Duchesneau’s 

attention to detail results in a rich account of the role of inspiration in music 

composition. The subjects of her study include Hildegard von Bingen, Weber, Brahms, 

Strauss, Stravinsky. Schoenberg, Xenakis and numerous less well-known composers. 

The third part of Duchesneau’s study is based on an analysis of Smetana’s string trio, a 

work inspired by the tragic death of his daughter. Duchesneau’s analysis of the trio, 

                                                        
33  See Bahle, J. 1936, 'Zur Psychologie des Einfalls und der Inspiration im musikalischen 
Schaffen', Acta Psychologica, vol. 1, pp. 7-29. 
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knowing the story behind it, contributes to her conclusion that inspiration is very 

relevant to the composer, but not to the audience. Her work acknowledges the 

importance of the cultural context as a determining factor in both the production and 

reception of a musical work (Duchesneau 1986, p. 179).  

Sloboda, Bahle and Duchesneau focused their attention on musical composition in very 

traditional western contexts. They used a range of methods including direct 

observation, analysis, composer’s written information, surveys and secondary 

literature. To complement this, it is important to now consider studies of contemporary 

examples of composition that encompass the use of technology, computers and visuals. 

The scope of what is now considered to be composition has broadened considerably 

over the past fifty years, and avenues for study are still very much in their infancy. 

3.8.1.3 Brown’s study of music composition and the computer: 

The ways in which composers use computers in the process of composition was the 

subject of Brown’s PhD dissertation (2003). This research undertook five case studies, 

drawing directly on Sloboda’s methods. Brown observed, recorded and interviewed 

his five subjects and then analysed the data he had collected, examining the person, 

their equipment and their context (Brown 2003, p. 62). Brown undertook a ‘purposeful 

search for themes emerging across the cases’ based on grounded theory (ibid, p.64), 

building an understanding of the work practices of composers using computers. 

 Brown did not intend to suggest that the behaviour of all composers would be the 

same, later remarking that the subjects of his study could be considered as ‘indicative 

of experienced compositional practice’ (Brown & Dillon 2012). This is a significant 

point in considering case studies as a method of studying human behaviour, 

confirming that the intention is not to produce rules that apply to all cases, but rather 

to identify patterns or trends that may guide and offer direction and avenues of 

inquiry in related cases. One of the outcomes of Brown’s work was to identify modes 

of compositional engagement contributing to specific knowledge about how 

composers use computers.  In his concluding chapter, Brown shows that his findings 

have broader implications relating to computer system design, music software design, 

music education and technology’s impact on the arts more generally. Case studies like 

Brown’s can thus reveal potential areas for future study. The present thesis was 

influenced by Brown’s work, taking his example of categorising composer behaviour 
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and applying it in particular ways to performance and interaction. This helped to 

produce the outcomes of identifying categories of performance, gestures and 

interaction in the work Blue Space, explained fully in the following chapters of this 

thesis. 

3.8.1.4 Collins’ refinements to verbal protocols: 

The prominence of verbal protocol methods, in spite of their limitations and potential 

to disrupt creative activity, led Dave Collins to examine and refine the method further 

to suit his longitudinal study of a single composer (Collins 2005). Drawing heavily on 

earlier research (for example Ericsson & Simon 1984; Perkins 1981), Collins concluded 

that ‘immediate retrospective’ reporting by the composer would work better than 

‘concurrent’ reporting in the context of composition. One of the reasons for this is the 

problem solving and physical nature of composition, shown by Ericsson and Simon to 

be a relatively high cognitive-load activity that might be subject to compromised 

accuracy of the composer reports (Collins 2007, p. 244). Collins focused on ways to 

minimize researcher presence and disruption to the composer’s normal routine, and 

combined a verbal protocol method with computer based data collection that the 

composer could control. These include an ongoing series of MIDI ‘save as’ files which 

could be traced to particular times and sections of the composition, and a recording set 

up that allowed the composer to record his own voice and musical examples at key 

stages. Alongside semi structured interviews and data verifications sessions with the 

composer, Collins was able to produce a hypothetical model of composition processes, 

‘based on triangulating multiple sources of “thick” data with a verbal protocol at the 

methodological centre’ (Collins 2007, p. 252). 

3.8.1.5 Re-enactment of composition as a research method 

A methodical framework that aims to revisit the genesis of a musical work in detail has 

been developed by Donin and his co-researchers (Donin 2012; Donin & Féron 2012; 

Donin & Theureau 2007). Their methods are a hybrid of historical and empirical 

research mainly with living composers, and have been used, for example, in a long-

term study with Leroux and with a series of short pieces with Gervasoni. This research 

contributes methodological refinements to the ways in which researchers can glean 

information directly from composers and discover composition processes. 
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Donin’s research is based on a retrospective re-enactment of composer processes 

conducted with researchers and the composer soon after the composition has taken 

place. The composer works in his/her usual workplace and engages in a simulated re-

enactment of composing a work. Using sketches, notes and all available traces of 

his/her work, the composer is helped by researchers to recall his/her actions and 

thoughts when composing a particular piece. This simulation can be adapted to suit 

the particular composer, and consists of collecting data including video recording, 

transcripts of verbal exchanges and making refinements to both paper and digital 

documentation (such as improvements to labeling and more precise categorisations). 

In one aspect of Donin’s study of composer Gervasoni, the genesis, use and impact of 

rules used by the composer were analysed. Donin explains:  

‘The exact nature of these rules and their role in the work’s elaboration would 

have remained undetected without the compositional situation simulation 

interviews. This analysis has brought us insight into both a striking attribute of 

the composer’s cognition and the possible cause of several qualities (subtlety, 

mystery, elusiveness) often associated with Gervasoni’s music’ (Donin & Féron 

2012, p. 282). 

In other studies, Donin’s analyses have revealed common threads in the use of 

borrowed or recycled compositional materials, the development of coherence in pieces 

that are part of a cycle or set of works, and the ways in which preparation for 

composition is undertaken (Donin 2012). In cases where composers are willing to 

participate, Donin argues that epistemological and methodological principles can be 

applied to music composition without compromising the creative act, or the scientific 

value of data collection and analysis. His work demonstrates that the results of such 

studies can contribute to both psychological and musicological knowledge (Donin & 

Féron 2012, p. 283).  

3.8.2 Studies of the self   

This section discusses recent practice-based doctorates in the area of music 

composition and performance in which the researcher studied their own composition 

and performance, demonstrating a range of methodologies and outcomes. Donin 

(2015a) suggests that self- analysis is a crucial component of current artistic research: 
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‘For composers, it represents an opportunity to extract knowledge from the 

intense experience of creating music, and also to feed a dynamic of creativity 

and transformation. For scientists, it is one of the most promising prospects for 

documenting and analysing the compositional process in unprecedented ways, 

leading to a better understanding of creativity and human cognition…’ (Donin 

2015a, p. 356). 

Varela and Shear (1999) identify two interconnected dimensions for first-person 

studies - the content of a mental act and the process through which the content appears. 

They maintain that a distinction should be preserved between these to two layers of 

awareness. By doing so, self-reflection on the process moves the subject to a quasi 

second-person view, similar to a coach or midwife, who can have a role in validating 

the direct experience. Adding a third-person view, by placing a study of the self within 

the context of existing research, contributes to the validation of a first-person study and 

moves its relevance from the private to the public sphere. 

3.8.2.1 Eve Klein: The Pomegranate Cycle (2011) 

Eve Klein’s practice led PhD project is a self-reflective study based on Klein’s own 

practice as an opera singer, composer and recording producer. It consists of a creative 

work and an exegesis which aim to reconfigure gender stereotypes in the operatic 

tradition. The resulting operatic composition, The Pomegranate Cycle, and its 

performance combine the traditionally male dominated roles of operatic composer and 

producer with the role of the lead singer, all of the three roles being undertaken by the 

researcher, Eve Klein herself. The project seeks solutions to gender imbalance and 

career constraints experienced in Klein’s own career that are defined by the patriarchal 

history of opera (Klein 2011, p. 25). These experiences have been framed in the research 

as problems to which a solution is sought. Klein used Smith and Dean’s iterative cyclic 

web (see figure 3.1 above) as a methodology to investigate gender issues, and then 

generated theories about how to approach the problem within her creative practice. 

During her research process, Klein describes that the emphasis shifted fluidly through 

Smith and Dean’s categories of practice-led research, academic research and research-

led practice (ibid, p. 29). 

‘Directing these theories into the generation of The Pomegranate Cycle opera has 

allowed me to test them while also producing a substantial creative work. I 
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have thereby increased my skill as an artist and been driven to form a critically-

oriented mode of practice’ (ibid, p. 28). 

By approaching these problems from within the operatic form, practice has been the 

site of theory testing and challenging existing knowledge of what opera is, resulting in 

Klein’s development of a new kind of individually directed opera, created by a solo 

composer-performer. By employing popular music production techniques and 

elements of ambient electronic music, Klein’s project also engages a younger audience 

and contemporises the operatic form, further challenging its traditional conventions. In 

this respect, Klein’s work has some similarities to the present research project, which 

aims to reposition oboe performance into a contemporary technological setting. 

3.8.2.2 Timothy Newman: The creative process of music composition: A qualitative 
self-study (2008) 

Timothy Newman’s qualitative self-study of composition processes used a mixed 

methods case-study approach incorporating many of Sloboda’s ideas. Newman 

blended the research strategies of case study and ethnography, then collected and 

analysed data using technology, autoethnography, observation, and textual analysis 

(Newman 2008, p. 28).  Using multiple strategies allowed for credibility to be built 

through triangulation, as data could be presented in multiple ways, and meanings 

could be clarified by showing different ways in which a case could be viewed (ibid, p. 

50).  

Newman describes himself as ‘a bricoleur – an inquirer of multiple identities, a jack-of-

all-trades, a quilt or montage maker’ reflecting his process of piecing together tools and 

techniques to represent the complex activities of composition (Newman 2008, p. 27). 

While acknowledging the subjective nature of self-study, Newman suggests that the 

researcher should attempt to ‘lessen the distance’ between the self and the topic of 

research, adding value through personal experience (ibid, p. 31). Newman refers to 

himself as the primary research instrument, with the dual roles of researcher and 

composer. He used his role as researcher to construct an account of his own experience 

as a composer. As a practitioner he constructed and represented his own self reflection 

about practice, requiring what Schön called a ‘reflective conversation with the 

situation’ (Schön 1983, p. 79). 
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Suggesting that the focus on the self must be balanced with the need for rigor in data 

collection and analysis, Newman developed a technological research instrument to 

complement the perspective of himself as a research instrument (Newman 2008, p. 30). 

The technological instrument was based on the software programme LogicTM, which 

could be used to integrate audio and video and lock them together, and make markers 

at any point in the time line, which then acted as text boxes. The text boxes became the 

site of the think-aloud text transcriptions. The program could translate MIDI data into 

musical notation and communicated and interfaced easily with the other computer 

programs such as QuickTime™ and Microsoft Word (ibid, p. 60). This is an example of 

using pre-existing software beyond the scope of its primary purpose, as a means to 

collect, store and organise many different forms of data. 

Newman’s study helped him to identify personal biases and vulnerabilities relating to 

his role as a composer and to improve his practice in many ways. It helped him to 

examine the social context of his work, and to find new ways and terms for connecting 

his personal background to his music. Reflection on his career developments and 

network of enterprises drawn from Gruber, helped him to reflect on what career moves 

might come next (ibid, p. 230). In addition to these personal benefits, he points to the 

contribution of his specific case to the little explored field of composition pedagogy. 

Like many practice-based research projects, new areas of study are revealed. Newman 

suggests a number of areas of composition worthy of closer study and more fine-

grained attention, such as how composers create and solve musical problems, or 

applying his findings from studying a short composition to a much larger scale work 

(ibid, p. 228).  The details of his decision-making, problem finding and problem solving 

are also relevant to many disciplines, both inside and outside the creative arts. 

3.8.2.3 Carey’s study of developing interactive performance systems for improvised 
performance (2015) 

Carey’s PhD project is a self-reflective study from the perspective of a performer-

developer, designing an interactive system for use with improvised performance. The 

study developed new techniques and performance systems for computer based 

musical improvisation, and positioned these outcomes within the theoretical 

perspectives on design and use of musical performance systems (Carey 2015, p. ix). 

Carey articulated his process in a ‘narrative of development’ that signals the emergent 

nature of practice, with its cyclic processes of reflection and action. Carey viewed his 
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practice, both in computer programming and music performance, as a site for 

investigating issues in the field (ibid, p. 1). Carey argued that the creative practice of 

software development is a core method in his research methodology (ibid, p. 43). He 

was not aiming to solve a clearly defined research problem, but to use self-reflective 

methods to generate artefacts as a means to explore and define themes that emerged 

from practice. Like many other performers, including the present author, Carey’s 

interest was in augmenting his musical practices to include computer music tools, and 

refining them to suit the real-time environment of performance (ibid, p. 3).  

Carey adopts an epistemological framework from Pickering’s ‘mangle of practice’ 

(1995) to explicate the complex layers of interaction between human and material 

agency in the plane of practice. As Carey explains, Pickering’s view of scientific 

research as performative is based on the idea that scientific knowledge is the result of 

interaction between the researcher, their tools, and the material world (Carey 2015, p. 

52). These ideas have clear parallels to research in the creative arts, because of the focus 

on practice as the site of knowledge production (ibid, p. 54).  

In addition to his creative outputs, Carey contributes three sustained reflections on the 

broader theoretical perspectives that emerged from his work. These are the 

relationships between human and material agency in the development of interactive 

systems; the questions of the musical interpretation of computer-based improvisation 

and the concept of symbiosis as a metaphor for interactivity and reciprocity in the 

design and use of interactive systems. These perspectives demonstrate the relevance of 

the research to a much wider field beyond the specific subject matter of the research 

itself. 

3.8.3  Overview of composition studies 

Composition has been studied in many ways, both to establish and debunk the 

mysteries of genius, and to explore and understand creativity. The focus on creativity 

draws attention to the practices and processes of musical composition, highlighting the 

study of individual behaviour as an important source of information. Studies of the self 

provide a unique perspective on this activity because of the high level of detail, 

insights and personal reflections that could not be captured even by the most 

fastidious third person researcher. For this reason, self-study is a valid and worthwhile 

way to contribute towards knowledge about artistic practice and thought. 
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3.9 Data Collection 

This section outlines the main types of data that were used in this practice-based 

research. The results and discussion outlined in Chapter Five are informed by data 

recorded and collected between 2012 and 2016. These data primarily comprised video 

recordings, research memos, interview transcripts, sound recordings and computer 

system files. 

3.9.1 Video Recordings 

Video recordings were the primary source of data used as an aid to the process of self-

reflection on practice during the course of this research project. Videos of earlier works 

created before the PhD research started, formed a departure point, from which new 

criteria were constructed. In this project, video was used for multiple purposes, 

including testing ideas to provide a proof of concept, constructing prototypes of the 

piece, problem solving and rehearsing away from the system. Approximately fifty 

hours of video footage was used as an aid to reflection on practice. Although video 

was primarily a self- reflective tool, watching rehearsal videos enabled a quasi third-

person view of the piece as it developed, and provided a certain amount of objectivity. 

Videos also served to document the trajectory of development of the work Blue Space 

and track the evolving process of its creation. The videos captured the entire rehearsal 

process, including the discussions with collaborator and supervisor, feedback 

comments, problems, crashes and failures. Revisiting this footage later provided an 

important perspective on the evolutionary nature of the development of Blue Space, 

and was helpful in reconstructing the trajectory of practice and research. 

The weekly rehearsals were video recorded and reviewed before the next rehearsal. 

This led to the formulation of a list of ideas to try, problems to solve and plan of steps 

to take at the next rehearsal.  In the earliest rehearsals, over about six weeks, 

exploratory water simulations were devised as a means to test which ideas were viable. 

This practice was experimental in nature, with a fairly loose framework of criteria. 

Over this time, about twenty-five possible variations to the system settings were 

created, each with its unique visual appearance and sound behaviour. These became 

known as ‘scenes’ that were each given a name to identify them. Of the twenty-five 

options, fourteen were used in the final version. Later, editing the video shot at each 

rehearsal became the method of reflection and testing ideas about how the piece could 
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look. In the editing process, sections could be organised into any order to preview 

possible options for a final version. Part of the reflective process was also to consider 

how to organise the material into coherent larger sections.  

Performance problems, particularly creating smooth transitions between scenes, were 

identified in the rehearsal footage, which helped to construct strategies to find 

solutions. Closer to the time of the public performance of the final work, video was 

used to create simulated performances which could be viewed afterwards for reflection 

and for feedback from others to add further refinements to the final work. 

Finally, video was an important rehearsal tool used so that practice at home could be 

undertaken away from the lab and without the interactive system. Because it was not 

possible to set up the interactive system at home, and with no written score, a new type 

of practice was called for. Without the system to respond to and interact with, practice 

sessions became a mental reconstruction of working with the system. Video footage 

was used both to remember and imagine possible outcomes of interactions and 

gestures, from which a repertoire of options and moves were developed that could be 

later applied in real interactions with the system. This is further explained in section 

5.3.5.1. 

3.9.2 Research memos 

A variety of forms of research memos have been used in this research. Hand-written 

notes, musical sketches and diagrammes were written in a booklet during rehearsals. 

Digital notes in word and excel documents were collected and catalogued by date so 

that they could be linked to the rehearsal videos. From these notes, rehearsal plans 

were made containing lists of things to try and problems to solve in the next rehearsal. 

To give a clearer overview than written notes, several tables giving an overview of the 

whole piece were constructed, with performance notes, timings and transitions 

instructions.  One of the tables was initially thought of as a mini-score to use in the 

performance, but as there was insufficient light backstage, the contents of the table had 

to be memorised. A second table, which was worked on and added to over several 

months of rehearsals, was organized chronologically by scene, and contained columns 

for each aspect of the piece: theme, visuals, sound, gestures and analogy notes. These 

tables were a good way to keep track of large amounts of information, and to check 

that each component of every scene had been considered carefully and linked to the 
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overarching plan for the piece. The use of tables helped to maintain an overview of the 

whole project as it evolved, in a visual form that was more user friendly than written 

text. This was helpful in managing the many strands of activity occurring concurrently 

that were required to build the work. An example of a rehearsal table used while we 

were working on linking the scenes of the piece, is shown in Appendix E.  

3.9.3 Interview transcripts 

External feedback on this project was sought in interviews with experts in the field. 

This aimed at adding objective viewpoints and verification, and gathering further ideas 

to develop. The interviews were undertaken with expert performers who participated 

in a user study with the Blue Space interactive system, in order to provide alternative 

views and professional feedback on the possible applications of the system and its 

usability. Sound recordings of all interviews were undertaken which were transcribed 

and then later analysed using grounded theory methods. Details of the expert study 

are presented in section 5.4. 

3.9.4 Computer system data 

Computer data containing system settings and performance notes were stored as 

presets in a simple comma separated format that dictated the setting values for each 

parameter of the fluid program.  This data was both created and interpreted by a 

custom made Pure Data program which automatically routed the values to the fluid 

program via simple networked instructions that it was programmed to understand. A 

Pure Data user interface was created to simplify the operation of these presets for 

operation during a performance.  A screen shot of the interface is shown in Appendix 

A, figure A4. 

 This data was also stored within the pure-data patch itself which contained certain 

simple logic structures, purpose built for Blue Space, to govern how the input sounds 

were interpreted and how attributes, such as colour, were created in response. 

Both of these files were stored with the original C++ code and executable binaries for 

the fluid program.  They were stored on both internal and external hard disks and 

backed up to cloud based storage. 
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3.10 Conclusion  

This chapter has outlined the methodological approach taken in this research, arguing 

that a study of the self is an appropriate method for studying music composition and 

performance. As demonstrated in this chapter, studies of the self can reveal a unique 

perspective and a high level of detail not achievable through composition research 

undertaken by a third person researcher. The interdisciplinary nature of developing 

new works for the oboe using an interactive audiovisual system to explore the water 

themes of Bachelard requires a combination of research methods.  

As explained earlier in this chapter, Gruber posits that it is the unique aspects of 

individuals that will lead to an understanding of creative practice in a particular 

context. As Gruber points out, the challenge for researchers is to ‘invent a means of 

describing and explaining each unique configuration’ (Gruber & Bödeker 2005, p. 67). 

Accordingly, care has been taken to present the specific background, context and 

processes of the artefact Blue Space that is the subject of this research. Composing and 

performing the work Blue Space is treated as a case study, for which Chapter Two 

provides layers of context, encompassing other contemporary works for oboe, visual 

music compositions, interactive performance, music based on water, and other artistic 

works based on ideas of Bachelard. The details of the work Blue Space, the process of 

development, rehearsal, composition and performance is described in Chapter Four. 

This depicts the development of the work as an evolving system of practice drawing 

on the ideas of Gruber, outlined in section 3.4. Chapter Four also explicates the exact 

process by which Bachelard’s phenomenology is shifted from its original poetic context 

to a musical context, and incorporated into Blue Space. This is followed in Chapter Five 

by an extensive reflection on practice drawing on ideas from Scrivener and Schön. By 

blending components of phenomenological, case study and self-reflective 

methodologies within practice based research, the multi-faceted and interdisciplinary 

nature of the study of music composition and performance can be accommodated. 

This approach has led to a sustained inquiry into the interplay of personal, 

philosophical and musical elements in the work Blue Space. This research has sought to 

build understandings about processes and experiences that have emerged through 

practice. The work, and the resultant knowledge is articulated in this written document 

and demonstrated in the accompanying video of Blue Space. The following chapters 
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describe and further elaborate upon these specific processes in the context of the work 

Blue Space.  
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CHAPTER 4: Blue Space 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the work Blue Space from the perspective of the composer-

performer. It should be read with reference to the video performance of the piece 

submitted with this thesis. Each section of the piece is referenced with timecodes that 

relate to corresponding video sections. 34 The video material is provided on a DVD that 

is included with this thesis, and it is also available on the Vimeo video sharing website 

at the locations shown in the footnotes. Unless otherwise specified, video timecodes in 

the text refer to the main full performance video. 

Three videos form part of this submission as indicated in the introduction: 

1: The main ‘Blue Space’ video is a full length performance of the work shot with 

one camera from the audience perspective. (17:36) 35 

2: The ‘Blue Space Highlights’ video is a shorter edited version of the 

performance, shot with multiple cameras from the front and behind the screen, 

showing the performer more closely. (7:52) 36 

3: The ‘Blue Space Gestures’ video is a short edited video demonstrating the five 

performance gestures identified in the work. (2:42) 37 

 

The first section of this chapter provides the background to Blue Space, tracing its 

evolution from earlier works. The background section provides a technical overview 

and information about the stage set-up. The second section of the chapter describes the 

work itself from the perspective of the composer-performer.  

                                                        
34 Timecodes are in the form of minutes and seconds. Eg. 0:00-2:14 refers to a section that goes 
from the beginning to two minutes and fourteen seconds.  
35 Blue Space full performance: https://vimeo.com/180401259 
36 Blue Space Highlights: https://vimeo.com/157974674 
37 Blue Space Gestures: https://vimeo.com/194108748 
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The title Blue Space is intended in the same sense as the term ‘green space’: highly 

valued urban spaces that contribute to well-being. In the same spirit, the wide blue 

space that covers seventy percent of the earth’s surface should be valued and 

protected. It benefits us in ways we might not be aware of. Bachelard was finely 

attuned to this influence, describing water as a complete poetic reality that can activate 

the imagination (Bachelard 1942/1983).  

4.2 Background 

4.2.1 Bachelard, reverie and water 

Blue Space is based on a phenomenological approach to music creation that explores the 

dialogical relationships between water, image and sound. Based on Gaston Bachelard’s 

philosophical text Water and Dreams, Blue Space applies Bachelard’s ideas about poetic 

imagination to music composition. The fourteen scenes of Blue Space each explore a 

particular aspect of Bachelard writings, using his concepts as the basis for structural, 

musical and visual ideas. A direct quotation from his works is included at the start of 

each descriptive section, pointing to the source of ideas for the section.  

The activity of reverie, described earlier at 2.8.2.2 and 3.6.1, was used to develop ideas 

for the piece. Bachelard believed that during the reverie state, resonances, 

repercussions and reverberations create an interplay of the inner self and the world, 

generating creative energy (Bachelard 1942/1983). Briefly, the reverie for Blue Space 

was based on the identity of a water droplet, leading to a loose narrative of the cycle of 

water, and its changes of state from liquid to vapour, ice and rain. The water cycle is a 

clear analogy to the cycle of human life, which contributes a spiritual level of meaning 

to the piece. 

Water has a pivotal role in this work, from the first inspiration to the generation of 

materials from which complex musical and visual structures emerge. Following 

inspiration, thought categories such as flowing, expanding, mixing, stirring and 

floating provide analogical groupings. These groupings or categories are used to create 

connections between the sounds, images and gestures of the work, and provide ideas 

for composition. Analogy is an important means of linking entities in the piece. The 
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analogies used in each scene are described in this chapter, and discussed fully in the 

following chapter. 

Water has an intriguing duality as essential for life and symbolic of birth and growth, 

yet it is also connected with danger, the unknown, infinity and death. Bachelard writes 

of this ambivalence: ‘For the material element to engage the whole soul, there must be 

a dual participation of desire and fear, a participation of good and evil, a peaceful 

participation of black and white’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 12) Developing creative 

work through the medium of water offers many possibilities of exploring this 

ambivalence.  

Bachelard also points to powerful underlying human powers that are symbolized in 

water:  

‘But if the reader can be convinced that there is, under the superficial imagery 

of water, a series of progressively deeper and more tenacious images, he will 

soon develop a feeling for this penetration in his own contemplations; beneath 

the imagination of forms, he will soon sense the opening up of an imagination 

of substances… He will have to recognize that the material imagination of 

water is a special type of imagination’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 6). 

Working with water promotes deep connections with nature, giving the work strong 

personal significance. Through its physical properties, water can also provide clues, 

suggestions and solutions for artistic and pragmatic decisions. Bachelard’s claim is that 

what we learn from the reality of the elements allows us to ‘understand the universe 

through the life of our own heart’. Each element ‘is profoundly and materially a system 

of poetic fidelity’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 5). Bachelard believed that the elements could 

be characterized as the ‘hormones of the imagination’ because they activate internal 

images that lead to psychic growth (Bachelard 1943/1988, p. 11). Further, when using a 

complex technical set up such as in Blue Space, reference to nature adds a welcome 

human quality, moving the focus from the technical to the human. 

The aim of the piece is not to create a realistic representation of water, nor clearly 

depict a sequence or narrative. The virtual water presented in Blue Space is obviously 

not real water and cannot replicate the substance we know as water, which we can 

touch, feel, and drink. What is presented in Blue Space is an audiovisual simulation of 
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water, that reminds us of the real thing in enough ways to be a plausible representation 

of water. The virtual water connects us to memories of sensual and emotional 

experiences activated by real water. The underlying water experiences and processes 

of the composer will probably not be detectable by the audience. The audience should 

interpret and respond to the work according to their own experience and memories.  

4.2.2 Evolution 

Early explorations into the relationships between music and water began with my 

visual works using video, Aquarelle (2011) and Yanada (2012). 38  39  These works 

explore ideas of flow, reflection, and motion in water, sound and image.  They were 

both performed during a residency at the Sonic Arts Research Centre at Queen’s 

University, Belfast in October 2012. 

The first interactive works Sound Stream (2012, revised 2014), Airflow (2013) were early 

experimental pieces that focused mainly on improvisations based on non-standard 

oboe sounds such as breath, articulation sounds, and key clicks. They were largely 

created as exploratory works to test and evaluate the possibilities of the interactive 

system as a medium for musical composition. As a result, these early works were more 

a series of short vignettes rather than cohesive musical compositions.  

During the early stages of experimentation, a change was made from using a solid 

projection screen as seen in figure 4.1, to a ‘scrim’ (sheer theatre curtain). Figure 4.1 

shows an early version of Sound Stream, using a solid screen with the performer in 

front. Changing to a scrim has a number of advantages. With the performer behind the 

scrim, it allows them to be visible to the audience sometimes, but at other times 

intentionally obscured by the emerging images. One of the most significant impacts of 

this change to the scrim was that the performer can see the visuals appearing in front 

of them, facilitating a level of interaction that was impossible to achieve with the solid 

screen. This change significantly influenced the way the pieces were conceived and 

developed. 

 

                                                        
38 Aquarelle: https://vimeo.com/81293775 
39 Yanada 2012: https://vimeo.com/81188147 
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Figure 4.1: Sound Stream image 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Scene from Blue Space showing performer behind images 

Figure 4.2 shows the performer behind the emerging images on the scrim, which are 

projected from the front. The introduction of the scrim greatly influenced the use of 

gestures (see Chapter 5.3.3). It added visual depth to the performance and produced a 
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slightly softer appearance than a solid screen, which suited the water themes explored 

in Blue Space. Images of the scrim set up for rehearsal can be found in the appendix, 

figure A2 and A3. 

The earliest versions of the pieces used only white light projections, while in later 

versions richly coloured projections were used. Our experience was that too much 

colour could become overpowering, and detract from, rather than add to the scene. For 

this reason, Blue Space returned to a constrained range of colour, predominantly shades 

of blue, green and white. 

While rehearsing Blue Space we experimented with a number of different microphones, 

finally settling on a DPA 4099U. 40 While the microphone had initially been mounted 

on the bell of the oboe as recommended by the maker, several factors influenced 

changing this to mounting the microphone on the performer’s wrist. First, the 

microphone was very sensitive to instrument noise such as keywork sounds. Moving it 

slightly further away and out of direct contact with the body of the instrument 

improved this issue. Second, the weight of the microphone on the bell, when added to 

the tracking light and its battery, was becoming uncomfortable. The added advantage 

of this set up was that I could manually move the wrist mounted microphone closer to 

the oboe when we did want to record key clicks or air and mouth sounds. For normal 

playing, most of the sound comes from the central area of the instrument, not from the 

bell, so this arrangement seemed to work best. 

Looking back over the development of the pieces, each work could be seen as a model 

for the next, from which new ideas and avenues for exploration have emerged. The 

most recent work, Blue Space is a large-scale seventeen-minute work with a fully 

developed musical structure and a strong philosophical basis, linked to an overarching 

theme of water.  

Sound Stream (2012 version) was performed in 2013 at the Creativity and Cognition 

conference, Sydney, and in the revised (2014) version at the NIME conference in 

London in July 2014. 41 

                                                        
40 See images in Appendix A, figure A1 and A2 
41 New Interfaces for Musical Expression conference 
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Airflow was first performed at the University of Newcastle staff research showcase in 

December 2013. 

Blue Space was first performed in September 2015 at the University of Newcastle in the 

‘Wired Up’ music and media concert of audiovisual works. 

4.2.3 Technical overview 

The interactive system used in the development of the pieces has its origins in the 

dance work Encoded, performed in 2012 by Stalker Theatre. 42 This used a fluid 

simulation system based on MSAFluid by Mehmet Akten 43 , which was further 

developed by Andrew Johnston (2013, 2015). The addition of sound to Andrew 

Johnston’s original visual system opened up new opportunities for adapting the 

system to musical settings. This led to the experimental works for oboe, Sound Stream 

and Airflow mentioned above.  

 

Figure 4.3: Technical diagramme for Blue Space 

The interactive system is in essence a granular synthesizer and simple geometric visual 

renderer that is tightly coupled with a dynamic fluid system and motion capture.  

These systems use custom written software created in C++, OpenFrameworks and 

PureData. The sound synthesis, visual rendering, motion capture calculations and 

                                                        
42 http://www.stalker.com.au/productions/encoded/ 
43 http://www.memo.tv/ofxmsafluid/ 
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physical simulations are all handled by C++ software. This structure is shown in figure 

4.3. 

A small instrument microphone is used to capture the sound of the oboe, an infrared 

light and camera used to track the position of the oboe, and a laptop connected to 

projector and speakers to process and finally output the sound and vision in response 

to the human performer.  

The oboist stands behind a sheer theatre scrim, onto which images are projected from 

the front as shown in figure 4.3. When the oboe plays, virtual particles are placed into 

the fluid simulation along with appropriate forces that are injected into the fluid to 

mimic the exertion of the performer, then projected in real-time onto the scrim. These 

particles float about the virtual fluid, which is physically moved by both the creation of 

sound through the oboe and the gestural movement of the performer.  The location of 

the projections is controlled by the system settings, allowing the particles to appear to 

emerge from the oboe, or from other places on the screen. The gestures and location of 

the oboist ‘stir’ the fluid and influence its movement. The appearance of the projections 

can be greatly varied by adjusting the size, shape and colour of the fluid, which can 

appear as points, dots, blobs, lines and polygon shapes. Visual effects such as blur, 

glow and motion trails can be added to the particles. Other settings can influence the 

appearance of the fluid such as how many particles are visible at a time, and how long 

each particle remains visible before fading out or moving off the screen. Gravity 

settings influence the speed and direction of particle movement.  

The granular sound engine was custom coded in C++ and has evolved throughout the 

each of the oboe pieces Airflow, Sound Stream and Blue Space. The core idea of the 

granular system is that each virtual particle in the system is rendered as its own unique 

element that combines with other particles to provide the overall sonic picture. Each 

particle contains a small sample of audio (up to one second) that is recorded from the 

oboe at the time that the particle is created. This sampled audio is then constantly 

looped for as long as that particle is still in the system. The playback speed, loop size 

and volume of each individual recording (or sound grain) vary depending on the 

location, age and velocity of the associated particle. The quantity and speed of particle 

movement combines with the input audio to create varying sonic effects that range 

from simple audio delays to garbled chatter-like response. 
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The audio grains are stored by the system, and can be set to be reactivated by the 

performer’s location and gestures, such that previously recorded sounds can reappear 

in a new form.  This creates the possibility for the performer to blend past and present 

sounds into complex layers. This technique can be seen in the ‘harmonic’ scene (video 

2:57) and the ‘iceforms melt’ (video 13:58) scene, discussed in detail later in this 

chapter. The performer can influence the behaviour of the system and interact with its 

output, creating a rich and fluid environment for performance that is particularly 

suited to improvisation. 

Improvisation is an important feature of Blue Space. While the work has a very clearly 

defined structure and carefully chosen materials as described below, the fine details of 

performance allow freedom and flexibility. The performer is not constrained by fixed 

rhythms or timings, nor specific instructions regarding how to move in the 

performance space. Because of this, each performance will be different and unique. The 

performer can continue to explore relationships between sound, image and experiences 

in new ways in each performance. 

While the setup for the interactive fluid system is technically complex, the use of fluid 

simulation and tight integration of sound, gesture and vision is designed to create a 

very intuitive experience where every action of the performer creates unique but 

physically plausible audiovisual reactions in the system. In this way, the complexity of 

the system aims to be largely hidden from the audience. Images of the technical 

equipment can be found in appendix A. 

4.2.4 The use of analogy in Blue Space 

Analogy is used in every scene to create links between the philosophical basis to the 

piece, and the aural and visual components. The philosophical, aural and visual 

elements are categorised into groups with a common thread, generating ideas for 

composition. Analogy categories are constructed individually by each person, based on 

their own experience. To create a category, as Hofstadter shows, a process of 

abstraction is required, to a level where common traits can be identified. (Hofstadter & 

Sander 2013, p. 187). Examining the way in which analogies are used in Blue Space 

forms an important part of understanding the process of composition. This is 

presented in further detail in Chapter 5.2.4. 
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Analogies provide a means to connect diverse elements from a wide range of sources. 

These elements include: 

• The text of Bachelard’s writings, particularly Water and Dreams and Air and 

Dreams 

• The author’s personal reverie based on the water cycle, stemming from an 

actual experience of a Bachelardian reverie 

• Memories of water experiences 

• Sensory experiences of water 

• Imagined images, feelings and states of being 

• Musical materials 

• Visual materials 

• Body movement and gestures 

• Performed oboe sounds and memories of earlier career experiences and 

repertoire 

4.3 The fourteen scenes of Blue Space 

Blue Space is structured in fourteen different scenes that explore water experiences in 

many different ways. Each scene is marked by differing performer gestures, differences 

in the musical material played on the oboe and differences in settings of the interactive 

system. These features combine in different configurations with the ‘live’ sound of the 

oboe, creating layers of sound, harmonies and interactions.  

The organisation of the fourteen scenes and overall structure of the piece mirrors the 

concept of the water cycle, in which water molecules circulate in varying states 

through a cycle from liquid to vapour, and return to earth as liquid. Although each 

scene is a self contained exploration of water, there is a suggested narrative of the 

movement around the water cycle. This forms a loose structure for the explorations of 

the properties and experiences of water as liquid, vapour, ice and precipitation. 

The names of the scenes are used for rehearsal and identification purposes only. They 

are only included here for the purpose of discussion and explanation and would not 

appear in a programme. In the preparation stage of Blue Space, many more possible 
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scenes were developed and experimented with. Some scenes were discarded because 

of difficulties in achieving transitions with surrounding scenes, technical issues or a 

lack of ‘fit’ with how the overall piece was taking shape. Most scenes transition 

smoothly to the next scene without obvious boundaries. An index to the timings for 

each scene is located in the appendix, part B.  

In the following section, each scene is discussed in detail separately under five 

headings.  

i) The ‘aim’ section explains the main purpose of the scene and its connection 

to Bachelard, usually with a relevant quotation, establishing the 

philosophical background to the scene. 

ii) The ‘visual description’ section describes the projected particle behaviour 

and appearance as well as oboist gestures and movements. 

iii) The ‘sound’ section sets out the elements of tone, pitch, harmony and 

melody played by the oboe and explains the behaviour of the system sound 

feedback that contributes to the overall sound output of the scene. 

iv) the ‘performer’s description’ is written in the first person as an explanation 

of how I interact with the Bachelard ideas, the musical and visual material. 

It makes explicit my intentions and experience in performance and reveals 

thought processes when performing. This section also reveals connections 

to my personal background as a performer and explains relationships 

between this work and the works of other composers. 

v) the ‘analogies’ paragraphs explain the connections between the 

components of each scene, and shows the analogical categories that link the 

sections of the work. These analogies give cohesion to each section and help 

to create a larger, ‘system-wide’ analogical structure for the entire work. 

This section reveals thought processes and explains compositional 

decisions. 

 

A one-page overview of the key features of the fourteen scenes is provided at the end 

of the chapter. (Figure 4.24) 
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4.3.1 Scene 1: Introduction (0:00- 2:26) 

 

Figure 4.4: Introduction scene 

‘Reverberation…involves bringing about a veritable awakening of poetic 
creation …Through this reverberation…we feel a poetic power rising naively 
within us. After the original reverberation, we are able to experience 
resonances, sentimental repercussions, reminders of our past’ 

 (Bachelard 1958/1994, p. xxiii)  

4.3.1.1  Aim 

The aim of the ‘introduction’ is to open the piece in a calm and tranquil state. It is 

based on the reverberations, resonances and repercussions Bachelard describes in 

reverie. Memory of the calming sensations of water on the skin provides the 

underlying experience for this scene. A small number of pitches is introduced, and 

then their relationships to each other are explored. Intentional lingering on this scene 

creates the opportunity to explore the environment in a timeless and unhurried way. 

The granular synthesis treatment of the oboe sound creates an intentional blur of 

sounds, analogous to a watery wash with indistinct boundaries and overlapping 

pitches. 
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4.3.1.2  Visual description 

When the oboe makes a sound, small particles of light appear to emit from the oboe. 

This is achieved using a camera that tracks the light from the infrared marker on the 

bell of the oboe. The particles are small dots of blue light that swirl slowly outwards 

from the source. The motion behaviour of the particles mimics the natural motion of 

gentle water flows and eddies. When the oboe stops playing, emission of particles 

stops, but the existing particles remain visible and continue to move for approximately 

fifteen seconds before fading out. This duration is mapped to the decay of the oboe 

sound. When the oboe plays again, fresh particles emit from the location of the oboe 

bell, and mingle with the remaining particles on the screen. The performer can move 

around the space when playing and position the particles anywhere on the screen. 

When the oboe moves up to the highest pitches, the size of the particles gradually 

increases. The purpose of this is to give the appearance of magnifying the particles, as 

if drawing the water closer and experiencing it more attentively. It also creates variety 

in the overall look of the scene, which is intentionally fairly static, corresponding to its 

theme of tranquility. 

4.3.1.3  Sound 

The introduction is built around three trichords: ABD; DEG; GAC. 44 

These trichords, shown in figure 4.5 provide the musical material used in the first three 

scenes. Each of the trichords contains three notes arranged in the pattern of a major 

second followed by a minor third. For example, A to B in the first trichord is a major 

second, while the D is a minor third above the B.  

 

Figure 4.5: Trichords scene one 

 

                                                        
44 A trichord is a group of three pitch classes selected from a larger group of pitches. 
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Trichord 1: A, B, D:   A – B (major second); B – D (minor third) 

Trichord 2: D, E, G:   D – E (major second); E – G (minor third) 

Trichord 3: G, A, C:   G – A (major second); A – C (minor third) 

 

When represented on a clock diagramme, as shown in figure 4.6, the three pitches form 

a triangular shape: 

 

Figure 4.6: Symmetry of trichord 1 and 2 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 shows the symmetrical appearance of the first two trichords. The D appears 

in both trichords, as a point of arrival in the first, and a point of departure in the 

second. The prominence of D suggests a tonal centre, and connects the two trichords. 

The effect of a tonal centre is to create stability, security and equilibrium, contributing 

to the calm mood of the scene. 

With the addition of the third trichord (fig 4.7), the symmetry is broken, creating an 

intentional instability that unbalances the scene and pushes it towards the next scene. 

45 This could also be described as a disturbance to the equilibrium of the first two 

trichords. The addition of the third trichord also challenges the central and stabilising 

position of the D, because now both the G and the A also function in dual connecting 

roles. The next logical step would be to include the fourth trichord, CDF, and the 

                                                        
45 Even when these pitches are represented on the alternative cycle of fifths diagram, which 
steps around the clock face in fifths rather than semitones, exactly the same symmetry appears, 
and is also broken by the addition of the third trichord. 
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remaining trichords, following in the same pattern. A decision not to add more pitches 

was made because this would create an overwhelming blur of sound with too many 

overlapping pitches. This would conflict with the central concept for this scene of 

tranquility and simplicity. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Trichord 3 in dotted line breaks symmetry 

 

 

 

 

Confirming the choice of three note groupings for the 

introductory scene is an analogy with the triangular 

arrangement of a water molecule, with its two atoms of 

hydrogen and one of oxygen. While not a strong analogy, 

being based simply on appearance, it was noticed afterwards, 

creating a coincidental link to water. 

   Figure 4.8: Water molecule 

As already noted, the granular synthesis treatment of the oboe intentionally allows the 

pitches to overlap, creating the impression of resonance in a large space. 

4.3.1.4  Performer’s description 

The introduction is built around sensory experience of water. The oboe opens the scene 

with a long A4. 46 I imagine the touch of water on my hand with each note. The 

duration of the A matches the imagined duration of the contact of my hand with the 

water. I imagine this scene as if I am in a swimming pool, with my right hand, palm 

down, moving away from my body, skimming slowly over the surface and feeling the 

water flow across my skin. I repeat this a few times, then move to the next note, B. 
                                                        
46 Scientific pitch notion is used in this document: A440=A4; middle C= C4 
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With this change of pitch, I become aware of a slightly different angle of my hand, as if 

I have just changed direction, and my hand is now moving back towards my body. The 

granular synthesis of the system creates a long decay of these two sounds. This gives 

the impression of the two sounds overlapping and being heard simultaneously. There 

is an intentional lack of boundary between the sounds as they blur together. This is 

analogous to the wash and flow of the water, and the mingling of the sensations on the 

hand, which consist of the skin sensation itself as well as the silky wetness of the 

substance of water. After exploring these two pitches, I move up to the D (video 1:17). 

As the D is introduced, a new aural sensation is analogous to a new sensation on my 

skin. Apart from being higher in pitch, the D naturally has a brighter, clearer timbre on 

the oboe. In my mind this new sound corresponds to a change in sensation of the water 

on my hand, as if my hand position has changed, so that the palm is now facing 

upwards, and I am sensing the water on the back of my hand. 

My gestures in performing this scene correspond closely to my imagined hand 

movements. I move the oboe slowly sideways across the screen as I play, as if to create 

a flow of water passing me. When I move to the D, I change the direction of my 

movement to correspond to the new touch sensation described above. The oboe 

gestures follow the idea of gentle hand movements feeling the sensations of water.  

After introducing the first trichord, we now continue up to the second trichord of 

D,E,G (video 1:35) and continue the slow exploration of these tones, creating 

harmonies and overlaps of sound.  These three pitches do not have a detailed specified 

mental mapping in the same way as the first trichord, but they continue the analogy of 

the oboe sound with touch. The expanding tonal range corresponds to the analogy 

category of radiating the inner self outwards. The third trichord continues this 

expansion (video 1:59), signaling the last section of this scene. After the top C sounds, a 

gradual descent in pitch occurs, moving around and through only the pitch material of 

the three trichords. The arrival at the low D concludes this scene and signals the start 

of the next. 

4.3.1.5  Use of analogy in the introduction 

The following analogies are constructed from features that relate to each other through 

a category or theme. These similar behaviours and properties allow categories to form 

by identifying similarity. 
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i) Mood of calmness and tranquility 

• long tones, little action. 

• small number of notes, simplicity. 

• gradual changes, gentle movements and gestures. 

• slow and simple motion of particles. 

• taking time, lingering and enjoying. 

• memories of touching water. 

 

ii) Resonating the inner self outwards as in Bachelard’s description of reverie 

• tonal material starts from a core pitch and expands outwards. 

• granular synthesis creates a pulsating, expanding reverberation. 

• particles appear to emit from the core sound source and move outwards. 

• as particle size increases, we are drawn inwards, as if looking at water more 

closely and attentively. 

 

iii) Water correspondences 

• particles swirl gently, creating flows and eddies resembling real water. 

• blur of tones; delay causes sounds to overlap and mix together.  

• boundaries of sound are indistinct and fluid. 

• physical sensation of touching water –specific pitches link to imagined hand 

and skin sensations when touching water.  

• rhythmic oscillation of sound mimics a ripple in water, expanding in small 

waves outwards from the source. 

• triangular arrangement of water molecule corresponds to triangular shape of 

trichord representation. The A and B correspond to the hydrogen atoms, their 

timbre being similar; the D timbre is clearer, higher and brighter, 

corresponding to the larger oxygen atom.  
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4.3.2 Scene 2: Harmonic (2:27-4:23) 

 

Figure 4.9: Harmonic scene 

‘The modeler before his clay block finds form by deforming, by a dreamy 
evolution of the amorphous. The modeler is the one nearest to the inner dream, 
to the vegetating dream’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 108). 

 

4.3.2.1 Aim 

Bachelard placed great emphasis on the idea of mixing and moulding of elements by 

hand as a vehicle for understanding creativity, as previously mentioned. This scene is 

based on the ideas of mixing and moulding, with both the performer gestures and 

sound doing the mixing. The appearance of the fluid is now thicker and slower moving 

than in the first scene, so that it can be formed and shaped by the performer. This scene 

presents a more direct and obvious relationship between the performer gestures and 

the visual display. The performer is more obviously manipulating the system to form 

shapes on the screen. The sound behaviour allows exploratory interplay between 

particular harmonies from the trichords introduced in scene one. 

4.3.2.2 Visual description 

Large blue particles feature a high viscosity setting, which means the particles resist 

flow and can form pliable semi-solid shapes. This gives the appearance of slow motion, 
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and allows the performer to create shapes on the screen, which agglomerate over time. 

Towards the end of the scene we reduce the viscosity of the fluid, analogous to adding 

more water to the clay to make it softer and more pliable, allowing the performer to 

stir the fluid more freely. 

4.3.2.3 Sound 

The same three trichords from the introduction are used in this scene, but now there is 

much faster movement between notes and longer phrases and motifs are built from the 

trichords. The recording of the oboe sound and apparent long decay of the sound 

allows for harmonies to be constructed over pedal notes, which sound again when 

returning to their recorded location. Following the theme of mixing and moulding, the 

sound becomes the medium of mixing as elements of the three trichords are mixed and 

combined in different ways. This creates harmonies that are a kind of ‘structuring’ the 

sonic materials into a form. 

4.3.2.4 Performer’s description 

In the ‘harmonic’ scene I work only with the existing tonal material from the previous 

scene to create harmonies and layers of sound. I start with the low D, which is the link 

from the previous scene, allowing it to sound strongly while I point the oboe towards 

the bottom of the screen. The system records the low D, and when I move the oboe 

back to that location, the recorded D will be replayed. This means that the D can be 

heard at the same time as I play different material over it, so the D functions as a pedal 

note.  After sounding the D, I point the oboe to higher locations on the screen, and play 

simple motifs and little melodic fragments based on the D pedal. This creates layers of 

several notes sounding together. Then I return to the low part of the screen and play a 

low E, then move higher to play motifs based on the E.  

I imagine two separate ‘low’ locations on the screen, to which I return when I want to 

hear the D or E tones again. Looking at the screen from the front, the D location is on 

the right, and the E on the left. Above those locations, I play the related melodic 

motives. By making large circular gestures with the oboe, I can cause the particles of 

each group to mix, and I can control to some extent the proportions of the mix. When 

playing the melodic material, I try to move in accordance with the pitch to place low 

notes at the bottom of the screen and high notes towards the top. This arrangement is a 

logical organization, like a musical staff, so that I can locate pitches easily when I want 
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to replay them. I move the oboe around in large circles, without actually playing it, as 

if stirring the sounds (video 4:00). This could be likened to a virtual musical instrument 

that is created ‘live’ from the components and system settings of this scene. 

Strengthening the analogy of this scene to its main aim, this virtual instrument emerges 

in real-time through a physical process of moulding and shaping. 

This is an entirely new experience, as it is normally only possible to play one note at a 

time on the oboe. In addition, when playing a melodic instrument like the oboe, it is 

not normally necessary to be acutely aware of harmonic structures when playing, so 

this new dimension is quite challenging. The recording settings in this scene allows us 

to hear the oboe without actually playing, so there is opportunity for the scene to be 

developed in part through gestures alone. With this in mind, some sections are based 

on the physical stirring and mixing of the particles on the screen. The potential for 

experimentation and play in this scene make it immersive and engaging for the 

performer. 

4.3.2.5 Use of analogy in ‘harmonic’ 

Relating to Bachelard’s discussion of the mixture of earth and water to create clay, this 

scene provides a visual and aural analogy to clay moulding. The experience of the 

performer is akin to playing with clay or plasticine, with the additional component of 

sound. 

The following features form a category of analogies corresponding to clay and 

modeling by hand:  

• performer physical gestures shape the visual output. 

• visual shapes can be re-worked and moved by physical gestures. 

• fluid appearance is viscous yet retains its shape to some extent. 

• visual shapes are a ‘trace’ or residue left by physical action, like clay modeling. 

• adding more water (ie less viscosity in the system) allows faster reaction and 

more fluid visuals. 

• sounds are mixed and blended. 

• harmonic change over time mimics shape change of visuals. 

• melodic contour moves mostly by small interval steps rather than wide leaps 

mimicking the smooth curves of clay.  
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4.3.3 Scene 3: Waterplay (4:23-5:27) 

 

Figure 4.10: Waterplay scene 

‘I cannot sit beside a stream without falling into a profound reverie, without 
picturing my youthful happiness…. It does not have to be the stream at home, 
water from home. The nameless waters know all of my secrets. The same 
memory flows from all fountains’  (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 8). 

4.3.3.1  Aim 

The aim of the scene is to evoke the memories of childhood joy playing with water as it 

splashes and sprays. The childhood experience of learning about action and reaction is 

a fundamental memory at the core of this scene. This scene uses the physical behaviour 

of water as the basis of melodic and gestural movement. This could be described as the 

water behaviour creating an imaginary graphic score from which phrase shaping is 

derived. The physical behaviour of splashing water is used as a model for the musical 

contour and performance gestures.  

Further, the sound of splashing water is reminiscent of the babbling chatter of 

childhood play. For Bachelard, splashing water sounds also represent the voice of 

nature. ‘These laughs, these babblings are, it seems, the childhood language of Nature’ 

(Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 32). 

In this scene, the manipulated playback of the oboe sound mimics childhood chatter, 

creating the sonic link between water and the experience of childhood play. Bachelard 
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himself drew a similar analogy in Water and Dreams that is demonstrated by his 

analogical categorisation of the sounds of water with the sounds of speech and song:  

‘I will devote this conclusion almost exclusively to the most extreme of 

paradoxes. It will consist of proving that the voices of water are hardly 

metaphoric at all; that the language of the waters is a direct poetic reality; that 

streams and rivers provide the sound for mute country landscapes, and do it with 

a strange fidelity; that murmuring waters teach birds and men to sing, speak, 

recount; and that there is, in short, a continuity between the speech of water 

and the speech of man. Conversely, I shall stress the little noted fact that, 

organically, human language has a liquid quality, a flow in its overall effect, 

water in its consonants. I shall show that this liquidity causes a special psychic 

excitement that, in itself, evokes images of water ’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 15). 

4.3.3.2  Visual description 

When the oboe plays, the visual system generates small particles that mimic splashes 

and sprays of water. The particles appear to emit from the end of the oboe, tracked by 

the infrared light on the bell. The reaction of a water mass to impact involves complex 

physical relationships which have been modeled by Brien and Hodgins (1995) for the 

purpose of recreating natural water behaviour in computer animations. Their study 

shows that disturbing water by splashing displaces fluid, which breaks free of the 

water mass and ‘flies through the air as spray’. Displaced water is forced upwards and 

outwards to make space for the plunging object, for example a hand, or a pebble. 

Sheets of water can be formed as a result of molecule cohesion. In addition, Brien and 

Hodgins show that bubbles and foam are formed when impact from above forces air 

beneath the surface. The movements of splashing water forms an imaginary graphic 

score for the musical shaping of this scene. 

4.3.3.3  Sound 

‘Waterplay’ uses the same trichord material presented in the introduction, but with 

different audio mediation creating a very different palette of sound. The oboist’s 

movements in this scene greatly influence the particle movement and playback sound. 

The audio treatment in this scene creates an underlying ‘chatter’ by means of differing 

playback speeds of the recorded sound grains.  
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The performer can influence the particle behaviour, as the system mapping links 

volume of sound to the speed of the simulated fluid particles. This means that the 

louder one plays, the more vigorous the movement of the particles will be. The sound 

feedback is a busy, chattering sound, akin to onomatopoeia of water sounds and the 

babbling talk of childhood play.  

Each splash event makes a sound as water is displaced, followed by the sounds of 

spray and bubbles. These sounds can be identified in three parts: 

i) the sound of the initial impact of an object hitting the water.  

ii) the sound of airborne droplets falling back to the water.  

iii) the sound of air escaping from the bubbles of air trapped underwater.  

The melodic gestures mimic the dynamic behaviour of splashes. The impact part of a 

splash originates from a descending gesture such as a hand hitting water or a pebble 

landing in water. The reaction to impact is an ascending movement of displaced water, 

which is eventually followed by descent of spray back to the water surface. These 

physical behaviours of water are perceived on a vertical axis that we experience 

visually, providing the following guidelines for the melodic contours for this scene:  

i) descending and deliberate, representing the intentional impact that initiates 

a splash. This suggests a downwards motion with a certain amount of force, 

loud volume and deliberate yet controlled tempo. 

ii) ascending under pressure, representing spray flying through the air. This 

suggests rapid upward movement. 

iii) descent caused by gravity as droplets fall back down suggesting a 

descending motion that speeds up slightly. 

 

The assumption made here is that the physical directions of up and down can be 

represented by the contour of a melody. As the music staff represents high pitch as 

higher on the staff, and low pitch as lower on the staff, this is well established and 

consistent with Gestalt theory. 
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In addition to the vertical axis described above, splashes have a temporal component 

because they occur in a particular sequence over time. This can be represented by the 

organization of sound through time, corresponding to three stages above: 

i) controlled yet forceful loud descending gesture, that starts from some height 

ii) rapid ascending gesture that rises then slows as it reaches its apex 

iii) descent with steadily increasing speed  

4.3.3.4  Performer’s description 

Performing the ‘waterplay’ scene calls upon the memory of childhood joy and 

exploration when playing with water. I use the physical properties of water splashing 

as the guidelines for the melodic shapes and physical gestures of the scene. The range 

of notes is restricted only to those already in use, based on the three trichords 

introduced in the previous two scenes. 

By starting with the oboe held up fairly high, and starting on a high pitch, I create a 

forceful descending articulated motif that represents the intentional creation of a 

splash with the arms and hands. This leads towards a forte low pitch that represents in 

my imagination the impact of the splash. Following the splash model described above, 

I then play a rapid ascending figure, accompanied by upward gestural movement, 

representing the ascending particles of water sprayed upwards by the impact of the 

splash. This is followed by a more gentle descending motif and descending bodily 

gesture representing the descent of the spray droplets back to the water, which start 

slowly, then speed up as they descend. 

While the shapes of melodic contour and gesture are the fundamental ideas in the 

scene, the detail of which particular pitches of the trichords are used, the rhythms and 

temporal arrangement are not fixed or defined. These elements are left open so that the 

performance evolves according to the performer’s feelings at the time and memories of 

early water experiences. This also allows for spontaneous interaction with the sonic 

output of the system. 

With this framework in place, the initial motifs and gestures in this scene relate directly 

to the appearance of a splash. After a number of splash-based motifs are established, 

further improvisation on the fragments that emerge allows me to move away from 
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direct mimicry of water behaviour towards an improvised free exploration of gestures 

and motifs.  

In this scene, by recalling the childhood memories of playing with water, the 

performer’s body and behaviour temporarily takes on the properties of the water 

splash. Intentional embodiment of the splash gives this an authentic quality that places 

the experience, emotion and memory at the forefront. Memory of water experience 

thus initiates action that links the visual and sonic components.  

4.3.3.5  Use of analogy in ‘waterplay’ 

As analogy is a kind of categorisation based on similarity, many similarities between 

water splash behaviour, sound and the musical motifs have been identified in 

‘waterplay’. These similarities enable us to establish strong analogies for this scene, 

based on both appearance and behaviour. The more similarities that can be identified 

between water behaviour and melodic movement, the stronger the analogy, and the 

tighter the connections are between the two. These categories explain the way 

correlations between sound and image have been made. The connections between 

visual elements and both musical and physical gestures create coherence of the scene 

and guide the performer’s actions.  

i) Analogy category of direction 

• Descending gesture initiating splash corresponds to descending musical motif 

and descending particle appearance. 

• Ascending spray corresponds to energetic upward musical motif and upward 

particle motion. 

• Descending spray corresponds to steady descending motif and particle 

direction. 

ii) Analogy category of force 

• Powerful descending motion to create the splash corresponds to deliberate 

physical downwards gesture and loud melodic motif that is loudest at the 

lowest point, matching the point of impact.  

• The louder the sound, the more rapid the visual particle motion. 
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• Explosion of spray after impact corresponds to rapid and loud ascending motif, 

fast upwards physical gesture, and rapid particle motion. 

iii) Analogy category of action and reaction over time 

• Particles are located on the screen directly in response to performer gesture and 

location. 

• Sound and visuals mimic the real-time sequence of natural water behaviour in 

response to the impact of a splash. 

• Air forced underwater by impact generates babbling sounds as bubbles of air. 

burst and escape when rising to the surface. This is analogous to the chatter of 

childhood play and also corresponds treated playback of oboe sound.  
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4.3.4 Scene 4: Descend (5:28-6:14) 

 

Figure 4.11: Descend scene 

‘Running water is water destined to slow down, to become heavy. All living 
water is on the point of dying… To contemplate water is to slip away, dissolve 
and die’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 47). 

‘Silent water, somber water, stagnant water, unfathomable water, so many 
material lessons for a meditation on death’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 68). 

4.3.4.1  Aim 

This scene moves the mood from play and joy to the serious and contemplative aspects 

of water, creating an ominous descending sound world that evokes exploration of the 

self, uncertainty, fear and death. Deep water, for Bachelard ‘provides a deepened 

perspective on the world and ourselves’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 50). 

A prominent theme in Bachelard’s Air and Dreams is the concept of verticality. Coining 

the term ‘ascentional psychology’ (Bachelard 1943/1988, p. 11), Bachelard explains that 

emotions can be measured by ‘the extent to which they make us feel lighter or heavier’ 

(ibid, p. 10). The instinctive tendency towards height, upward growth, rising above 

adversity, sinking and falling are ‘axiomatic metaphors par excellence’. (ibid, p. 10). 

The primitive fear of falling is associated with descending into the earth or water, and 

into the centre of ourselves. Bachelard believed the reverie of descent leads us to a 

deep exploration of the self, from which we can ascend with renewed self-awareness 
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and direction. Quoting the French psychotherapist Robert Desoille, (1890-1966) 

Bachelard saw the role of the reverie of descent, as a descent into the centre of the self, 

becoming weighed down, heavier and restrained. It facilitates confronting painful past 

events, and through self-exploration, discovering any blockages to free movement and 

ascent (Feld 2011, p. 182).  

‘Moreover, matter may be given value in two ways: by deepening or by 

elevating. Deepening makes it seem unfathomable, like a mystery. Elevation 

makes it appear to be an inexhaustible force, like a miracle’ (Bachelard 

1942/1983, p. 2). 

4.3.4.2  Visual description 

A stream of particles emits from the oboe location and floats upwards. The particles 

gather at the top of the screen to give the appearance of looking up at the surface of 

water from beneath. As we move downwards, other objects appear to ascend relative 

to our position. From an underwater observer’s perspective, bubbles seen underwater 

rise up and away from us towards the surface. For this reason, the particle motion here 

ascends in an attempt to replicate the feeling of descent. The intention is that both 

performer and observer and will identify with the suggested descending motion and 

have an experience of descent.  

4.3.4.3  Sound 

The choice of material in this scene relates to the main theme of uncertainty and 

physical descent. Until this point, the piece has used a small set of pitches over the first 

three scenes with mainly ascending melodic gestures. This has established a sense of 

security and familiarity around a tonal centre of D. In this ‘descend’ scene, the aim is to 

disrupt this familiarity and create a sense of questioning and insecurity. The tonal 

centre of D that was established in the first three scenes is now gone, and musical 

material is mainly chromatic descending motion. Because patterns and repetition in 

music create familiarity and predictability, they are avoided in this section. The 

melodic material in this scene descends gradually downwards to the lowest pitch of 

the oboe (B flat below middle c). The phrases are short, hesitant and irregular in length, 

contributing to the sense of uncertainty. 
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Starting from the held and repeated B, which concludes the previous scene, the next 

note played is a B flat. This is the first time we hear a semitone stated clearly in the 

work and the first occurrence of a note outside the three trichords that were used in 

previous scenes. The audio treatment in this scene couples the live oboe sound with 

immediately replayed feedback, that gradually descends to two octaves lower than the 

oboe. This pitch shift creates notes well outside the normal oboe range, and in 

accordance with Bachelard’s ideas of verticality, also adds the dimension of depth of 

pitch. This low pitch shift creates a dramatic downward gesture, and a sense of 

imminent danger as a resolution is anticipated. 

The descending semitone is a significant rhetorical musical device. It has been used 

throughout the history of western music as a symbol of the ‘sigh’, variously relating to 

sorrow, loss or tears. Examples can be seen in Josquin’s setting of the word ‘plorans’ 

(weeping) in Absalom fili mi, and in Bach’s step wise descending motifs in the 

Crucifixus of the B Minor Mass.  

4.3.4.4  Performer’s description 

Starting with the oboe held high while playing the high B that concluded the previous 

scene, I begin a slow and deliberate chromatic descent towards the lowest pitch of the 

oboe. My gestures move downwards while I play short chromatic phrases with 

irregular metric organization and unexpected intervals. At times I work over a 

fragment a number of times with different emphasis, volume and tone quality to 

emulate questioning a problem and trying to see it from different perspectives and 

searching for alternatives. My gestures move towards the bottom of the screen as I 

descend in pitch. As I move into the lowest register (below the stave) I use a strong 

fortissimo tone with steady and deliberate pitch changes, which coupled with the lower 

octave feedback, creates a dramatic and inevitable descent into the underwater state 

that follows. Three repetitions of the lowest oboe pitch B♭ signals the gravity of the 

situation. 

4.3.4.5  Use of analogy in ‘descend’ 

The first category is related to concepts of verticality based on appearance of high or 

low, the second category is based on aspects behaviour of the components. 
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i) Analogy of physical descent: 

• the pitch moves from high to low in a continuous downward movement. 

• the visual particles ascend, replicating an underwater perspective on the 

location of the observer. 

• the performer gestures begin with the oboe held up high then gradually move 

towards the bottom of the screen. 

 

ii) Analogy of uncertainty and disorientation 

• the tonal material changes from the now familiar trichords to descending 

chromatic pitches. 

• the melodic motifs are irregular and unpredictable in length. 

• there is no tonal centre or sense of familiarity as new tonal material is heard. 

• occasionally a motif is repeated and reworked as if questioning or looking for 

an alternative solution. This relates to the Bachelard idea of sinking into the 

inner self. 

• the two octave lower playback of recorded oboe pitch presents an unfamiliar 

and ominous sound. 
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4.3.5  Scene 5: Underwater (6:15-7:18) 

 

Figure 4.12: Underwater scene 

‘Reverie sometimes begins in the presence of limpid water filled with vast 
reflections, bubbling with crystalline music. It ends in the bosom of sad and 
somber water, emitting strange and dismal murmurs. As it rediscovers its dead, 
reverie near the water, like a submerged universe, also dies’  (Bachelard 
1942/1983, p. 47).  

4.3.5.1  Aim 

The aim of this scene is to explore the darker side of water as a contrast to the 

sensuality and playfulness of the first three scenes. After the descent from the previous 

scene, the underwater scene explores submersion, infinity and dissolution, aligning 

with Bachelard’s ideas of fear of the unknown, fading away and death. In an 

underwater environment, we experience sound very differently, we feel increased 

pressure on our body and a lack of gravity. These unfamiliar experiences dislocate us, 

giving rise to uncertainty and questioning.  

‘During this contemplation in depth, the subject also becomes conscious of his 

own intimate nature. This contemplation, then, is not an immediate feeling 

(Einfühlung), an unrestrained fusion.  It is rather a deepened perspective on the 

world and ourselves. It allows us to hold ourselves at a distance from the 

world’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 50). 
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As the scene progresses, the mood changes from uncertainty to acceptance (around 

6:34). After the initial struggle and resistance, the underwater state is accepted and 

then explored freely. Acceptance of change is part of life, and a way of moving 

forwards towards resolution and growth. This is an important aspect of the 

Bachelardian reverie that inspired this work.  

4.3.5.2  Visual description 

In line with the resistance we feel when underwater, the particles are given a thickness 

and slowness by introducing a tail and blur visual effects on particles. Corresponding 

to water, the viscosity is low, and particles decay fairly quickly. This creates veiled 

cloudy shapes which quickly disappear, analogous to shadows and refracted light 

underwater which move and change quickly with the motion of the water. Lack of 

gravity underwater is depicted with cloud-like floating shapes, which in the second 

part of the scene (from 6:14) feature round particles resembling bubbles.  

4.3.5.3  Sound 

The intention for this scene is to create a strange and disorienting soundworld that 

corresponds to the experience of sound underwater. The behaviour of sound travelling 

through water is completely different to sound travelling through air. The most 

obvious difference is the lack of resonance. The oboe plays without the reed in this 

scene, so the focus is on the sound of air, drawing attention to both inhaling and 

exhaling. Initially, fast and dramatic breathing with rapid intake of air represents the 

initial panic and uncertainty of being underwater. This is supplemented by a 

background pre-recorded track of distorted water gongs, referencing Bachelard’s 

‘sunken bells’:  

‘How can we explain. other than through poetry that the waters’ sounds are so 

many sunken bells, so many submerged bell towers that still ring, so many 

golden harps that lend solemnity to crystalline voices!’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 

191). 

It is possible that this is a reference to Debussy’s Sunken Cathedral (1910). In the 

following paragraph, Bachelard suggests that ‘slightly mad bells’ are needed to express 

the sound of water. 
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The pre-recorded track with water gongs is the only occasion in the piece that uses 

external sounds. The track playback is mediated through the fluid granular synthesis 

engine and each visible particle is assigned a grain of sound from the audio track. The 

grains are set to play back at a base rate of two octaves lower than normal, but the 

playback rate of each grain is also affected by the speed of its respective visible particle 

in the fluid system. The sounds are panned based on their position on the screen, 

particles on the left of the screen emit their sound grain from the left speaker.    

The gongs are linked to a personal childhood memory of playing on a jetty, filling pots 

and pans with water and hearing their metallic jangling sounds. As the scene 

progresses, a calmer exploratory mood is created, using non-standard sounds such as 

tongue slaps, key clicks and air sounds. This change in mood corresponds to the idea 

of overcoming resistance and moving towards acceptance. 

4.3.5.4  Performer’s description 

At the start of this scene I remove the reed from the oboe and put it into a specially 

designed reed holder attached to my blouse. 47 In this scene I try to act out the drama 

of being forced underwater, gradually becoming used to the immersion, and then 

exploring the underwater environment. My initial body gestures enact struggling and 

squirming from side to side, as if attempting to escape. I inhale and exhale rapidly and 

loudly through the oboe as if struggling to get away and desperate for air. The oboe 

could be imagined as a kind of snorkel with which I breathe in this section. After initial 

resistance, I take a few very slow breaths (video 6:34), and undertake a calmer 

exploration of the underwater world. I explore new sounds created on the oboe 

without the reed, and move around the space in an exploratory way using circular, 

swirling gestures. I interact with the visual shapes and explore the lack of gravity.  

 

 

                                                        
47  Making this reed holder was a necessary innovation due to the need to quickly put the reed 
somewhere accessible, yet leaving both hands free for playing. Earlier efforts to put the reed on 
a table or nearby surface were too time consuming and very unreliable because of the limited 
light behind the scrim, which made it hard to see the reed clearly enough when it came to 
replacing it in the oboe. 
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4.3.5.5  Use of analogy in ‘underwater’ 

i) Analogy of underwater sound 

• lack of resonance- oboe is played without reed. 

• distorted backing track of water gongs links to the memory of playing with 

pots and pans on the jetty and links to Bachelard’s sunken bells. 

 

ii) Analogy of uncertainty and disorientation 

• oboist gestures indicate resistance and struggle. 

• rapid breathing corresponds to fear and stress. 

• non-standard sounds such as air noises, key clicks and tongue slaps create an 

unsettled and unpredictable sonic environment. 

 

iii) Analogy of resolution and acceptance 

• breathing slows down.  

• gestures become more exploratory. 

• interaction with soundtrack suggests participation rather than resistance.  

 

iv) Analogy of water behaviour and associated experiences  

• particles float freely outwards suggesting the lack of gravity. 

• free movement around the space and encircling gestures suggest 

swimming. 

• particle thickness suggests the feeling of resistance of water. 

• round particles at the end of the scene resemble bubbles 
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4.3.6 Scene 6: Swimming (7:19-9:26) 

 

Figure 4.13: Swimming scene 

‘More than anyone else, the swimmer can say: the world is my will; the world is 
my provocation. It is I who stir up the sea’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, pp. 167-8).  

 

4.3.6.1  Aim 

Swimming is viewed by Bachelard as an act of assertion over the power of water. The 

human desire for conquest is thought of as a healthy means of gaining pride and self-

confidence. According to Bachelard, ‘the first attempts at swimming provide an 

opportunity for overcoming a fear… a conquered fear is always succeeded by a certain 

pride’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 163). This scene puts these ideas into action as the 

oboist interacts with the system, engaging in a kind of combat with the images on the 

screen, pushing against the visual shapes and trying to overcome them.  

4.3.6.2  Visual description 

The particles used in every scene until this point have been round particles of various 

sizes projected onto the screen. In this scene, long strands connect the particles 

resulting in triangular shapes which appear on the scrim when sound emits from the 

oboe. The properties of the strands are influenced by oboe volume and performer 

gestures. As the oboe volume increases, the strands become longer, spreading further 
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across the screen. Initially, the position of the strands on the screen is determined by 

the oboe location, and later the digital artist controls the projections to follow and 

engulf the performer, who tries to escape. This is achieved by applying left-right 

gravity, or sideways force to the particles. Drawing inspiration from the elbows and 

arms of a swimmer, the triangular projections follow the rhythm and patterns of the 

music. A scene of confrontation, the performer moves into and then away from the 

visual projections, at times overcome by them, and other times pushing them away. 

4.3.6.3  Sound 

Analogous to the symmetry of the body and the pairs of arms and legs that are active 

when swimming, two pairs of pitches were selected for this scene: D, E and A♭, B♭, as 

shown in figure 4.14. These pitches are contained within the whole tone scale that is 

used in later scenes, and can also be seen as a kind of expansion and augmentation of 

the trichords used in the first scenes. The two pitch pairs are used in all the available 

octaves within the normal oboe range starting from D4, right up to E6 on the third 

leger line.  

 

Figure 4.14: Pitch pairs in swimming scene 

 

Oscillating movement between the pitch pairs relates to the rhythmic activity of 

swimming. The rhythmic breathing required in swimming is incorporated into the 

rhythmic patterns. A strong and assertive sound is a feature of this scene. The system 

looping playback behaviour creates pulsating rhythmic patterns, related to the 

rhythmic body movement of swimming. I interact with these rhythms and use them to 

set the tempo of the motifs I play. 

The overall plan for the scene is to move from low to high pitch with increasing 

intensity throughout the scene. The exact musical outcome of each performance is not 

fixed, and is improvised within these parameters, allowing for interaction with the 

sound and visual output of the system. 
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4.3.6.4 Performer’s description 

In this scene I imagine undertaking a conflict with the visualisations, and try to push 

them away from me. I try to position myself so that I can at times be seen and other 

times appear to be engulfed by the projections. Starting on the low D-E pair of notes, I 

repeat this figure a number of times. This musical gesture functions as a starting sign to 

my collaborator, and is also an oblique personal reference to the opening bars of the 

Strauss oboe concerto, which starts in the same way on the same pitches.48 For me this 

is a significant ‘secret’ sign, probably recognised only by me. It is significant because it 

is a gesture to the legacy of my own classical training and an acknowledgement that 

what I am doing is a development from that background.  

Following the D-E, repetitions I add in the A♭ and B♭ and develop a small motif from 

this material which is repeated and varied, aiming to sonically depict the idea of 

pushing repeatedly against the resistance of the visual shapes. I try to push further and 

further with each motif, and although the precise detail of what notes to play when is 

not fixed, an overall shape of the scene is in place. The interaction with the visuals and 

the rhythms of the scene influence when and what I play. I position myself to the side 

of the projected images so that I can be seen making assertive gestures towards the 

projected shapes. I try to replicate the idea of a wave of water in my volume by 

increasing volume as I ascend, giving the impression of an increasing swell of water.  

The tempo and rhythm of my initial D-E gesture sets up an underlying rhythmic pulse 

in the system sound playback, which I use as a rhythmic basis to my motifs. I use 

rhythmic motifs and rhythmic breaths to create elements that interact with the 

playback over time. 

As I move to the D6 and E6 in the high oboe register I play strongly and assertively, as 

if taunting the images, pushing against the resistance of water and claiming dominance 

in a final act of assertion. 

 

                                                        
48 Richard Strauss’ oboe concerto (1945) is one of the most important and challenging concerti 
in the oboe repertoire. It was written at the end of Strauss’ life and contains references both to 
earlier musical forms and to his own earlier works. It is often included as a ‘test piece’ in 
auditions and competitions. 
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4.3.6.5 Use of analogy in ‘swimming’ 

i) Analogy of assertion 

• the oboist moves in and out of the visual images suggesting contest for 

dominance 

• the oboe sound uses volume to replicate increasing force and effort 

• the scene reflects the idea of energy and exertion with rhythmically repeated 

motifs suggesting persistence and repeated pushing 

• breathing and exertion are prominent features  

ii) Visual analogies  

• projected strands are reminiscent of arms and elbows when swimming. 

• strand size and colour are mapped to oboe volume and pitch.  

• the idea of conflict is suggested by performer movements and gestures. 

iii) Aural analogies  

• rhythmic repetition of motifs corresponds to the rhythm of swimming. 

• rhythmic oscillation of feedback sound adds rhythmic intensity representing 

repeated effort. 

• symmetrical pairs of pitches correspond to pairs of arms and legs. 

• oboe volume tries to create a wave of sound, linked to the idea of conquering 

the waves when swimming. 
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4.3.7 Scene 7: Reflectballs (9:27-10:14) 

 

Figure 4.15: Reflectballs scene 

 ‘Thus water, by means of its reflections, doubles the world, doubles things. It 
also doubles the dreamer, not simply as a vain image but through his 
involvement in a new oneiric experience’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 48). 

4.3.7.1 Aim 

The ‘reflectballs’ scene has two important aspects. First, it explores the idea of the 

mirror and reflection, and second it suggests a change of state as water evaporates and 

ascends. This is the first of four scenes that explore air, clouds and floating. 

The word ‘reflection’ is used here to mean both the physical reflection of light and self-

reflection or contemplation. The reflection on the surface of water creates a double 

image that blurs the real and the imaginary as the surface reflects back a slightly 

distorted version of reality. Reflection is also an instrument of narcissism and self-

reflection, leading to questions about perception of what is real, what is imagined and 

how the self could be viewed in relation to these apparent opposites. Bachelard 

discusses reflection at length in Water and Dreams, acknowledging that a ‘whole book 

would be needed to develop the “psychology of the mirror”’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 

21). He claims that water as a mirror is a better vehicle for self-reflection than a glass 

mirror, suggesting that because water is more flexible and less direct, it has more 

potential for open imagination (ibid, p. 22).  
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‘Reflectballs’ is also a scene of ascent that forms a connection between liquid water and 

the change of state into vapour, which appears in the following scene. This scene links 

the experience of water at and beneath the surface from previous scenes, to an 

imagined experience of vapourisation and flight. In Air and Dreams, the work that 

followed in the year after Water and Dreams, Bachelard develops his ideas about 

ascensional psychology linking ascent with lightness, flight and freedom (Bachelard 

1943/1988). 

4.3.7.2 Visual description 

Pairs of large cloud shaped particles appear on the screen when the oboe plays. They 

emit from two different positions on either side of the oboe location, and ascend. The 

blue and white suggests water and clouds, the pairs represent the original, and the 

reflection. The performer gestures start with the oboe held down low and finish with 

the oboe held up high, suggesting ascending motion. This upwards gesture from the 

oboe creates the ascent of particles on the screen. The particles attract towards the 

centre of the screen and fade out slowly, creating the appearance of distance and depth 

in the scene. 

4.3.7.3 Sound 

The sound consists of ascending whole tone scale sections, sometimes repeated an 

octave higher suggesting the reflection of light bouncing off a surface. This creates an 

audible ‘double’ to the original motif.  The ‘double’ is intended to be a somewhat 

inexact copy of the original material, corresponding to the idea that a reflection in 

water blurs and softens the real image. The choice of the whole tone scale and lack of a 

tonal centre suggest free movement with no attachment or gravity. The upward 

movement of the ascending scale corresponds to the ascent of water molecules as they 

rise and form vapour. The intensity and tempo of the ascending whole tone scale 

increases toward the end of the scene. The performer’s physical upward gestures 

contribute to the ascending motion of the visuals, concluding with a rapid whole tone 

scale arriving on a top F♯ with the oboe held up high. 

In addition to the reflected octave higher repetition of melodic fragments, the audio 

feedback system uses reverse playback of recorded oboe sound in this scene. This 

creates a sonic mirror image of the recorded sound. The playback sound is made up of 

tiny grains of sound – small slices of sound, which in this scene are replayed 
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backwards. This is a subtle effect because each grain has a built in cross fade to make it 

smooth and blend in. 

4.3.7.4 Performer’s description 

My overall aim in this scene is to create a sense of ascent towards the following scene, 

but first I try to evoke contemplation and self-reflection. I start with short phrases that 

are repeated an octave higher, corresponding to the idea of a reflection. I begin on the 

low D with a three note ascending whole tone motif of D E F♯, and then repeat these 

notes an octave higher and slightly slower, leaving plenty of space around the sound 

and allowing time for it to be heard. The second phrase, low D, E B♭ is also repeated an 

octave higher. This second phrase, with its more sharply rising melodic contour, 

suggests questioning because it follows the natural upward vocal inflection when 

asking a question. The second phrase is a kind of development of the first phrase and 

could be viewed as a second look at something, or a view from a different angle. The 

intention here is to tonally depict a reflected back version of the original pitches. This is 

intentionally slow and contemplative, allowing time for reflection.  

The following part focuses on faster ascent, with sections of the whole tone scale 

gradually becoming higher in pitch and moving faster and faster towards the final top 

F♯. Beginning with the oboe pointing down quite low towards the bottom of the screen 

when starting on low pitches, I point the oboe higher as I go up in pitch. While playing 

these ascending whole tone scale sections, I imagine myself taking a run-up before 

taking a leap, with increasing velocity towards a final leap upwards as if I am pulling 

away from gravity and trying to fly. The initial upward gestures are a little hesitant, 

steadily become more assured, then finally a long, purposeful rapid scale up to top F♯ 

launches a final rush towards the vapourisation that starts the next scene.  

4.3.7.5 Use of analogy in ‘reflectballs’ 

This scene uses the simple analogy of appearance (blue and white of water and 

clouds), and the behavioural analogies of reflection in the octave higher repetition of 

phrases, and of ascent in the behaviour of the fluid particles. 
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i) The analogy of the mirror reflection: 

• the sound replayed an octave higher is an analogy to light reflected from a 

surface.  

• the double image of blue and white particles is a visual analogy for clouds and 

water. 

• recorded oboe sound played back in reverse creates a temporal mirror 

reflection of the sound that is analogous to light reflected from water. 

ii) The analogy of ascent 

• the whole tone scale corresponds to lack of tonal centre, free movement and 

lack of gravity. 

• pitch gestures feature ascent in every phrase. 

• oboist physical gestures move from low to high throughout the scene. 

• particles ascend on the screen. 

• rising melodic contour, particularly in the second phrase (D, E B♭) suggests 

questioning because it follows the natural upward vocal inflection when asking 

a question, associated with uncertainty of the change of state. 
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4.3.8  Scene 8: Vapour (10:16-11:14) 

 

Figure 4.16: Vapour scene 

‘When we have gained experience with the psychology of infinite air, we will 
better understand that in infinite air dimensions are obliterated and that we 
come into contact with a non-dimensional matter that gives us the impression 
of an absolute inner sublimation’ (Bachelard 1943/1988, p. 9). 

4.3.8.1 Aim 

This scene depicts fine water vapour floating freely without form. It is associated with 

feelings of weightlessness, freedom and wonder.  

4.3.8.2 Visual description 

Small diaphanous particles float freely and gently ascend like steam rising off the 

water. The setting for the particles is such that particles do not decay in this scene. This 

means that more and more particles are added to the scene with each sound that is 

played. The particles in this scene are set not to snap back, so they fly around freely 

like air. The oboist remains fairly still in this scene, just moving slowly around the 

space as if floating. 

4.3.8.3 Sound  

The very soft sounds in this scene are created using harmonics and selected 

multiphonics. These are soft, whispering sounds that lack the full resonance of the 
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normal oboe sound. These sounds could be thought of as ‘non-solid’ or ‘transparent’ 

sounds. They are used order to create a sound world that has a very wispy, ‘airy’ 

quality, as if consisting of half air, half sound. Some special oboe techniques are used in 

this scene, such as double harmonics with added trills and glissandi between 

harmonics. 49 They contribute to the airy and ethereal quality of the scene. 

The system records the oboe sounds and plays back at varying pitches. The playback 

speed is dependent on the speed of particles, resulting in a wide pitch range. This is a 

similar setting to the ‘waterplay’ scene, but more extreme. The final note of the scene is 

a top B♭, increasing in volume, leading to a complex forte multiphonic based on the 

same pitch. This signals the start of the following scene, and creates the impression of 

the B♭ breaking apart into many sonic components. This dramatic shift coincides with 

the first appearance of the ice crystal shapes that start the following scene. 

4.3.8.4 Performer’s description 

Bachelard’s explanation of the desire for height being a wish for flight is in line with 

my own experience of elevation, always enjoying an elevated view. An aerial view has 

always been inspiring for me and often leads to thoughts of flying or imagining what it 

would be like to be a bird.  

‘And it is when a poetic intuition stretches out into the universe that our inner 

life knows its greatest moments of joy. Everything leads us to the heights, 

clouds, light and sky, since we fly inwardly, since we have flight within us’ 

(Bachelard 1943/1988, p. 46). 

In this scene I imagine that I am floating in air and blowing the air around with the 

oboe as I play each note. It is a scene of simple ascending and floating sonic gestures, 

trying to keep the volume very soft. I remain fairly still in this scene and only move 

gently, as if floating. 

I prepared for this scene by selecting a group of harmonics and double harmonics that 

are possible to reliably be played very softly. Many harmonics are unpredictable and 

difficult to control, and some require a special embouchure position to achieve the 

desired sound, so the preparation for this scene was crucial. In performance, I adjust 

                                                        
49 Double harmonics are a type of multiphonics with two harmonics sounding simultaneously. 
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my embouchure to allow a maximum of air to be heard in my oboe sound, and a 

minimum of pitch and tone. I am trying to create a diaphanous, sheer sound that 

sometimes only seems to suggest a sound, rather than actually play it. Within the 

available options for this scene, the material is improvised and free, trying to avoid any 

kind of patterns or rhythm. I start on an F double harmonic, then move chromatically 

upward. Little ascending motifs are played, keeping toward the high register. I 

incorporate some glissandi between notes corresponding to the free floating of the 

particles and non-dimensional space. Trills are frequently added as I imagine bird 

wings flapping while hovering in a stationary position. 

At the end of this scene I move to a top B♭, increase the volume and then quickly 

change to the special fingering for the complex multiphonic that signals I am ready to 

move to the next scene. This feels to me as if I am blowing the ice shapes onto the 

screen as this scene transitions to the next (video 11:18). 

4.3.8.5 Use of analogy in ‘vapour’ 

This scene connects oboe sound and visuals through the theme of air, with reference to 

Bachelard’s related themes of ascent and flight. 

i) Analogies of air and formlessness 

• particles fly freely and rise gently like steam.  

• oboe sound is thin and wispy as if half air, half sound, non-solid. 

• harmonics as non-solid sound. 

• sound avoids patterns or rhythm. 

• ascending glissandi match free floating. 

• sounds between real and imagined – non-solid sounds – diaphanous sounds. 

ii) Analogies of flight 

• trills mimic rapid wing flapping in bird hovering behaviour. 

• Ascending sound gestures. 
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4.3.9  Scene 9: Iceforms (11:15-12:36) 

 

Figure 4.17: Iceforms scene 

 ‘Is it necessary to stress once more that the features of such an image are in no 
way of realistic origin? They are produced by a projection of the dreamer’ 
(Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 88).  

4.3.9.1 Aim 

Following Bachelard’s statement above that reverie images are in no way realistic, a 

free imaginative state has led me to a kind of fantasy about ice crystals. This scene 

starts a set of three scenes that explore an imaginary world of ice crystals that are 

suspended in clouds. Starting from the vapour of the previous scene, thoughts led to 

clouds and then the ice within clouds. Based on the fact that ice crystals actually do 

sometimes form within clouds, the imagination has projected a possible version of 

what this might look like and sound like. It explores the physical (appearance and 

sound) as well as the emotional aspects, such as awe and wonder when contemplating 

ice suspended within clouds. Ice is an extreme change of state from water, so this idea 

is transferred to the way both the audio and visual aspects of the scene are treated, 

featuring extremes in both areas.  

4.3.9.2 Visual description 

Complex polygon shapes are generated when the oboe makes sound. The shapes 

follow the oboe dynamic level, being larger when loud, smaller when soft. The 
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emergent polygons appear as large clusters of crystal shapes, suspended in space. The 

simulated fluid settings in this scene are for quite high viscosity, with particles drawn 

as polygons. Randomness in the greyscaling setting results in a 3D shaded appearance. 

The black and white shading behind the polygons is the result of fluid drawing in the 

background.  

4.3.9.3 Sound   

A particular type of sound is created here to correspond to the ice crystals that form in 

clouds. Ice crystals are hexagonal in shape and perfectly symmetrical. The whole tone 

scale corresponds to this idea, being symmetrical in structure, and consisting of six 

notes, spaced one tone apart. Ice is hard, clear and brittle like glass, so here we try to 

emulate these qualities in the soundscape for this scene. 

 

Figure 4.18: Symmetry of whole tone scale 

The scene starts with three different multiphonics that emerge from the played starting 

pitches: B♭, E and C. These pitches are reminiscent of the trichords from the first scene. 
In the first scenes, the trichords were constructed of a major second followed by a 

minor third. In this scene, this trichord structure is a major second followed by a major 

third, (B♭-C- E) in line with the whole tone scale used for this scene. The larger interval 

of the major third suggests a stretch, pushing further, reaching higher. The initial pitch 

is played first, and then a small fingering change causes the multiphonic to sound, 

which completely changes the balance between the fundamental and the overtones. 

This gives the impression of the sound breaking apart into its many components. This 
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is an oboe technique brought to prominence by leading Swiss oboist Heinz Holliger’s 

pioneering work in the 1960’s and 70’s, and is used in Berio’s Sequenza VII. 50 

Following the multiphonics, corresponding to the altitude of clouds, very high single 

notes up to top F♯ are played. The whole tone scale, with no tonal centre is used in this 

scene to suggest free floating and lack of gravity. While generating the complex visual 

crystal shapes, the system is set to record the oboe and immediately replay it 1.2599 

times faster. This results in a real-time pitch shift, sounding a major third above the 

original pitch, creating a cloud-like layer of sound above the oboe. This pitch shift also 

functions when the multiphonics are played, producing complex chords sounding 

above the oboe pitches. This pitch shift is thought of in a similar way to the ‘change of 

state’ that is a focus of this scene. 

The pitch shifting creates parallel harmonic movement which is intentionally 

reminiscent of Debussy, who used parallel harmonies frequently throughout his 

works. This is done to create an upper layer of sound suspended above the oboe notes 

and to add an element of harmony. This idea came from questioning what sort of 

sounds would suit ice crystals. The thought process was that ice has similarities to 

glass: it is hard, shiny and clear like glass. Glass has a high pitch tinkling sound when 

struck. The sound resonates and rings out like a bell.  An analogical thought process 

led to the inference that ice crystals, also being hard and clear like glass, might sound 

the same. For this reason, very high pitches are chosen for this scene with long 

individual notes ringing out like bells. The upper major third contributes a kind of 

resonance to the original sound and adds an ethereal higher layer of sound 

corresponding to the sense of awe that is experienced when contemplating ice crystals 

being suspended in clouds.  

4.3.9.4 Performer’s description 

This scene explores the feeling of wonder at the idea that ice crystals can be found in 

clouds. The first three notes are specially selected pitches from which multiphonics can 

emerge and disappear. This requires special fingerings and careful use of octave keys, 

along with controlled airflow and embouchure pressure. When I play the first B♭, I 

hold the note, then as I move to the multiphonic I blow with more air speed and 

pressure to form the multiphonic. I feel that I am blowing the multiphonic out of the 

                                                        
50 Berio’s Sequenza VII (1969) is a cornerstone of twentieth century oboe repertoire. 
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starting pitch, and forcing it to sound as I exert myself. At the same time, I feel as if I 

am blowing the crystal visualisations into existence and as this happens, I re-enact the 

free imaginative state used initially to create this scene. ‘Images of aerial imagination 

either evaporate or crystallize’(Bachelard 1943/1988, p. 13). 

I explore my own sense of wonder at the idea of ice crystals in clouds by playing very 

high pitches at the extremes of the upper oboe register, and listen for the major third 

sounding above the pitch I play. Hearing it sound is almost a magical experience 

because it seems impossible that a different note in addition to the one I play should 

sound. In effect, something previously imagined when planning the piece becomes real 

when performing this scene. 

This scene contains several references to my personal experience as an oboist. These 

references provide an important connection between the new piece I am creating and 

my performance background. It is important to me that Blue Space is a development 

from my experience, and a logical continuation of work already done in my oboe 

career.  The use of the parallel major third sound above the notes I play is a reference to 

Debussy, who frequently used parallel harmonic structures. Debussy’s repertoire has a 

strong connection with water themes as explored in the literature review, and has been 

a significant source of inspiration for this piece. 51 

The use of multiphonics acknowledges the pioneering work of Swiss oboist Heinz 

Holliger and composer Luciano Berio in developing and composing with many non-

standard sounds for the oboe. The multiphonics have been systematically catalogued 

by Veale and Mahnkopf (1994).52 Including these elements in my piece gives me a 

sense that I acknowledge the legacy of earlier oboists, while taking oboe performance 

further into a new mode that includes computer processing and visuals. 

4.3.9.5 Use of analogy in ‘iceforms’ 

Analogies are formed from the ideas based on ice crystals that are suspended in 

clouds, and the change of state when vapour changes to ice.  

 

                                                        
51 For example La Mer; The Sunken Cathedral; Reflets dans l’eau.  
52 The Techniques of Oboe Playing catalogues over three hundred multiphonics. 
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i) analogy category of ice crystals: 

• whole tone scale corresponds to symmetry and hexagonal shape of crystals. 

• inference that ice is similar in sound to glass: clear, pure and bell- like. 

• multiphonics are multifaceted sounds like the many facets of crystals reflecting 

light in many directions. 

ii) analogy category of change of state 

• vapour has changed state to ice. 

• single sound changes to multiphonic. 

• single sound is ‘transformed’ into a chord with the real-time pitch shift a major 

third above. 

• particles now appear as solid triangle clusters, changed from free floating 

vapour. 
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4.3.10 Scene 10: Iceforms ripple (12:37-13:26) 

 

Figure 4.19: Iceforms ripple scene  

‘The resonances are dispersed on the different planes of our life in the world, 
while the repercussions invite us to give greater depth to our own existence’ 
(Bachelard 1942/1983, p. xxii). 

 

4.3.10.1  Aim 

This scene is a development of the previous scene, providing an alternate view of 

suspended ice crystals with an added element of a visual perspective. Ice crystals are 

now seen projected over a rippling background texture that suggests looking down at 

the surface of the ocean from above. This adds a sense of scale and perspective that 

allows both performer and viewer to associate with the crystals floating in clouds and 

perhaps engenders a sense of altitude. 

4.3.10.2  Visual description 

Multiple layers are clearly visible in this scene: the front layer of the suspended 

crystals, the second layer of the rippling background and the third layer of the oboist 

behind the scrim. These layers create a sense of perspective and depth that suggests a 

viewpoint from high in the sky, from which the rippling surface of the ocean is visible. 

As in the previous scene, the crystal size is mapped to oboe volume – the louder the 
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volume, the larger the crystals, so the oboist can control the size of the crystals to some 

extent. 

The ripple background is an artifact caused by a zero viscosity setting for this scene. 

This was initially an unintentional outcome from experimenting with fluid viscosity 

settings which we adapted to create a variant of ‘ice forms’. 

4.3.10.3  Sound 

Continuing with the whole tone scale, timbre trills are added to the oboe sound as an 

audible version of the ripples that are visible. 53 The sound playback no longer plays 

the added major third, but adds very slight pitch changes related to the oboe volume 

and movement. 

The oscillating sound of the timbre trills suggests the sound radiating outwards from 

the source, with long reverberation and small pitch variations giving a similar effect to 

an echo. This further contributes a sense of space and perspective.  

4.3.10.4  Performer’s description 

I continue from the previous scene, adding the timbre trills and allowing plenty of time 

for the replay to be heard. I leave ample space between the trills to allow time for 

listening back and contemplation of the vast physical space I am imagining for this 

scene. I move gently to new locations to control where the crystal shapes appear, and 

use softer dynamics at times to create smaller crystals and variations in the visual and 

sound output.  

 

4.3.10.5  Use of analogy in ‘iceforms ripple’ 

Analogy categories relate to rippling and altitude  

i) Analogies of rippling visuals and sound 

• rippling texture of background projection is linked to rippling sound created 

by timbre trills. 

                                                        
53 Timbre trills are created by alternating between different fingerings for the same or nearly the 
same pitch. 
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ii) Analogies of altitude:  

• imagined altitude in high clouds is reinforced by perspective of looking down 

to the ocean surface.  

• High pitches relate to altitude. 

• Resonance of sound contributes to sense of space, distance and height. 

• Perspective of depth in visuals contributes to sense of height. 
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4.3.11 Scene 11: Iceforms melt (13:27-14:54) 

 

Figure 4:20: Iceforms melt scene 

‘A being dedicated to water is a being in flux…Water always flows, always 
falls, always ends in horizontal death’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 6). 

4.3.11.1 Aim 

This scene starts the idea of melting ice and deconstruction of the crystals. The droplet 

from the original reverie that forms the narrative framework of the piece, is on its way 

back to earth to complete the water cycle. Both visuals and sound are becoming 

unstable and beginning to undergo a change of state. A general suggestion of descent 

signals the approaching scenes as melting ice moves towards the rain that follows in 

the next two scenes. Throughout the scene, images and sounds become heavier, move 

lower and deform.  

4.3.11.2 Visual description 

The viscosity settings are adjusted so that crystals appear in smaller, more compact 

strands, with which the oboist can ‘draw’ shapes and lines. Sideways force settings 

push the images across the screen to the right. The colour changes gradually from blue 

to green hues, accentuating the change of state and corresponding to the greenish 

colour of the sky when it is about to snow.  The colour change signals the significant 

change that is occurring as the ice melts and deforms. ‘Iceforms melt’ behaves in a 
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similar way to ‘harmonic’ in that sound playback does not start until the oboe moves 

back to that location where sound was recorded. This creates an opportunity for the 

oboe to move back to the image location to mix and stir the images and sounds. 

Towards the end of the scene, the oboist uses large physical arm gestures to stir the 

images, revealing the highly viscous and sticky shapes that are now deforming, 

stretching and losing their shape before they move sideways off the screen and 

disappear. The idea of sideways movement off the screen is connected to Bachelard’s 

idea of horizontal death as quoted above. 

4.3.11.3 Sound 

The oboe plays and repeats descending whole tone scale motifs, accompanied by 

descending and ascending body gestures, which draw a sequence of shapes that move 

horizontally across the screen. There is a focus on the descending rhetorical gesture, 

often linked to loss or sadness. The playback rate of the sound becomes slower and 

slower, resulting in a steady, fatalistic glissando downwards from the feedback system 

throughout this scene. This reverses only at the last moment, ascending as the particles 

finally disappear and float away.  

 4.3.11.4 Performer’s description 

I start this scene with a descending whole tone motif that is repeated with small 

variations, similar to a descending sequence. This begins somewhat hesitantly, as we 

move from the awe of the crystals to dissolution, leading to something new and 

unknown. The continuing descending phrases suggest a hint of loss or sadness. The 

rhythm of the descending motifs leads towards and emphasises the last whole tone 

interval at the end of the motif. The repetition of this descending motif in a recurring 

sequence draws attention to the notion of descent and its downwards emotional 

associations.  

I need to plan where to position the oboe so that I have enough space to draw the 

visuals shapes that highlight the idea of descent and deformation. I also consider, 

based on rehearsal experience, what sounds and shapes will work effectively when I 

stir these accumulating images towards the end of the scene. I allow time for the 

feedback sound to create small echoes, then at the end of the scene, I position myself 

near the agglomerating images on the right. Without actually playing, I use the oboe as 

an extension to my arms and with large circular gestures, I move the shapes around 
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and play with the tonal output of the system. This features glissandi and unstable 

sounds that correspond to the breakup and distortion of the images. As the images 

move offscreen and fade out, the melting process is completed. I prepare for the next 

section and try to judge how much space to leave before the first staccato note of the 

next scene. If I play too early, the staccato will create more crystals, if I wait too long, 

there is a risk of losing the sense of flow desired between scenes. 

4.3.11.5 Use of analogy in ‘iceforms melt’ 

i) analogy category of melting 

• melodic contour descends. 

• glissando of playback sound suggests liquid rather than solid structures. 

• images become pliable, deform and change from solid shapes to thick fluid.  

• change of colour highlights the change of state. 

• images dissolve completely at the end of the scene. 
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4.3.12 Scene 12: Staccato (14:55-15:59) 

 

Figure 4:21 Staccato scene 

 ‘One drop of powerful water suffices to create a world and to dissolve the 
night. To dream of power, only one drop imagined in its depth is needed. 
Water thus given dynamic force is a seed; it gives life an upward surge that 
never flags’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 9). 

‘Through purification one participates in a fertile, renovating, polyvalent force. 
The best proof of this inner power is that it is contained in each drop of the 
liquid. The texts in which purification appears as a simple aspersion are 
innumerable’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 141).  

4.3.12.1 Aim 

Short staccato notes attempt to evoke rain. Initially, each drop is created individually, 

with its own particular sound feedback, drawing attention to the individual droplet’s 

unique identity. The droplet was the starting point of the reverie on which the piece 

was built, and here we return to the droplet as the cycle of water draws to a 

conclusion. The droplet contains the revitalizing energy needed to start the cycle again. 

Bachelard reminds us that even a small drop of water has the ability to purify and 

revitalize, as shown in the quotation above.  
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4.3.12.2 Visual description 

Short staccato notes create visual bursts of green particles. The scene starts with very 

viscous fluid, so that each sound burst stays in its spot. Viscosity loosens through the 

scene creating increasing spread and movement of particles. The droplet intensity 

builds up and leads to the rain of the next scene. The oboist is free to move around the 

space to position the droplets. Each droplet fades out quite quickly, like a fading 

memory. 

4.3.12.3 Sound 

The chromatic scale is used here to create a different sound to previous scenes, 

marking the significant change. Individual random staccato notes are played fairly 

strongly, each note having a slightly different feedback sound. This is caused by large 

variations in recorded sound grain length. Sounds and visuals fade out relatively 

quickly, and there is a slight change of pitch with the movement of the particles.  

In most earlier scenes, each sound grain that plays back has fades on each edge of the 

sound which gives a smoothing to the looping effect. However, in this scene, there is 

almost no smoothing, creating the sharper rhythmic effect of playback. This draws 

attention to the nature of rain being made up of individual recognisable drops, as in 

the reverie experience used to create the piece. 

The intensity and frequency of the droplets increases throughout the scene, leading 

gradually from random chromatic pitches towards the trichords and tonal material 

from the first scene, which are introduced again in the following scene.   

4.3.12.4 Performer’s description 

Starting with individual drops, I play random unrelated chromatic notes, and position 

the resulting drops in a range of locations on the screen. I react to the sound feedback 

of each one, sometimes taking up a rhythm or pattern created by the sound feedback. I 

try to engage in a dialogue with the drops, and react spontaneously to the system 

feedback sounds. In my movements and gestures I try increasingly to evoke rain, and 

then play a faster descending chromatic gesture that begins a section of higher 

intensity, trying to push forwards and make more rain appear. I am using the 

revitalizing energy of the water drops to build tension and direction towards the start 
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of the next scene. I increase activity and volume with more frequent drops, building 

intensity. 

4.3.12.5 Use of analogy in ‘staccato’ 

Analogies in this scene are connected to the atmosphere when rain is imminent:  

• Staccato notes are drops of sound, analogous to drops of rain. 

• Playback repeats the drops visually and sonically, increasing with the amount 

of rain.  

• Chromatic direction of notes and visuals tries to push the rain downwards 

• Build up of tension and increase in frequency of notes throughout the scene is 

analogous to the build up of atmospheric pressure before rain. 
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4.3.13 Scene 13: Rain (16:00- 16:37) 

 

Figure 4.22: Rain scene 

‘If we truly participate through material imagination in water’s substance, we 
project a fresh outlook… in the early morning, water on one’s face reawakens an 
energy for seeing. It makes sight active, makes a glance an action, a clear, 
distinct, easy action’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 145). 

4.3.13.1 Aim 

The two final scenes, ‘rain’ and ‘heavy rain’ are based on similar ideas and system 

settings, which complete the cycle of water that forms the backbone structure of the 

piece. ‘Rain’ features a gentle return to familiar tonal material from the opening scenes, 

creating familiarity and reassurance as the cycle approaches completion. Heavy rain is 

a more active, joyful and has a sense of finality and reassurance. 

4.3.13.2 Visual description 

The particles descend from a location above the screen and fall gently downwards like 

rain. A visual trail effect leaves a trace of the path of the particles, giving a softness to 

their appearance. The system setting causes the particles to stay in little groups and 

flow out slightly, creating a slightly curved, gently flowing trajectory of movement. A 

glow effect is added around the particles, contributing to the softness of their 

appearance. The vertical offset of particle location causes the particles to appear from 
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above rather than from the oboe location. The viscosity setting is low, allowing quite a 

lot of particle movement.   

4.3.13.3 Sound 

The three trichords from the first three scenes reappear, marking a return to the 

beginning and signaling the idea of rebirth. While the introduction and earlier scenes 

featured ascending gestures, the movement and contour here descends.  Descending 

arpeggios, based on the same trichord pitches ABD; DEG; and GAC are mimetic of rain 

drops. Unlike the opening scene, which was played legato, here all the ‘drops’ are 

articulated as separate notes in descending motifs. The musical gestures start as small 

hesitant fragments and gradually build intensity and become more continuous. The 

system sound set up is quite simple but with some built in randomisation of the loop 

playback size, adding a subtle humanizing element.  

4.3.13.4 Performer’s description 

Following the random chromatic notes of the ‘staccato’ scene, I now move gradually 

back to the trichord notes from the first three scenes. It feels like returning to place of 

familiarity and security. I start with short descending gestures and move around the 

scene to ‘draw’ the rain into various locations. Because the system response is so 

immediate, I really feel like I am making the rain, rather than making the sound. I use 

staccato articulation rather than slurring, to create each ‘drop’ of sound individually. I 

create little dialogues with the rain fragments, moving to a new location to continue 

the conversation.  Throughout this scene I try to inject more and more energy to create 

a sense of movement and build up of intensity towards the next scene.  

2.13.5 Use of analogy in ‘rain’ 

This scene has two main categories for producing analogies: rain and rebirth. 

i) Analogies of rain 

• ‘drops’ of sound represent drops of rain 

• rain falling corresponds to descending musical gestures 

• particles descend on the screen with rain-like appearance 

• building intensity and frequency of sound as rain increases 
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ii) Analogies of rebirth 

• trichords from the beginning return, but inverted 

• visual particles have visible trails like shoots of new growth 
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4.3.14 Scene 14: Heavy rain (16:38-17:20) 

 

Figure 4.23: Heavy rain scene 

‘Water swells seeds and causes springs to gush forth. Water is a substance that 
we see everywhere springing up and increasing. The spring is an irresistible 
birth, a continuous birth’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 14).  

4.3.14.1 Aim 

Heavy rain signifies the completion of the cycle of water, analogous to the cycle of life. 

It is accompanied by a sense of stability, peace and jubilation at the recognition that life 

is continuous and ongoing, and that change, dissolution, death and rebirth are inherent 

and necessary aspects of life.  

4.3.14.2 Visual description 

The particle size is increased from the previous scene and the particles now fall straight 

down without swirling around. The drops of rain are now full, round and large 

corresponding to new life, rebirth and completion of the cycle. More particles appear 

than the previous scene, and increase in gravity settings results in the particles falling 

faster and more vertically.  

4.3.14.3 Sound 

The sound is derived from the previous scene, but the E,A and C are omitted (one from 

each trichord). The remaining pitches are the three notes of the G major chord (GBD). 
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The G major arpeggio is played continually in varying descending patterns over the 

entire oboe range. This is the first appearance of a major triad and clear major tonality 

in the piece, suggesting stability, purity, finality, perhaps jubilation, and predictability. 

The ending note is a long G, which completes the cycle, in readiness for the next cycle, 

which would start again on A, like the beginning. This is a symbolic idea based on 

drawing a circle. As the circle is completed, we arrive again at the starting point.  

4.3.14.4 Performer’s description 

I put a lot of energy into this scene, playing continuous, rapid G major arpeggios, using 

the full range of the oboe up to top G. Again I feel as if I am making rain rather than 

playing notes, and I try to fill the whole screen with rain. I move to the centre of the 

screen to create a symmetrical image with me at the centre, enveloped and surrounded 

by rain. This gives me a feeling of being embraced by the rain, and comforted by 

nature at the completion of the water cycle.  

4.3.14.5 Use of analogy in ‘heavy rain’ 

Similar to the previous scene, this scene also has the sense of completion.  

i) Analogies of heavy rain 

• louder, more confident ‘drops’ of sound represent large drops of rain 

• speed of rain falling corresponds to fast descending musical gestures 

• particles fill the screen and fall quickly with the appearance of heavy rain 

• sound is continuous 

ii) Analogies of completion and finality 

• remaining in the major key creates a sense of stability 

• cadential ending has a sense of closure 

• sounding top G on the oboe perhaps creates a sense of a triumphant occasion 

• the final G closes the tonal circle, in readiness for the next cycle starting on A 
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Figure 4.24 O
verview

 of scenes 

1 Intro                    
(0:00- 2:26)

tranquil; reverie gentle swirling small 
particles

trichords ascending; 
overlap of sounds

slow; touch of water; 
sensory

calm; resonance; touch: 
water flow

sensations of touch E;M scene setting based on 
T+E; draw audience in

 2 Harmonic        
(2:27-4:23)

GB moulding & shaping mixing pliable shapes mixing of e & d harmonies  mixing images; stirring; viscosity:mixing V+S; GB 
moulding

blending; stirring direct enacting of GB text

3 Waterplay       
(4:24-5:27)

child play based on M splashing; fine spray trichords; splash shape; 
chatter M;

 enacting splash; interact; 
play

splash dynamics: V+S; 
childhood babble

enacting M; play and fun splash is imaginary graphic 
score

4 Descend           
(5:28-6:14)

Dark, serious; GB death 
and fading

bubbling up creates 
sensation of sinking

chromatic descend; pitch 
shift 2 octaves 

start high up; descent sinking: death: darkness; 
descend

sinking create contrast based on T; 
pitch shift

5 Underwater          
(6:15-7:18)

disorientation; then 
acceptance

mysterious; veiled cloudy 
shapes

airy, disorienting; water 
gongs.

enacting struggle M+E; 
interact, breathing

breathing & mystey; 
distorted sound

struggle then acceptance water gong track as 
memory; 

6 Swimming          
(7:19-9:26)

GB combat, assertion angular images; assert repeated patterns; 
persistent

enacting conflict; interact; 
assert

GB ideas of asserion enacting conflict direct enacting of GB text; 
swimming experience

7 Reflect                  
(9:27-10:14)

GB double image+ ascent; 
flight

ascending double image; 
blue & white

ascending whole tone; 
upper octave as mirror

 upwards; ascent; flight mirror; evaporation; flight evoke evaporation; 
acceleration upwards

 enacting of GB text; 
visuals as graphic score

8 Vapour            
(10:16-11:14)

light and floating, GB 
ascentional psychology

fine and floaty wispy, soft harmonics gentle flowing, floating airy; floating; hovering; 
flying

I am floating special pp multiphonics

9 Iceforms            
(11:15-12:36)

Wonder at imaginary 
images

ice crystals  up maj 3rd shift;  whole 
tone; high multiphonics,

slow mvt; blowing ice sense of wonder; crystals + 
whole tone 

blowing the ice crystal into 
spaces; wonder; listen to 
pitch shift

pitch shift

10 Ice ripple         
(12:37-13:26)

imaginary; descriptive ice with sea below whole tone, timbre trills 
rippling 

move slowly ripple image & sound; 
altitude

Looking down at the sea 3D perspective

 11 Ice melt        
(13:27-14:54)

disintegration shapes disintegrate & float 
off sideways

 whole tone, disintegration, 
descending motif

gestures follow pitch; 
stirring to disintegrate

disintegration; GB 
horizontal death

loss; melancholy horizontal fade out

12 Staccato        
(14:55-15:59)

exciting; invoke rain; build 
up energy

green dots of rain staccato, chromatic; 
rhythmic playback

evoking rain drops of sound &  rain 
drops; descending

encourage the rain try to make it rain

13 Rain                 
(16:00- 16:37)

happy return to familiar light rain with trails return to familiar trichords, 
descending 

painting; locating rain appearance of light rain; 
rebirth

Start the rain and move it 
around

Imaginary graphic score

14 Heavy rain     
(16:38-17:20)

jubilation, completion, 
resolution

big drops, vertical rain desc arpeggios gmaj making rain; move to 
centre of screen

heavy rain; finality; stability; 
symmetrical image

I am making the rain; 
surrounded by rain

graphic score. Ending 
based on T

KEY:  M=memory E= experience GB= Bachelard V= visuals S= sound T= tacit knowledge
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4.4 Overview of scenes 

Figure 4.24 is a one-page overview in the form of a table that provides a summary at a 

glance of the key features of Blue Space, organised by scene. The purpose of this table is 

to condense some of the descriptive information in the previous section. Each column 

of the table points out important features of each section under the following headings: 

Mood  Describes the main theme of the section 

Visuals Describes the appearance of the visual particles 

Sound  Points out important features of the oboe sound and system sound 

Gestures Describes the kinds of gestures used 

Analogy Summarises the analogical connections made between components  

Experience Provides an overview of the performer experience 

Comment Adds any special information and notes 

 

The table enables comparisons between scenes and components, which are discussed 

in more detail in Chapter 5, which reflects on the work. 

4.5 Conclusion 

This chapter described the new work Blue Space from the perspective of the composer-

performer. The chapter should be read as a commentary on the performance of the 

piece, which can be viewed on the DVD included with this thesis, or on the Vimeo 

video sharing public website referenced in the introduction (see 4.1). The fourteen 

scenes of Blue Space are presented in detail under the headings: aim, visual description, 

sound, performer’s description, and use of analogy. This information provides insights 

into the process of composition, the experience of the performer and the relationships 

between the sound and visual aspects of the work. An overview of the whole work 

was presented in a table (fig 4.24) to provide a way to compare and contrast each scene, 

and quickly identify the features of each section. 
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Section 4.2.2 mapped out the evolution of the work from my earlier works Aquarelle, 

Yanada, Sound Stream and Airflow, each building on the experience of previous pieces. 

Section 4.2.1 explained in detail how Bachelard’s text Water and Dreams forms the basis 

of the piece, and how specific quotations from this text have provided a framework for 

developing musical ideas. By applying Bachelard’s text to the context of music, 

relationships between water and music were explored throughout the process of 

composition. Each scene relates to a specific idea from the Bachelard text, from which 

musical ideas have emerged. 

Section 4.2.4 discussed the role of analogy in connecting materials from diverse 

sources. This section draws on Hofstadter’s (2001; 2013) writing on analogy, which 

shows that analogical categories, produced by abstraction, are a means to make 

connections between entities which are fundamentally different. Each scene 

description provides the specific detail of how this has been applied at the scene level. 

This reveals compositional thought processes, showing the ways in which Bachelard’s 

texts are linked to sound, visuals and gestures through analogical groupings. This 

illustrates how musical materials were chosen and developed, and provides insight 

into how musical decisions were made. The analogical connections provide a means of 

weaving the diverse components of the piece together, and a way to understand the 

complex interrelationships between text, sound, image and gesture. Analogy and other 

means of linking diverse components in a musical work, are important aspects of the 

reflection on practice which is elaborated in the following chapter. 

Each scene description provides a section labelled ‘performer’s description’ which 

outlines my experience and thoughts while performing the piece. This provides a 

window into the mind of the performer, which offers the viewer a richer 

understanding of the work while viewing the performance. The implications of the 

performer experience of incorporating visuals and gestures are further explored in the 

next chapter. 

The technical set up was described at 4.2.3, identifying the main components of the 

interactive system as a granular synthesizer and geometric visual renderer, coupled 

with a dynamic fluid system and motion capture. One of the possibilities of the 

interactive system is the recording and replaying of oboe sounds, allowing the oboist 

to improvise and interact with previously played material. This allows the player to 

build up layers of sound by simultaneously combining past and present sounds, 
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resulting in a new performance technique unknown in normal acoustic playing. The 

following chapter further explores and reflects upon the ways in which working with 

the interactive system provided new ways of exploring the oboe sound, and extending 

its expressive possibilities. 

The following chapter builds upon the present chapter and provides an extended 

reflection on the key issues related to composing and performing the work Blue Space. 
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CHAPTER 5: Reflection on Blue Space 

5.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter described the work Blue Space and explained how each scene was 

constructed and performed. The aim of the previous chapter was to orient readers to 

each section and provide a backdrop of explanatory information relevant to watching 

the video of the performance.  This chapter elaborates on the previous one by adding a 

layer of reflection on the experience of composing and performing Blue Space.  

This chapter considers some aspects of the work that were not yet evident when it was 

performed, reflects on how compositional decisions were made and discusses issues 

pertinent to the practice of performing the work. This chapter considers the ways in 

which Blue Space can be understood and interpreted, and how it contributes to the 

body of knowledge about composition, performance and interaction with audiovisual 

systems. This chapter is in the form of a structured reflection on the practice of creating 

the work Blue Space.  

The reflective process borrows from Gruber’s Evolving Systems approach to creative 

work presented in Chapter 3 (Gruber 1988). An important aspect of Gruber’s approach 

to creative work is the Network of Enterprise, which each creative person constructs for 

herself or himself. This is a useful model to describe a set of activities that are being 

undertaken, often simultaneously, in the process of developing a piece like Blue Space. 

Gruber’s model also acknowledges that processes may occur on different time scales at 

different speeds. Some actions are simple steps that can be completed and ticked off, 

while others are ongoing processes that develop, change or adapt, sometimes 

interrupted, sometimes rapidly advancing toward the next stage. Gruber 

acknowledges that the complex array of interdisciplinary activities of creative work 

rarely occurs in discrete, separate stages as posited by many music composition 

theorists. In line with this model, the following sections point to the development of 

Blue Space as a process of evolution over time.  

This chapter is structured in two sections. First, the issues relating directly to the 

composition of the work, encompassing the connections between sound and visuals is 
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discussed. Second, issues relating to performing the piece are discussed. While this will 

provide some structure to the chapter, it is important to note that there are significant 

overlaps and interwoven timescales and themes within the components.  

5.2 Composition 

5.2.1 Before composition 

Before actually starting work on Blue Space a number of background preparations had 

already occurred. Some of these took place over several years before any clear ideas 

about Blue Space had been formulated, and certainly before working on it had 

commenced. 

 Work on earlier pieces Sound Stream (2012, 2014) and Airflow (2013) provided crucial 

experience of how the fluid simulation worked, how to interact with it, and an 

indication of what might be possible with it. Over several months, I was developing an 

interest in using the fluid simulation system for a water piece, and began collecting 

ideas which were documented in notes. The short work Tidal Flow (2014) was an 

experiment to further test how connections between water and music could be applied 

in practice. 54 This gave me the confidence to try a larger scale work. Tidal Flow is a 

video based piece specifically devised to use tidal data to guide the texture, 

instrumentation, tempo and structure of the piece. The Tidal Flow experiment aimed to 

answer two questions:  

i) could the tidal data be converted to musical concepts? 

ii) If so, was the result musically interesting and worth pursuing? 

From a musical perspective, there were interesting aspects worth pursuing. The tidal 

stream movement and volume could be represented in graphs in different ways, which 

could be used to generate musical ideas. For example, the basic shape of the flow data 

formed a distinct arc that could be used create a buildup of intensity and to pace a 

musical climax.  The data from the tidal information was mapped to the music in the 

following ways: 

                                                        
54 Tidal Flow can be seen at: https://vimeo.com/136672467 
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Tide Flow   Music 

Speed of water flow:  tempo  

Volume of water flow : instrumentation and texture  

Hour of tide:    duration of sections  

 

The fundamental idea that underpins these mappings is analogy. Analogy links certain 

aspects of a source to a target and is used to identify similarities in things that are 

otherwise different. As can be seen from the above examples, similarity was identified 

in speed of water flow and speed of music; volume of water and number of 

instruments playing simultaneously; and duration of certain intervals of time. The use 

of analogy in the composition is elaborated further in what follows at section 5.2.4. 

5.2.1.1 Reading Bachelard  

Reading the works of Bachelard was a crucial background activity that occurred over 

several years before working on Blue Space. Bachelard’s works had started to provide 

the answers I was looking for about why water was so influential in my life, and why I 

sensed its connections to music. This activity was ongoing and has continued 

throughout the processes of composition and reflection. Bachelard’s texts are complex 

and often difficult to read, often requiring re-reading. The value in doing this was to 

build understanding of his works and expand ways in which to understand water, use 

it as a source of inspiration, learn how to access imagination through water, and 

generate ideas from these processes.  

Reading Bachelard led to some experiments with the activity of reverie, which is central 

to Bachelard’s ideas. 55 I tried this on many occasions and experienced first-hand the 

experience of the reverie Bachelard refers to. Reverie is an intense form of concentration 

that I undertook on water, usually at the edge of a lake, but also from boats and 

looking into fountains. Reverie is similar to many types of meditation, but it focuses on 

a single object and explores its essence, as described in the literature review (2.8.2.2). I 

wanted to find out whether this activity would work for me, and whether, as 

Bachelard suggested, it would result in generating the dynamic cluster of ideas that 

                                                        
55 Reverie is described earlier (Chapter 2.7.2) 
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Bachelard described. Reverie did work, and one of the resultant reveries, based on a 

water droplet was used as a structure for Blue Space. 

5.2.1.2 Preliminary discussion and first rehearsals 

An early discussion with the collaborating digital artist Andrew Bluff, took place in 

December 2014. A number of scenarios were discussed, ideas tossed around, and we 

agreed on one of the reveries that seemed to have the most potential for building a 

large scale piece. Weekly rehearsals started in January 2015. The first rehearsals were 

exploratory in nature, without fixed plans or expectations. We played with the 

interactive system and over a period of month, had collected about twenty-five 

different system settings that we thought were worth exploring further.  These became 

known as scenes. A timeline for the work on Blue Space can be found in Appendix D. 

5.2.2 Building the piece 

Preliminary sessions had provided some materials to work with, but how to move 

forwards to developing a large piece with the materials was by no means obvious. The 

normal rehearsal process that was entirely familiar to me from my career experience 

did not apply for a number of reasons. First, the interactive system needed a lab with a 

special screen and projection equipment, which was not available at all times, and not 

possible to set up at home for practice. Second, the piece we were rehearsing didn’t 

actually exist yet, there was no score to work from, so this required a completely new 

approach. The first goal was to develop a method to start building the piece, which 

also required a vision about the overall direction. At the beginning, there were only 

glimpses of that vision, so initially it was quite difficult to know what to do or how to 

proceed.  

5.2.2.1 Video feedback 

By far the most useful rehearsal and composition tool was video feedback. From 

February to September, all the weekly rehearsals were video recorded and watched 

before the next week’s rehearsal. Notes were made that identified emerging themes 

and problems. Each week, a list was prepared of what to work on the following week. 

By reviewing and reflecting on the videos, ‘rehearsing’ moved from the experimental 

play of the very early stages, towards an organised system of developing the piece. As 

we moved through this process, and started to identify what was working, it became 
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more obvious how to proceed. The rehearsal activity evolved from material generating 

to material linking. Initially the scope of the linking was small, linking one gesture to 

another, or one sound to a gesture. As the piece progressed, that scope grew larger as 

we focused on linking larger and larger sections, and worked with more components 

over multiple layers. Reflection on practice, based on the videos was not only an 

important means of rehearsing and building the piece, but also an important 

component of the research documentation which occurred in parallel to the practice.  

The rehearsal videos were very useful for reflection, particularly because the rehearsals 

were quite intense and it was impossible to take in everything that was happening. The 

videos were an opportunity to go back over material and try to build a picture of what 

the system was doing and how I could interact with it. The video feedback also made it 

easier to identify what was working well and worth keeping. 

The final order of the scenes was not determined until well into the rehearsal process, 

when the overall shape of the piece took a more solid form. Video was a very useful 

tool for viewing scenes in different orders. Between rehearsal, I often assembled 

sections of the piece in sequence. The possibility of non-linear editing of video made it 

very easy to cut up the scenes and position them in a different order. From this step, it 

was possible to imagine different versions of the piece, and to judge which 

combinations worked best. This step avoided countless hours of trying out different 

sequences in live rehearsals.  

5.2.2.2 Expanding the oboe  

One of the features of Blue Space is the computer processing of the oboe sound. This 

section will briefly discuss this aspect of the work and how it contributed 

compositional materials to the project by extending the range of sounds the oboe can 

create. 

The sound processing used in the work is granular synthesis, which selects sound 

particles or ‘grains’ of varying sizes, that can be altered in different ways. This can 

affect many properties of the sound, including duration, envelope shape and 

waveform shape. Granular synthesis can be used to build up acoustic events by 

combining thousands of grains (Roads 1996). In Blue Space, this sound processing 

technique significantly expands the capacity of the oboe, allowing it to create large and 

complex sound structures well beyond its acoustic possibilities. The resultant layers of 
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sound create an illusion of reverberation. Since this suggests how sound behaves in a 

large space, the feeling of being in a large space is recreated. 

Using a microphone on the oboe, and then processing its sound using granular 

synthesis, amplified tiny aspects of the sound that are not normally audible. This had 

the effect of magnifying some of the softer, more subtle aspects of sounds the oboe can 

produce, for example harmonics, key sounds and breath sounds. Apart from the rich 

sound palette this provides, it also expands the physical power of the oboist, solving 

many problems of stamina, which always need to be considered in long oboe pieces. In 

practice this means that the duration of any note played can be significantly extended, 

resulting in more sound output for less physical input. The processed oboe sound can 

still be heard even when the player breathes or adjusts the reed, overcoming a major 

obstacle of oboe playing, human stamina. 

A particular application of granular synthesis is pitch shifting, resulting from varying 

the playback rate of the sampled sound. This is used in Blue Space to create a specific 

atmosphere. Two examples will be discussed which demonstrate two very different 

uses of pitch shifting used in Blue Space. In the ‘iceforms’ scene (video 11:30), the oboe 

plays in its highest register, corresponding to the high clouds that are imagined as part 

of this scene. (see Chapter 4.3.9) Those high pitches are recorded by the system and 

played back a major third higher, creating an ethereal layer of sound above the oboe. In 

addition to the floating, magical atmosphere this creates, it also allows the oboe to be 

heard higher than its normal pitch range. This results in a series of parallel harmonies, 

also not normally achievable by a single oboe, intentionally reminiscent of Debussy. 

The second example of pitch shifting is found in the ‘descend’ scene (video 5:28), 

which signifies the start of a section depicting the dark and dangerous side of water. 

Here we use a descending pitch shift, which gradually slows down the recorded pitch, 

finally arriving two octaves below the pitch played by the oboe. This pitch shift is 

varied slightly depending on the how fast the visual particle is moving, influenced by 

oboe movement and volume. Consequently, we ultimately hear a treated oboe sound 

two octaves below the lower limit of the oboe’s range, intentionally creating a sinister, 

dark atmosphere, corresponding to the descent into water depicted in this scene. In 

both examples of pitch-shifting, the range of the oboe is significantly expanded 

through the use of granular synthesis, providing new perspectives on the oboe sound. 
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The computer based sound processing used in Blue Space provided many additional 

ways in which to explore new possibilities of the oboe sound.  Without the use of 

computer sound processing, it would be difficult to imagine an acoustic piece for solo 

oboe that could be sustained for as long as Blue Space with as much tonal variety. From 

this perspective, the use of computing power significantly expands the capacity of the 

oboe in ways that extend its unique sound. This is an area that is still in its infancy and 

warrants further exploration. 

5.2.3 Developing a means for evaluation 

Evaluating the piece as it progressed necessitated establishing criteria for making 

decisions throughout the process of composition. When ideas were accepted or 

rejected, it was necessary to know why, and what drove those decisions other than 

intuition. I had to examine my intuitive decisions to reveal underlying, tacit criteria 

and move from intuition towards certainty about the choices I was making. To 

evaluate my processes, clarity of criteria was essential. These criteria had to be 

developed as part of the process, but I first needed to discover what my criteria were. 

The piece grew from a cycle of reflective practice, involving experimentation, 

reflection, feedback, testing, then moving to the next step. Throughout this process, I 

was initially making judgements based on quite general goals for the piece. It was only 

by quite close examination and questioning my decisions, that criteria could be 

articulated. Criteria developed over time were used to make judgements about the 

piece as a whole, but also to make small decisions, guide choices and establish whether 

improvements were needed. The following are the main criteria I used to make 

judgements about the piece: 

1. There is an overarching clear connection with water 

2. The system sound output fits the theme of the scene 

3. The visuals fit the theme of the scene 

4. It is performable (executable in practice without problems) 

5. The oboe is at the forefront and not obliterated by the technology 

6. The system sound output enhances the acoustic oboe sound  

Behind these criteria are a number of assumptions, which are explicated in the 

following paragraphs. Working upwards from the bottom of the list, wanting the oboe 

to be prominent reflects a desire for the work to be seen mainly as a serious, expressive 
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work for oboe, rather than an example of technical wizardry. I wanted to show the 

oboe in a new light, contribute to the repertoire for the oboe and open pathways 

towards new approaches to performing with the oboe. My idea was to use technology 

to expand what the oboe can do. This aligns with one of the main aims for Blue Space, 

to create a new approach to oboe performance.  

The fourth and fifth criteria both reflect a commonly held fear of working with 

technology. As shown in Johnston’s experience with Encoded, most performers initially 

feared being dominated by the technology (Johnston 2015). In addition, performances 

in which systems crash and technology fails are excruciatingly unnerving both for 

performers and audience. I wanted to mitigate the possibility of system failure as far as 

possible and ensure stability and reliability in performance situations. As well as 

ensuring that system was robust, I had to ensure that the physical demands on me as 

the performer would be achievable without compromising the oboe sound. There were 

two primary concerns related to the oboe sound. First, that moving around while 

playing would interfere with the delicate control of the embouchure required to 

produce a good quality sound. Second, that the additional physicality of the piece 

would creating breathing stress, which would impact on the control of the airstream 

needed for oboe playing. Sometimes adjustments in these areas had to be made to meet 

criterion four and achieve performability.  

The first three criteria reflect an underlying desire for coherence. It was important to 

me that sound and visuals were both closely related to the ideas behind each scene, 

and that each scene had a connection with water, either directly or through Bachelard. 

I wanted to be able to explain and test these relationships using ideas I could articulate, 

other than intuition. First a definition of coherence is required: 

• systematic or logical connection or consistency; integration of diverse elements, 

relationships, or values (Merriam Webster Dictionary). 

• the situation when the parts of something fit together in a natural or reasonable 

way (Cambridge Dictionary). 

These definitions are consistent with Thagard’s (2000) description of coherence as a 

kind of regularity, ‘which basically concerns conformance to a rule that integrates 

multiple elements’ (as cited by Ziembowicz, Nowak & Winkielman 2013). Nicholas 
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Cook also uses the term coherence in his models of multimedia, in the sense of high 

level similarity, as variants of related metaphors that ‘fit together’ (Cook 1998, p. 98). 

From these definitions, coherence in the context of an audiovisual composition would 

suggest that diverse components should fit together in a logical, natural or consistent 

way. A consistent system or method to link the diverse components of the piece was 

required. Analogy is the ‘system’ I used to link diverse elements in the piece. Chapter 

Four included a paragraph for each scene that set out the analogical groupings for that 

section. The following section explains analogical thinking more deeply, and shows the 

way in which it is used in this case as a means to achieve coherence in Blue Space. 

5.2.4 Analogy and coherence 

This section presents a brief overview of analogy and then considers the way in which 

analogy has been used to create coherence in the composition of Blue Space.  

Analogy is fundamental to human thought, and encompasses several different forms. 

These include the familiar forms of analogical reasoning and comparisons such as: 

Example 1: 
 
All men are mortal 
Socrates is a man 
Therefore Socrates is mortal 

Example 2: 
 
Sphere: circle :: cube : x 
x=square.  
This demonstrates relationships between 2D 
and 3D objects in each of the pairs. 

Figure 5.1: Analogical Reasoning 

 

The examples shown in figure 5.1 have been traditionally used to structure arguments, 

predict likely outcomes (example 1), and identify relationships (example 2). At a 

fundamental level, they are based on identifying similarity between a source and a 

target. As Koestler points out, analogy in logic is a process of ‘reasoning from parallel 

causes’ (Koestler 1964, p. 200). This means that two often unrelated situations or events 

are perceived to be similar in some respects. Koestler shows how unlocking that 

similarity has resulted in many discoveries, such as Gutenberg’s combination of the 

techniques of the wine-press and the seal, and Darwin’s connection of biological 

evolution with the struggle for survival (Koestler 1964, p. 208). 
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However, a much more flexible, universal approach to analogy can be found in texts 

such as Analogy as the Core of Cognition by Douglas Hofstadter (2001) and Mental Leaps: 

Analogy in Creative thought by Holyoak and Thagard (1996).  

According to Hofstadter and Sander, the basis of analogy is the forming of categories 

in the mind that are based on similarity. 

‘For us, a category is a mental structure that is created over time and that 

evolves, sometimes slowly and sometimes quickly, and that contains 

information in an organized form, allowing access to it under suitable 

conditions. The act of categorization is the tentative and gradated, gray-shaded 

linking of an entity or a situation to a prior category in someone’s mind’ 

(Hofstadter & Sander 2013, p. 14). 

Hofstadter explains that the categories in the individual mind are not the same as 

external categories, labels or taxonomies. Each person’s categories are organized for 

the benefit of the individual and help one to understand situations by providing 

perspectives on comparable occurrences. Categorisation ‘helps one to draw 

conclusions’ and allows anticipation of how things will behave. Hofstadter argues that 

without categorisation, we could not engage in reasoning, could not communicate with 

others, and ‘would have no basis on which to take any action’ (ibid, p. 15). He believes 

that categorisation is the ‘heartbeat of thought’ (ibid, p. 17). Categorisation is achieved 

by a process of abstraction, as Hofstadter explains (ibid, p. 188). The following example 

shows how abstraction has been used to create categories that can link dissimilar 

entities. If we take a nautical chart, and a mobile phone, on first appearances they are 

very different objects. However, if we consider their functionality, (making use of the 

phone’s GPS capability 56) and work through several levels of abstraction, we see that 

they can both be used to chart a course at sea, and help us determine where we are. 

They can therefore both be members of a category we might call ‘navigation aids’, and 

through this connection, we may find other similarities. 

Holyoak and Thagard (1996) show that a fundamental cognitive activity is to build 

patterns that help us understand things. Seeing patterns basically consists of 

identifying similarity. From patterns, we can identify similar behaviour and build 

mental models that can help us to understand the world. As explained by Holyoak and 
                                                        
56 Global Positioning System 
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Thagard (1996), making an analogy involves selecting  features of a source, and then 

mapping the features to a target. One of the key skills in using analogy is to create 

categories by  looking at specific situations and ‘somehow pull out abstract patterns 

that may also be found in superficially different situations’ (Holyoak & Thagard 1996, 

p. 19). Those abstract patterns are viewed by Gentner as structural alignments or 

mappings between domains (Gentner, Holyoak & Kokinov 2001). Gentner proposes 

that the key to analogical similarity is not features of appearance but rather the 

relations that hold within the domain. An example of relational similarity is the flow of 

electricity, which can be seen as analogically similar to the flow of people in a crowded 

subway tunnel (Gentner, Holyoak & Kokinov 2001, p. 8). 

Returning now to the definition of coherence, it is the analogical groupings based on 

categories that have been used in Blue Space to create ‘systematic or logical connection 

or consistency; integration of diverse elements’ (Merriam Webster Dictionary). The first 

step is to map features of the source onto different targets. Then the targets can be 

grouped together, based on similarity. In the context of the piece, this means that 

similar features are mapped onto the sound, visuals and gestures, allowing them to be 

grouped together into a category. When this is achieved, as shown in figure 5.2, the 

layers of the piece are superimposed, so that the analogies appear as multidirectional 

simultaneous processes. A final step, when necessary, is to further adjust aspects of the 

sound and visuals so that the analogies are stronger and the coherence is improved. In 

other words, we identify shared characteristics, and then enhance the similarities where 

possible by changing things that can be adjusted. This is a similar concept to pattern 

completion, applied to other layers of the piece. The work can then be viewed as a 

multi-layered analogy with links of coherence that cross the layers. Coherence is 

achieved by creating systematic connections and by the integration of diverse elements.  

The multilayered structure described is a mental structure in the mind of the 

composer. It is important to state that it is a structure which is not necessarily relevant 

to the audience, who should freely make their own interpretations and responses. The 

idea is not that the audience or a musicologist should be able to work out the structure. 

It is primarily a method for idea generation and alignment to create coherence, and for 

understanding the thought processes that occurred in composing the work.  
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Figure 5.2: Model of analogy superimposition in Blue Space  

 

Figure 5.2 shows the multilayered analogical structure of Blue Space. The top layer 

shows the key sources of material for the piece. Clouds represent the different sources, 

including my own memories and experience, which are part of what I bring to the 

process. Solid lines show one-way analogies from the source layer to target layers 

below; dotted lines show multidirectional analogies which can interact and influence 

each other. Targets can become sources when they transfer source structures to further 

targets. For example, ideas based on the physical motion of water such as speed and 

change of direction, could suggest, through analogy, how a melodic phrase might be 

shaped. The resultant melody could generate further ideas and provide ways to 

transfer the resultant ideas of melodic motion to the visuals. Therefore, the role of the 

melody has changed in this case, from target to source. Figure 5.2 shows the general 

schema I have used to build the piece using analogies. However, in the interests of 

clarity and simplicity, a lot of detail is missing in figure 5.2. The next diagramme 

supplies further detail, showing the specific components of the structure in the first 

scene of Blue Space. 

It is important to note that this structure did not exist at the beginning of the work on 

Blue Space. It was not a case of constructing or choosing this model and then going 

about writing a piece with it. It was more the opposite process, that the writing of the 
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piece created the structure, which has only emerged in a complete form as a 

consequence of reflection on practice. The model has evolved through the process of 

composing and performing the new piece. It helps to explain and understand what I 

was doing during the process of composition. It is a way of making explicit many of 

the processes that were implicit. This reflection has taken place at a distance of several 

months after the performance of the work, which has allowed time to develop a deeper 

understanding of what happened.  

 The way in which this mental structure contributes to an understanding of 

composition is to provide a framework, or model with which inter-related musical, 

visual and gestural components can be imagined. It provides a way to visualise a 

complex set of components and their evolving functions and relationships with each 

other. In the case of a model like this, it is important to state that the model does not 

usually provide black and white solutions. It is not like a scientific model that one 

expects to produce the same results each time. It is a mental model that helps to 

generate possibilities.  

Some components within the model can be adjusted to better align in analogous ways 

with other parts of the structure. For example, at the opening of the piece, based on the 

theme from Bachelard of resonance and reverberation of reverie, we could ask ‘what 

could the sound be doing to create an analogy with this concept?’ This line of 

questioning leads to multiple answers that suggest musical ideas to work with, or 

ways to refine semi-formed ideas that were intuitive. Sometimes the answers to such 

questions were ambiguous, or there were many possible solutions. Exploring those 

possibilities often generated further ideas, showing that this process of analogy -

making was self-generating. As ideas are refined and implemented, a flow-on effect 

occurs, contributing ideas to other layers of the structure. This process results in a 

tightly interwoven chain of analogies that knits each scene together. As the composer, 

it was my method of ensuring that there were links between the many diverse 

components that made them fit together coherently from my perspective. 

Other components in the model cannot be adjusted. These form the source analogies 

depicted in the model as the top layer. For example, the Bachelard text cannot be 

changed, and the physical properties of water cannot be changed, although they might 

be able to be conceived in slightly differing ways. However, the sound, visuals and 
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gestures each contain many components that can be adjusted to create better links with 

each other, or with the Bachelard and water themes. 

Using this system of analogy superimposition, it also became obvious when 

components could not be brought into alignment with any of the functioning 

analogies. When this occurred, ideas were rejected or adjusted.  Using this process, I 

could test whether criteria two and three (above) were being met. If coherence could be 

established, then this would show that the components ‘fit’ the theme of the scene. 

Establishing coherence, as I have shown, involves creating categories through which 

analogical similarities can be identified. 

Figure 5.3 shows the analogical structures in the first scene, ‘introduction’ of Blue 

Space.57 The source layer shows some of the additional inputs relating to this scene, all 

loosely linked by fine dotted lines. In order to create an opening scene which is 

calming and tranquil, I draw on my experience and memories of what calm music is 

like, as shown. Next to the Bachelard cloud, the specific theme of ‘resonance of reverie’ 

is shown, representing the main theme for this scene. The ‘ripple’ next to the water 

cloud is water behaviour analogous to the reverberation outwards contained within 

Bachelard’s ‘resonance of reverie’ idea. These additional source input details try to 

make explicit some of my assumptions and associated pre-conceived ideas that 

influence the scene.  

As in the previous diagramme, solid lines show one-way analogies from the source, 

mapped to various targets in the other layers. Dotted lines show interactive multi-

directional analogies which connect the lower layers, and generate further ideas in the 

self-perpetuating system. It is important to note that every thought and every detail 

cannot fit onto a diagramme, but the idea is to capture enough detail to clearly 

illustrate the concepts. As each layer is filled with the features mapped from the 

analogies, an increasingly clear picture emerges of what each layer should be like, 

generating ideas for materials. 

 

                                                        
57 The reader may find it helpful to refer back to the description of this scene in Chapter 4.3.1 
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Figure 5.3: Blue Space analogies scene 1 

 

To provide further detail, the analogical process relating to Bachelard’s ideas of 

resonance are applied in the first scene as follows: 

First, the sound treatment of the oboe uses granular synthesis to create a reverberating, 

pulsating sound, which mimics the idea of an oscillating interplay of the image and the 

self. In this case, an analogy has been made between the physical properties of the 

sound, and the concept of interplay. Second, the visual particles appear to emit from 

the oboe and expand outwards, creating a visual analogy of the outward motion of the 

inner self in reverie. Third, a musical analogy of expansion is created by the 

arrangement of the pitches played. Starting with the initial tone, A440, a series of 

overlapping trichords expands the range of pitches outwards from the centre.58 In each 

case, an analogy of an abstract concept is connected to the sound, image and then 

compositional elements of the scene. This is one example of the ways in which 

Bachelard’s ideas are tightly embedded into the work. 

As this section has outlined, analogies have been used in the composition of Blue Space 

in several different ways. 

                                                        
58 This is explained further in Chapter 4.3.1.3.  
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Analogies have been used for idea generation as shown in the above example. 

Analogies have provided the compositional constraints of coherence, which have 

helped to make choices. This is particularly significant in a style of composition like 

this, which is new and has relatively few precedents. For example, if I had chosen to 

write an oboe sonata, certain pre-existing constraints are already in place. In the sonata 

case, the constraints would control the form of the piece, the number of movements, 

some of the harmonic structures, and probably the instrumentation, based on what a 

‘sonata’ is understood to be. As such structures were not present at the start of 

composing Blue Space, creating constraints was an important step in making the 

composition process manageable. In this way an infinite number of choices was 

restricted to a more manageable, finite number of options. 

Analogies have provided the means of organising the piece and understanding how 

the parts fit together. 

Analogy has been an important means of evaluation carried out during the process of 

composition. Checking for coherence based on analogical grouping has been an 

important part of making judgements and decisions.  

5.2.5 Ekphrasis 

Transferring structures and symbols from one medium to another is known by literary 

scholars as ekphrasis. This term most typically applies when a poem or text is written 

about a painting. In the process, a conversion or transfer of ideas from one medium to 

another is taking place. This has close connections with analogy. As explained by 

Lopez-Varela (2015), most ekphrastic processes function according to notions of 

similarity and difference, ‘based on the replication of patterns and structural 

analogies’. However, earlier usage of the term ekphrasis goes back to Plato, Aristotle 

and beyond, where it was thought of as descriptive language used ‘evocatively to 

produce an image of the mind’s eye’, engendering studies of presence and absence, 

oratory, rhetoric and representation (Goehr 2010). Lopez-Varela (2015) argues that this 

view of ekphrasis can also be thought of as a ‘modelling mechanism for drawing 

analogies between words and images’. The modern approach to ekphrasis has 

developed into the idea of ‘re-presenting’ something that exists in a different form. 

Digitization has expanded the possibilities of cross-media transfer, with a consequent 
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increased interplay of perceptual modes, leading to further evolution of the concept of 

ekphrasis. Persin (1997), for example, included television, photography, comics and 

cinema in her ekphrastic studies, and Sager (2006) has adapted ekphrasis to filmic 

treatment of paintings. 

Musical ekphrasis has been studied extensively by Siglind Bruhn. After examining 

models of ekphrastic poetry, Bruhn (2001) tries to determine whether the categories 

that apply to ekphrastic literature could be useful as ways of categorising musical 

ekphrasis. Borrowing from Lund’s Text as Picture: Studies in the Literary Transformations 

of Pictures (1982), Bruhn adopts Lund’s three main categories of connections between 

entities: combination, integration and transformation.  

Relating Lund’s categories to music, Bruhn suggests that combination entails the setting 

of a poem to music, or a collaboration of two or more artists such as such as Stravinsky 

and Ramuz’s work on A Solder’s Tale (1918). Other examples are opera texts in which 

the message portrayed in the vocal lines is supported by the musical accompaniment. 

In these cases, as Bruhn explains, the original medium is ‘inflected rather than 

transformed’ (Bruhn 2001, p. 568). 

Lund’s second category, integration is exemplified in cases such as themes shaped on 

the basis of letter-name allusions as in the B-A-C-H example, or Takemitsu’s sea of 

tonality. Takemitsu derived the pitches e flat, e, and a from the word ‘sea’, as 

mentioned in the literature review. Bruhn also suggests that graphic scores, and 

decorated scores such as the heart shaped Chansonnier cordiforme also fall into this 

category (Bruhn 2001, p. 571). 

Transformation, the most relevant of Lund’s categories to this research, is used by Bruhn 

to describe cases in which poems or works of art are transformed into music. Examples 

are Ravel’s piano composition Gaspard de la nuit, based on poems by Aloysius Bertrand, 

and Rachmaninov’s Isle of the Dead, based on the Swiss symbolist painting by Arnold 

Böcklin. Bruhn develops the argument that music is also capable of depicting and 

referring to objects outside its own sonic realm in a similar way to literary ekphrasis. 

Bruhn explores the devices used by composers in a number of examples including 

Respighi’s Three Botticelli Pictures and Debussy’s Afternoon of a Faun. Devices include 

referencing other works by musical quotations, adopting stylistic attributes to point to 

a time in history or geographic location, and the use of subtle semiotic signifiers to 
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portray emotional states. Other types of transfer include re-drawing an image as a 

pointillistic shape on a score, or evocation of implied sensory experience.  

Taken as a whole, Blue Space probably does not align neatly with Bruhn’s 

conceptualisation of musical ekphrasis. This is because it has so many components 

interacting and influencing each other, rather than the normal one-way transfer of 

representation from one medium to another that typifies ekphrasis.  However, two 

scenes from Blue Space do seem to be clear examples of musical ekphrasis. In both these 

cases, an extended section of Bachelard’s text is depicted both musically and visually. 

These are the second scene, ‘harmonic’ which explores Bachelard’s ideas of moulding 

and shaping clay, and the sixth scene, ‘swimming’ which depicts a conflict between the 

swimmer and the sea. The following is a discussion of the two scenes and the way the 

source text was converted or transferred to musical and visual forms. 

The ‘harmonic’ scene is based on Bachelard’s idea of the element water mixing with 

earth, producing clay which a modeler shapes by hand. Moulding and shaping clay 

was viewed by Bachelard as a model for the imagination: ‘I cannot emphasize too 

much how important the experience of fluidity and pliability is to an understanding of 

the psychology of the creative unconscious’ (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 13). Later he 

writes: ‘The modeler before his clay finds form by deforming…The modeler is the one 

nearest to the inner dream’  (Bachelard 1942/1983, p. 108). In the scene developed from 

these ideas, the behaviour of both the visuals and the sound were aligned to match the 

text.  

Applying these ideas to the ‘harmonic’ scene, the intention was to visually represent 

the clay with soft rounded shapes on the screen, moulded by the gestures of the oboe. 

To achieve this, the interactive system was configured with particle behaviour set to 

high viscosity, so the particles resist flow and form pliable semi-solid shapes. This 

allowed the performer to form and move shapes on the screen, which agglomerate 

over time. Towards the end of the scene the viscosity setting of the fluid was reduced, 

analogous to adding more water to the clay to make it looser and more pliable, 

allowing the performer to ‘mould the clay’ more freely. 

At the same time, the system was set to record oboe sounds, and then replay them 

when the oboe moved back through the initial recording location, allowing past and 

present sounds to mix. This setting allowed the performer to build up layers of sound 
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harmonically that were mixed and superimposed on the sounds being played live. The 

performer could shape and mould the sound using body movement and gestures, 

analogous to the physicality of Bachelard’s clay modeler. This scene applies the idea of 

mixing and moulding from Bachelard’s text both to the visuals generated by performer 

gestures, and the sound. Both sound and visuals are doing the mixing, with each 

component having a clear line of connection to the text. This has similarities to Bruhn’s 

description of musical ekphrasis as ‘interart transfer’ in which a primary sign-system 

(in this case a text) is ‘re-presented’.   

The sixth scene ‘swimming’ (7:19-9:26) is based on Bachelard’s extended description of 

swimming as an act of assertion over the power of nature. Bachelard likens swimming 

to other acts of domination of the sea such as seafaring and overcoming floods. As 

outlined in Chapter Four, (4.3.6) Bachelard explains that the conquest with the 

elements is connected with overcoming fear and achieving confidence. In the 

swimming scene, the oboist engages in a kind of combat with the images on the screen, 

which rise and fall like waves, and follow the oboist around in a menacing fashion. 

This is achieved by the skilled interventions of the collaborating digital artist, who 

controls where on the screen the projections appear, moving them around in response 

to the oboist. The oboist appears to push against the visual shapes, trying to escape 

them and overcome them. The system settings are such that the louder the oboe plays, 

the bigger the visual projections, so the combat is interactive. For the sound component 

of this scene, the idea of pushing and assertion is depicted by persistent repetition of 

small musical motifs based on pairs of notes. The rhythmic repetition mimics the idea 

of physical repetition of repeatedly pushing something away. As the oboe moves 

upward to its highest register, the D-E repetitions are louder and more assertive as if 

claiming dominance over the waves. This transfer of ideas from the text into a sonic 

and visual form appears to match Bruhn’s concept of ekphrasis. 

In both of the scenes described above, motion plays a significant role, both the motion 

of the clay modeler and the motion of waves and the swimmer. These are the aspects of 

Bachelard’s text that I have used to create analogous representations across media, 

from one form of motion, to another. In these cases, it would appear that what actually 

crosses the boundary from the source text to the ‘harmonic’ and ‘swimming’ scenes, is 

a representation of the particular type of motion. Even though the coloured blobs on 

the screen may have some similarities to the look of modeling clay, it is the motion and 
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behaviour of the blobs that really make the analogy strong. Looking back at how this 

scene was developed, a first step was identifying motion suggested in the text, and 

then the motion was transferred to the visuals and sound.  

Bruhn’s work shows that ideas originating in literary ekphrasis can be applied to 

music. This provides one way of conceptualising the transfer ideas from one medium 

to another. The examples above explain the transfer of ideas from Bachelard’s text to 

the sound and image in the ‘harmonic’ and ‘swimming’ scenes of Blue Space. 

5.2.6 Related theories of concept linking 

There are many existing theories of the ways in which concepts can be linked in the 

mind. The process of music composition fundamentally is an example of integrating 

concepts, so reflecting upon these theories can provide useful ways of understanding 

the compositional process. The following section reflects upon keys theories and 

considers their relevance for understanding the composition of Blue Space.  

Arthur Koestler’s seminal work The Act of Creation (1964) develops a theory of 

bisociation based on the intersection of different planes of thought. Figure 5.4 shows a 

situation or idea, ‘L’ operating on both matrices ‘M1’ and ‘M2’. Koestler posits that that 

the creative act always operates on more than one plane. This key factor in Koestler’s 

theory is the difference between bisociation and simple association, which occurs on a 

single plane. The term ‘bisociation’ points to the independent, autonomous character of 

the matrices which are brought into contact in the creative act, whereas associative 

thought occurs within a single pre-existing matrix (Koestler 1964). 

The bisociative act at ‘L’ connects ‘previously unconnected matrices of experience’ 

(Koestler 1964, p. 45). The idea is to find a link or shared element where the planes 

intersect. Koestler argues that this process occurs across the domains of humour, 

scientific discovery and art, and that these three domains share psychological 

processes. Koestler suggests that bisociation also occurs in dreaming, revealing what 

he calls ‘hidden analogies’ (Koestler 1964, p. 179). This proposal has some notable 

parallels with the role of Bachelard’s reverie state in generating images. 
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Figure 5.4: Koestler’s Bisociation (Koestler 1964, p. 35) 

 

Conceptual Blending is a mental operation that leads to a newly formed meaning by 

combining different inputs. This concept was developed by Fauconnier and Turner 

(2002), who claim that it is indispensable in every kind of human thought and action. It 

is a development of Koestler’s ideas of bisociation, which as discussed above, showed 

that creativity involves the intersection of elements from different domains. Where 

Fauconnier and Turner differ, is that for them, combination of elements results in a new 

integrated action or state. This integration is often subconscious. Conceptual Blending 

is based on the concept of mental spaces that merge. ‘Mental spaces are small 

conceptual packets constructed as we think and talk, for the purpose of understanding 

and action’ (Fauconnier & Turner 2002, p. 40). An example from Larsen demonstrates 

the principle using the example of Barry Truax’s composition Riverrun, which uses 

granular synthesis to evoke a natural soundscape without actually using recorded 

sound. 59 

                                                        
59 Peter Harms Larsen: http://petersudsigt.blogspot.com.au/2012/02/den-elektroakustiske-
flod-en-blending.html 
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Figure 5.5: Conceptual Blending example (Larsen) 

Figure 5.5 shows the components of Conceptual Blending. In this example, input one 

contains elements from the sound of the piece, and input two contains elements from 

nature. The two input spaces contain both component and composite elements, shown 

in the upper oval as the generic space. The resultant blend in the lower oval is the new 

concept of the ‘electroacoustic river’, which as Larsen shows, was experienced by the 

audience in response to the piece:  

‘The conceptual blend produces a novel space that contains an ‘electroacoustic 

river,’ exactly the mental image reported by listeners’ (Larsen 2012). 

The same process of blending occurs in the development of the concept ‘computer 

virus’, a new, separate idea blended from the two input spaces (Fauconnier & Turner 

2002). The model can be used to integrate highly complex multiple inputs, yet at a 

fundamental level, Conceptual Blending depends upon identifying similarity between 

the input spaces. 
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Jack Ox has applied the principles of Conceptual Blending to create a visualisation of 

Stravinsky’s Symphony in Three Movements (Ox 2014). First she analysed the harmonic 

structure of the piece, and created a conceptual integration diagramme with similar 

structure to figure 5.5 above. Next, Ox added visual elements to the diagramme based 

on two still images of different perspective views of the same building, analogous to 

particular harmonic aspects of the music. The two images were then cut up and 

merged into one, replicating structural aspects of the score. This shows that Fauconnier 

and Turner’s Conceptual Blending theory can contribute both to analysis and 

generation of creative work from two different domains.  

Fauconnier and Turner describe conceptual integration as ‘strongly conservative’ and 

state that it ‘always works from stable inputs’ (Fauconnier & Turner 2002, p. 396). One 

of the problems in applying this to music is that the inputs are often not stable, such as 

when composition has inputs such as memories or emotions, or even improvisation. 

Ox’s example described above works with the stable inputs of an existing piece by 

Stravinsky that is fixed, and still images that are also fixed. As Fauconnier and Turner 

explain, a ‘new emergent structure is intelligible because it is tied to stable structures’ 

(Fauconnier & Turner 2002, p. 396). Conceptual Blending theory may be a useful tool 

for analysing connections but may be problematic when there is a large number of 

flexible or unstable ‘inputs’ as often is the case in artistic work. Nevertheless, 

Conceptual Blending may be useful to make explicit the many implicit, tacit 

components that contribute to a composition or other work of art. In relation to Blue 

Space, the components in the final work are a combination of many elements which still 

preserve their own identity, but which operate simultaneously. Perhaps a Conceptual 

Blend may ultimately be what is perceived by the audience, because unlike the 

composer, they may perceive a work more as a whole, rather than as its components. 

Conceptual Blending could have relevance to audience interpretation if a new work is 

considered as one input space, with the second input space supplied by the audience 

member’s own experience. Audience interpretation could then be seen as a newly 

blended space from those two inputs, and consequently quite individual. 

In spite of the wide variety of methods of creating correspondences between media, all 

of them are fundamentally based on identifying similarity and creating analogies 

which identify intersections where different entities share a similarity. 
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5.2.7 Musical Legacy  

One of the subtle features of Blue Space is the inclusion of a small number of tiny 

fragments or reminiscences of existing musical works. This was not really a conscious 

decision, and on reflection I wondered for a long time why I was doing this. I could 

have stopped doing it once I became aware of it, but I actually quite liked having these 

tiny references to other pieces. Initially I was not sure why. I knew that it was very 

unlikely that the references would be noticed by anyone else, partly because they were 

well hidden, and partly because they were quite obscure, and would only be 

recognised by oboists or other musicians with a wide knowledge of repertoire. These 

are the references that appeared in the performance of Blue Space: 

• A tiny fragment from the Canteloube Songs of the Auvergne appears in the 
waterplay scene based on the oboe solo from the well-known Baïlèro 
movement (Shepherd’s Song) (3:47) 

• The opening of the swimming scene features a repeated low D-E motif that is a 
direct quotation from the opening bars of the Strauss Oboe Concerto (7:20) 

• The vapour and ice scenes use multiphonics and extended techniques similar to 
Berio’s Sequenza VII (10:20) 

• Ice melt features descending whole tone motifs reminiscent of Debussy’s 
Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun (13:27) 

On reflection about why was this important to me to refer to other works like this, I 

have concluded that it is a subtle acknowledgement of my musical legacy.  It links the 

past to the future. The reason I find this appealing is because fundamentally, I want 

Blue Space to be seen not as an eccentric, quirky idea, but a logical progression from the 

oboe’s past towards how it might be seen in the future. In spite of the resistance to this 

type of repertoire among some conservative oboists, developing repertoire like this 

should be seen as a natural consequence of being an oboist in a world of technology. 

5.3 Performance  

This section is a reflection on the experience of performing the work Blue Space. The 

impacts, possibilities and opportunities of performance with the audiovisual systems 

are discussed. 
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5.3.1 The Performance Space 

Working with Blue Space created a particular kind of performing environment with 

unique characteristics. As a physical space, it was separated from the audience by the 

scrim, which gave it a sense of privacy. Although I was visible, I felt somehow hidden 

and protected. The space was partly contained at the sides by curtain wings and lights, 

and at the rear by a back curtain. This created the feeling of an enclosed space from 

which it felt safe to reveal what my composition reveals about me as a composer-

performer. When setting up for the piece, ‘entering the space’ had an associated 

pleasant feeling of centering myself into a meditative state that was calming, safe and 

fascinating.  

The lighting set up contributed a sense of theatre and drama to the space. To some 

extent I could influence the amount of light on me by moving closer to or further from 

the scrim, as there were optimal areas with more light. At other times the visual 

projections made me invisible, or I could emerge from the projected shapes, creating a 

three dimensional perspective. Many of the projections themselves were shaded in 

ways to make them appear three dimensional, even though they were projected onto a 

flat two dimensional surface. 

The projections amplified my body movements, allowing gestures to play an important 

role in the performance. This contributed to the theatricality of the performance and in 

certain respects shares characteristics of Greek theatre masks, with their exaggerated 

features that can be recognised form a distance. Thinking of the fluid simulation 

projection as a mask was discussed by Johnston, relating to performers’ experience in 

the dance work Encoded:  

‘When a performer wears a mask, they inhabit the mask, but the mask can also 

possess and animate the performer. Seen as a mask, it is clear that interactive 

systems not only respond to movement but shape it and give it character’  

(Johnston 2015). 

Changing the mask can allow the performer to be transformed into someone else, 

concealing their real identity. This corresponds to my experience of privacy and 

security within the performance space. Bachelard also wrote of the desire to wear a 
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mask as a desire for a ‘fresh future’ (Bachelard 1970/1988, p. 162), which perhaps 

explains my search for new expressive possibilities for the oboe. 

After performing in the space, I often wanted to just stay there and continue exploring. 

One of the things I explored was listening and responding to the processed oboe 

sound. With each scene’s system settings, the oboe sound was treated differently, 

allowing different aspects of the sound to be brought into focus. Components of the 

oboe sound that are not normally audible were amplified, creating new perspectives 

and increased awareness of sound. An example of this is the audio treatment of air and 

articulation sounds in the underwater scene (video 6:15). These sounds are present in 

normal playing, but are usually covered by the oboe sound when playing normally. 

Playing without the reed, and hearing the articulations accentuated by the system 

creates a new awareness of the onset of sound. In addition, the system response to 

player input usually reflected the amount of energy used to produce a note. Loud 

sounds, in most scenes resulted in more particles or larger particles, so a direct 

consequence of breath pressure and airspeed was often visible as well as audible. This 

was a process of discovery that was refreshing and exciting to work with, and 

heightened my awareness of articulation, breathing and sound. This continues to reap 

rewards and has ongoing benefits to my playing in any performance situation. 

In essence, this was a performance space I had created where I could play by my own 

rules. In some ways, this may be a reaction to how one can sometimes feel as a career 

musician, when your job is to play other people’s music according to someone else’s 

rules. Breaking away from this and taking control of what I play has been extremely 

liberating as a performer. 

5.3.2 Modes of performance 

Reflection on the performances of Blue Space indicates that I did not always relate to the 

output of the system in the same way, but experienced a range of different modes of 

performance. These modes of behaviour emerged in response to the complex and 

varied interactions of the components of the piece and the ability of the interactive 

system to provide a rich and varied environment for improvisation. The immediate 

reaction of the system to performer gestures and sounds enables a constantly changing 

performance environment to which performers must react in the moment. The 

performance modes tend to overlap and combine with each other and usually more 
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than one mode is in play at any given time. Within each scene it is common to ‘flick’ 

between modes to address multiple components of the work evolving in real-time, and 

to ensure the desired outcome is achieved. This finding is consistent with earlier 

research on composition and interaction with virtual musical instruments that 

demonstrates the use of multiple modes of interaction by composers and performers, 

and that several modes can operate concurrently (Brown 2003; Johnston 2009). The 

performance modes identified in Blue Space are described in the following section. 

Four different modes of performance in Blue Space reflect the different relationships the 

performer experiences with the work at different times. These depend on whether the 

performer is primarily focusing on sonic or visual material and whether the performer 

is primarily generating (composing) material or interacting with material.  

These combinations are labelled as follows: 

Sonic- instrumental mode 

Sonic-conversational mode 

Visual- compositional mode 

Visual-interactive mode 

 

In sonic-instrumental mode, the performer is mainly generating material, guided 

primarily by pre-planned musical ideas, such as making a particular sound, repeating 

a pattern, or using a particular harmony for musical purposes. This may include 

improvised sections within an overall predetermined structure. In this mode, the 

performer might not be thinking very much about the visual output of the system, and 

be happy to temporarily relinquish control of that aspect in order to focus on musical 

aspects. 

In sonic-conversational mode, the performer focuses on the sound output of the 

system, and responds to it. The system can behave like a musical collaborator that 

replies, reacts and responds to the performer’s input. Sounds of the oboe are recorded 

by the system and then manipulated using granular synthesis to create a vast range of 
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sonic possibilities. The performer can interact spontaneously with this sonic output of 

the system, primarily in a conversational, improvised way. 

In visual-compositional mode, the performer is guided primarily by pre-planned 

visual ideas, aiming to generate particular visual colours or shapes on the screen.  

In visual-interactive mode, the performer’s focus is on interacting with the visual 

output of the system and influencing the appearance of the projections. The 

visualisations are primarily influenced by performer movements and gestures, but also 

by other aspects of playing such as volume and pitch.  

It is important to note that these modes are not exclusive - it is often the case that the 

performer considers visual and sonic aspects of the work concurrently. Particularly in 

the visual modes, body gestures are a key part of generating and interacting with the 

visuals. The next section reflects on the varying roles of gestures in Blue Space. 

 

5.3.3 Gesture 

Body movements and gestures are a natural part of playing a musical instrument, 

however in Blue Space, the gestures are more exaggerated. Here, playing gestures are 

an important part of linking the concepts and ideas of the piece to the visuals. Gestures 

are the main means by which the performer can influence the visual output of the 

system. As explained in the technical description, the infra-red light attached to the 

oboe bell is tracked, so that the computer recognizes the location of the oboe. Most of 

the time, the system is set to project the particles at the oboe location, so that it looks 

like the particles emerge from the oboe bell. If the oboe points up high, that is where 

we see the particles in most scenes. By moving the oboe around and pointing in 

different directions, the performer controls where the particles appear on the screen. 

For this reason, the performer’s movements and gestures are an important part of the 

work, giving it a strongly physical aspect.  

Throughout the development of Blue Space and the works preceding it, gestures have 

become increasingly important, as I have developed ways of incorporating them into 

the work. I have identified several types of gestures, each of which function differently 

in their role of connecting ideas to visuals. These gestures encompass the position of 
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the oboe in relation to the screen, and movement of the performer and oboe through 

space. The short video ‘Blue Space Gestures’ submitted with this thesis provides 

examples. Five main types of gestures have been identified: 60 

1)    enacting, in which the performer embodies a particular idea such as splashing 

water, or enacting the struggle against being underwater. 

2)    painting, in which the performer actively ‘paints’ with the oboe’s sounds and 

intentionally locates the visuals in particular areas of the screen, usually in 

response to where the projections are currently visible and where there is a suitable 

space on the screen. In this mode the oboe can draw lines and shapes on the screen. 

3)    mixing refers to a stirring action done with the outstretched arms holding the oboe 

without actually playing, which is used to create a blend of existing sounds. This 

works because the system can be set to record, manipulate and then replay sounds 

when the oboe returns to the location of the recording. At the same time, the 

images themselves are mixed and stirred by the gestures as shown in the video 

examples. 

4)    interacting, in which the performer responds to the visualisations in a spontaneous 

way such as the scene depicting combat between waves and a swimmer as can be 

seen in the video examples. 

5)    choreographing, in which gestures are guided by an overall visual design of the 

scene, considering where images need to be positioned to achieve a desired shape, 

or to facilitate a particular type of motion. An example is seen in ‘reflectballs’, 

where the oboe must start pointing down low, leaving space to allow the ascending 

visuals to rise toward the top of the screen, suggesting the evaporation theme of the 

scene. 

In addition to the ‘Blue Space Gestures’ video provided, figure 5.6 below is a guide to 

some video examples of the gestures. Generally, the best examples are found in the 

‘highlights’ video, because this version contains edited footage using multiple cameras, 

providing shots of the performer from behind the screen as well as in front. Most 

scenes consist of a combination of several different gestures. 

                                                        
60 Gestures video is on the included DVD and at: https://vimeo.com/194108748 
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GESTURE TYPE HIGHLIGHTS VIDEO (H) FULL VIDEO 

enacting waterplay H 2:19-2:34 
underwater H 2:35-2:45 

underwater 6:16-6:35 

painting ice melt H 5:29-6:00 + 6:15-6:30 ice melt 13:40-13:56 
mixing harmonic H 1:10-2:05 

Ice melt H 6:00-6:15 + 6:31-6:50 
ice melt 13:58-14:12 

interacting swimming H 3:12-3:55 swimming 7:19-9:26 
staccato 14:55-16:25 

choreographing underwater H 2:55-3:08 
rain H 7:00-7:10 

underwater 6:50-7:15 
reflectballs 9:27-10:14 
iceforms 11:15-12:36 
rain 16:07-16:30 

Figure 5.6 Gesture video examples 

The gesture categories in Blue Space are differentiated according to the relationships 

between the performer and the system. In some situations, the gestures are aimed at 

controlling the visual output, while at other times the performer responds to and 

interacts with the visual output without trying to control it. As shown at the end of this 

section in figure 5.7, many scenes feature several gestures types as the performer’s 

relationship with the piece is constantly changing. Gestures include arm movements, 

pointing actions with the oboe, or moving the whole body up and down or right and 

left through the performance space. 

Enacting scenes involve placing myself in an imaginary situation, and acting out a 

scenario in my mind. This has some common elements with theatre, because I am 

acting out a role. In the first scene, this involves imagining my hand movements in 

water, and making the oboe follow these imaginary movements. In the ‘underwater’ 

scene, the enacting is an intentional theatrical portrayal or dramatization of struggling 

underwater. The notion of gesture in the underwater scene extends to include my 

breathing, which is at times quite exaggerated to express the emotions of fear and 

panic associated with struggling underwater. Breathing is a sound-generating body 

movement that has meaning, so it too can be classified as a gesture. Breathing is an 

essential preliminary action for playing every wind instrument, classified by Cadoz 

(1988) as an ‘exciter’ gesture that applies physical energy to start a vibration. The 

‘waterplay’ scene portrays acting out a role of a child splashing in the water 

represented in the projected images. In the enacting scenes, I am not intentionally 

trying to manipulate the visuals, but rather my attention is on acting out a scene in my 

mind, and experiencing what I imagine through my body movements, which then 
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influence the resultant visuals.  Although careful planning of the desired visual output 

and system settings has occurred in rehearsals, in the enacting scenes, I am allowing 

the visuals to appear without trying to control them. In this sense, the enacting 

gestures can be viewed as a type of performance behaviour that can contain a number 

of differing physical gestural components, that all aim to depict imagined mental 

states. 

Painting scenes use system settings which allow specific shapes to be ‘drawn’ on the 

screen, using the oboe as a large metaphorical paint brush. This is an intentional, 

conscious act in which I follow the melodic contour with my gestures so that the oboe 

sound and the visuals work together to produce the impression that the oboe sound is 

visible.  

The mixing gesture capitalizes on a system setting that allows the oboe sound to be 

recorded, manipulated, and then replayed when the oboe returns to the location of the 

recording. Triggering the recordings to playback occurs when the oboe tracking light 

moves back to the location of the initial recording. This playback occurs even when the 

oboe is not being actually played or emitting sound. As seen in both the ‘iceforms melt’ 

scene and ‘harmonic’ scenes, the shapes drawn on the screen are followed by mixing 

gestures that further manipulate the images, and have a specific sonic outcome, 

although in this case it is generated only by arm and body movement and not by 

producing sound on the oboe. Experimenting with this in rehearsals showed that 

moving the oboe through the recorded spaces could trigger interesting playback 

outcomes, which we manipulated into ways of working this novel feature into the 

piece. This was also an example of a way in which the system could expand the 

physical capacity of the oboist, by generating sound when the oboist was taking a 

break from actually blowing into the instrument. The ability of the interactive system 

to expand the physical capacity of both the oboe and the performer was discussed in 

section 5.2.2.2. 

In Interacting scenes, the performer responds to the visualisations and sound output of 

the system in a spontaneous way. In contrast to the enacting scenes, which derived their 

impetus from internal, emotional memories and ideas, the interacting gestures are 

responses to external stimuli. In the ‘swimming’ scene, which depicts the assertion of 

the swimmer over the waves, the interaction is with my collaborator, who controls and 

moves the images around as if we are in conflict. My movements around the space and 
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arm gestures with the oboe respond directly to his decisions and input. In the ‘staccato’ 

scene, my interaction is with the rhythmic looping sonic output of the system, from 

which I derive rhythmic motifs and patterns that shape my own oboe input. Decisions 

made in the rehearsal stages governed the parameters of the system settings to 

facilitate free interaction within the framework of our aims for the scene. 

Choreographing gestures primarily involve the performer controlling where images 

appear on the screen. This occurs by large body movements through the performance 

space, for example from one side of the screen to another, or up and down. Decisions 

on where to move are based on an overall visual design of the scene, considering 

where images need to be positioned to achieve a desired shape, or to facilitate a 

particular type of motion. With choreographing gestures, the performer is directly and 

intentionally controlling the location of the visuals.  

Reflection on these different types of interaction with the system indicates that I 

engaged in a wide range of performer behaviour and used my body in many different 

ways with differing levels of control over the visual output. Some of the gestures are 

augmented versions of the ‘normal’ instrumental gestures of playing the oboe. Others 

are new gestures that constitute a specific performance language for the work Blue 

Space which evolved during rehearsals. The oboe is used not only for producing sound, 

but has significant influence on the visual output of Blue Space. 

5.3.4 Immersion and altered state experiences 

In three of the scenes of Blue Space, I experienced a particular sense of actually ‘being’ 

in the scene: blowing ice crystals into space, floating in air, and making it rain. When in 

this state, my body and the oboe temporarily disappeared from awareness, and a direct 

link was formed between imagination and visual output, creating a different 

experience of reality. It is interesting to note that I have never experienced an altered 

state before in an entire career of playing traditional repertoire. This altered state may 

be similar to Craig Vear’s phenomenological experience of ‘fluid immersion’, resulting 

in ‘thought-images which can be said to be a re-presentation of somewhere else and 

the creation of something else’ (Vear 2014). 

The experience first occurred in the ‘vapour’ scene (10:16-11:14). At this point I play 

soft harmonics, and double harmonics, often with trills, in line with the evaporation 
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theme of this scene. A few seconds into this section, I have a sensation that I am 

floating in the air, surrounded and supported by the tiny droplets that move around 

the screen. Each ascending musical gesture feels as if it pushes me upwards and holds 

me up, as if suspended in air. It feels almost as though I am not playing at all, but just 

floating on the sounds. The disembodied sensation lasts for about twenty seconds. In 

contrast, a different, more active altered state experience occurred in the ‘iceforms’ 

(11:15-12:36) and the ‘heavy rain’ (16:38-17:20) scenes. In both these cases, it felt like my 

breath was directly blowing the shapes onto the screen. In ‘iceforms’, each breath 

would blow a large crystal-like complex of polygons, and in the heavy rain scene’ it felt 

as if I was blowing the rain into the sky. In these two scenes, the altered state 

experience lasted for the majority of the scene, interrupted only when I was coming to 

the end of the scene. While experiencing these altered mental states, I still maintained a 

sense of time, and knew when I should move to the next part. It did not seem that I 

was lost in the scene completely, perhaps suggesting that a semi-conscious awareness 

of performing the piece was still running in the background.  

As outlined in the literature review, there are several possible explanations for this 

type of altered state. Albert (2012) suggests it is the result of either intimate 

involvement in a work causing a by-pass in awareness of tools, or a consequence of 

introspectively exploring one’s own memories. Rokeby (1998) posits that we 

incorporate the system and its responses into our awareness so that it is experienced as 

if it is our own body. Waterworth (2014) claims that the boundary of the self and non-

self is altered. Following the above discussion of Conceptual Blending (5.2.6) another 

possibility is that the new experience is the result of a conceptual blend. Input space 

one would contain the performer’s action to generate sound, input two would be the 

sound’s function in generating the visuals. These two could be linked by identifying a 

causal analogy, resulting in a Blended Space of action to visuals, or even thought to 

visuals, bypassing the actual steps in between. 

The altered reality state experienced in Blue Space may well be a combination of these 

forms of immersion. While the system does respond directly and immediately to 

performer actions, the appearance of ice and rain, while easily identifiable, are not 

truly realistic representations of nature, so perhaps the imagination is triggered to 

supply the missing elements of realistic representation, as Albert (2012) claims. 
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However, this would suggest that an altered state experience would occur in every 

scene, because none of them contain truly realistic images. 

Closer scrutiny of when the altered state occurred in Blue Space reveals that in all cases I 

was in ‘sonic-instrumental’ mode playing only very simple or subtle musical material 

with almost no gestural input. At the same time, the system output was complex both 

sonically and visually. It may be that the rich system feedback enhanced my 

awareness, leading to a heightened level of consciousness. This may have resulted in a 

much stronger association with the system output. 

Fels’ (2000) studies of intimacy and embodiment in interactive artworks suggests four 

types of possible relationships between people and objects.61  

1. the person communicates with the object in a dialogue 

2. the person embodies the object 

3. the object communicates with the person 

4. the object embodies the person. 

Fels suggests that the first two categories operate on a continuum rather than existing 

as separate entities. The degree to which a person embodies an object, Fels explains, is 

related to a measurement scale he calls ’intimacy’ (Fels 2000). When intimacy is high, a 

person can communicate ideas and emotions through a device. The device becomes 

part of them as if an extension of the body, as in example two above. This may in part 

explain my experiences described above, of blowing the shapes directly onto the 

screen.  

However, my floating experience in the ‘vapour’ scene, is more similar to example 

four, as if I have been taken over by the system.  Fels describes this as dissociation of 

the self, then viewing the self as being ‘inside’ the artwork. Describing this scenario of 

the object embodying the person in his interactive artwork the Iamascope, Fels explains: 

‘The imagery is just abstract enough with enough symmetry that the participant 

can look at the beautiful imagery separate from his own control…However, the 

image is the participant. Hence, the participant sees an abstraction of himself in 

                                                        
61 Here Fels uses the term ‘objects’ to include systems, artworks and people. 
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the image and lets it manipulate him. The performer need only watch and listen 

as if from afar while the images seep through him’ (Fels 2000). 

Although Fels considers that the ‘object embodying the person’ is a further stage in a 

continuum from step two above, my experience of floating was more immediate, and 

in this scene did not seem to be preceded by an experience of embodying the system. 

The work on Blue Space did not initially set out to explore embodiment and immersion, 

however it is clear that with further research, interactive systems could be a useful 

vehicle for exploring these states of mind. My altered state experiences suggest that the 

study of human experience using interactive systems may be a means to develop new 

knowledge about perception and consciousness in musical contexts. 

5.3.5 Performance challenges  

Performing with the interactive system presented several problems to overcome. 

Finding solutions to these problems was an evolving process over time that pushed the 

scope of performance into new areas often requiring new skills and new approaches. 

These are discussed in the following section. 

5.3.5.1 Rehearsal methods  

Normally, when preparing for a significant solo concert, an oboist would spend at least 

two to three hours per day practising. Working with an interactive system and a 

collaborating artist, this normal routine was not possible, as the system needed the 

resources of a specially equipped lab space, which could not be replicated at home. In 

addition, as a largely improvised piece, the normal practice of perfecting particular 

phrases, and solving technical challenges in practice did not apply in the normal way. 

So how should one practise for this kind of performance? This is something that had to 

be learned, and techniques adapted to the piece as it evolved. Some generic things 

could be practised, such as stamina, pitch control, flexibility exercises and mastery of 

the upper register. What could not be practised in the normal way was the interaction 

with the system, and responses to its sound and visual output. 

To address some of these difficulties, I developed a practice system using Ableton Live, 

setting it up to approximate certain sounds of the granular synthesis treatment of the 

oboe in Blue Space. This became a kind of surrogate for practice, although obviously it 

could not react and adjust in the same way the system itself did.  
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In addition, I would frequently undertake an ‘imaginary’ performance, and play 

through the entire piece, imagining the transitions between scenes, and imagining the 

visual display. I would actually play the oboe while doing this, but imagine all the 

other aspects. This type of imagination is concerned with predicting how things might 

look and imagining ‘possible outcomes’. Doing ‘imaginary’ performances helped to 

develop readiness to adapt to a range of scenarios that might occur in a given live 

performance. The problem with this was the tendency to become overly controlling 

and want to plan moves, reuse things that worked well, thereby perhaps 

compromising interactive spontaneity. It was a question of keeping a balance between 

preparation and allowing events to unfold in their own way in real performance.  For 

interactivity to be successful, it is necessary to over-ride the normal need to feel in 

control of a performance, ingrained after decades of traditional music making, in 

which complete control is essential. To do this, constant interchange between 

generative, compositional and interactive modes of performance was required. 

5.3.5.2 Memory challenges 

One of the performance challenges for working with Blue Space was the need to 

develop the memory. The piece has no written score, so all the musical structures, 

moves, gestures and cues had to be committed to memory. The order of scenes was 

sometimes changed in rehearsal, adding to the memory challenges. This was initially 

quite difficult, and even using brief reminder notes backstage was impractical in the 

semi darkness. In performance it was always necessary to be ready for what might 

come next, yet maintain focus on the present moment in order to react spontaneously 

to the system output. With practice, and as the piece took a more solid form, this 

became manageable. Throughout the entire process of preparation, rehearsal and 

performance, there was a marked improvement in my memory, mental agility and 

capacity to cope with complexity. Over time, a greater trust of the system developed 

alongside the confidence to incorporate unexpected system responses into the 

performance. This trust and confidence in the system allowed the performances to 

evolve naturally in their own way, without needing to control every aspect. 

5.3.5.3 Visual Challenges: 

Reacting to visual stimuli is a normal part of most musical performances. Visual cues 

from other players are crucial in playing precisely together with others. In traditional 
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performance, peripheral vision plays an important role, for example when we see a 

conductor’s gestures in the distance beyond the score in front of us. The set up with the 

performer behind a screen presents the challenge of performer and collaborating 

digital artist at the desk not being able to see each other. This was a problem when I 

wanted to initiate the change to the next scene. To solve this, a number of subtle signs 

had to be developed to indicate readiness to move to the next section. These were 

usually small musical motifs in a particular area of the screen. My collaborator would 

know, for example, that when I moved to a certain location and played a long low 

note, that this was the sign we had agreed on to progress to the next section. In other 

cases, his signals to me were in the form of a particular behaviour of the fluid 

simulation that we had planned to be the signal. Working out these signs and signals 

was an important part of the rehearsal process. 

A bigger visual problem was the width of the screen itself.62 The optimal performance 

position to maximize instrument tracking was around one metre behind the screen. 

Being this close to such a large screen meant that the sides of the screen were not 

always in the performer’s view. By turning slightly to the side, more of the screen 

could be seen from some positions, but this meant that the tracking light had to be 

reliably visible from the side angles, necessitating refinements to the tracking light.  

5.3.5.4 Tuning 

The nature of granular synthesis, used for the majority of the piece, is such that tiny 

segments or grains of the oboe sound are played back with different kinds of 

treatment. If something is played out of tune, even slightly, it is heard over and over 

again. This could become a self-perpetuating problem, because then, to play in tune 

with what is being replayed, tuning has to be adjusted accordingly to match the 

playback. This could become extremely uncomfortable, so it is essential to be very 

vigilant with tuning throughout the piece. Maintaining good tuning in this new kind of 

work is consequently just as critical as when performing Mozart with a chamber 

orchestra. 

This experience shows that granular synthesis would be a very suitable way to 

approach intonation training for students, because of the replay of initial sounds. With 

the right settings, errors are easy to identify because they are replayed many times. 

                                                        
62 Screen dimensions were 16x10 metres 
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Adjustments made to tuning can be heard almost immediately, giving instant 

feedback. 

5.3.6 Overview 

This section has outlined the challenges of performance with interactive audiovisual 

systems. In many cases, new skills were required or existing skills had to be developed 

or refined. As described above, developing a rehearsal method to suit this type of 

performance was the first skill needed to move the project forwards. One of the aspects 

of this was to develop a set of signals so that the collaborating digital artist and 

performer could communicate, in spite of not being visible to each other. Also required 

were a heightened capacity to relate to visual and aural components simultaneously, to 

switch orientation rapidly and to memorise all aspects of the work. The use of gestures 

as a controller of the visuals required developing confidence with much larger than 

normal physical gestures while playing, necessitating careful planning so that playing 

was not compromised due to additional body movements. Reflection on these 

challenges resulted in the identification of the four modes of performance and five 

categories of gesture, as outlined above. 

In view of the preceding discussion of gesture categories, modes of performance and 

altered state experiences, the overview of scenes table provided at the end of Chapter 4 

(figure 4.24) has been expanded to include these new elements. These are aspects of the 

performance experience that have only been identified well after the performance as a 

result of reflection on practice. While I was aware of the different state of perception 

during the performance, I initially thought it was just a strange anomaly, which I 

hesitated to mention to anybody. After further reflection, and representing the scenes 

in a table, it was possible to identify that the altered state experiences occurred in 

scenes with certain similarities: very simple or subtle musical material with very small 

gestural movements, and in sonic instrumental mode. 

This suggests that with further research, it may be possible to intentionally induce the 

altered state by refining the understanding of the circumstances when it occurs. If this 

were successful, the techniques could be useful in other areas of research such as 

therapies to influence moods. 
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Figure 5.7 shows the updated overview of scenes table, revised with additional 

columns for gesture type and performance mode. The modes and gesture types are 

listed in order of prominence for the corresponding scene. Most scenes exhibit several 

performance modes as the performer’s focus moves frequently between visuals and 

sound. Performance modes in brackets are indicated for brief or minor examples.  The 

altered state experiences are noted in the ‘experience’ column for the scenes ‘vapour’, 

‘iceforms’ and ‘heavy rain’. 
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Figure 5.7: G
esture types and perform

ance m
odes  

 

1 Intro                    
(0:00- 2:26)

tranquil; reverie gentle swirling small 
particles

trichords ascending; 
overlap of sounds

ENACTING touch of water; 
gentle mvts

sonic instrumental sensations of touch E;M scene setting based on 
T+E; draw audience in

 2 Harmonic        
(2:27-4:23)

GB moulding & shaping mixing pliable shapes mixing of e & d harmonies PAINTING; MIXING; 
CHOREOGRAPHING

visual-compositional; sonic 
instrumental; sonic 
conversational; visual 

blending; stirring direct enacting of GB text

3 Waterplay       
(4:24-5:27)

child play based on M splashing; fine spray trichords; splash shape; 
chatter M;

ENACTING splash visual-compositional; sonic 
instrumental; (sonic 
conversational)

enacting M; play and fun splash is imaginary graphic 
score

4 Descend           
(5:28-6:14)

Dark, serious; GB death 
and fading

bubbling up creates 
sensation of sinking

chromatic descend; pitch 
shift 2 octaves 

CHOREOGRAPHING sonic instrumental; visual-
compositional

sinking create contrast based on T; 
pitch shift

5 Underwater          
(6:15-7:18)

disorientation; then 
acceptance

mysterious; veiled cloudy 
shapes

airy, disorienting; water 
gongs.

ENACTING struggle; 
INTERACTING;

sonic conversational; visual 
interactive

struggle then acceptance water gong track as 
memory; 

6 Swimming          
(7:19-9:26)

GB combat, assertion angular images; assert repeated patterns; 
persistent

INTERACTING sonic instrumental; visual 
interactive; (sonic 
conversational)

enacting conflict direct enacting of GB text; 
swimming experience

7 Reflect                  
(9:27-10:14)

GB double image+ ascent; 
flight

ascending double image; 
blue & white

ascending whole tone; 
upper octave as mirror

CHOREOGRAPHING sonic instrumental; visual-
compositional  

evoke evaporation; 
acceleration upwards

 enacting of GB text; 
visuals as graphic score

8 Vapour            
(10:16-11:14)

light and floating, GB 
ascentional psychology

fine and floaty wispy, soft harmonics gentle mvts sonic instrumental ALTERED STATE; I am 
floating

special pp multiphonics

9 Iceforms            
(11:15-12:36)

Wonder at imaginary 
images

ice crystals  up maj 3rd shift;  whole 
tone; high multiphonics,

CHOREOGRAPHING sonic instrumental; visual-
compositional (sonic 
conversational)

ALTERED STATE blowing  
ice crystal into spaces; 
wonder; listen to pitch shift

pitch shift

10 Ice ripple         
(12:37-13:26)

imaginary; descriptive ice with sea below whole tone, timbre trills 
rippling 

CHOREOGRAPHING sonic instrumental; visual-
compositional (sonic 
conversational)

Looking down at the sea 3D perspective

 11 Ice melt        
(13:27-14:54)

disintegration shapes disintegrate & float 
off sideways

 whole tone, disintegration, 
descending motif

PAINTING; MIXING visual-compositional; sonic 
instrumental; (visual 
interactive)

loss; melancholy horizontal fade out

12 Staccato        
(14:55-15:59)

exciting; invoke rain; build 
up energy

green dots of rain staccato, chromatic; 
rhythmic playback

CHOREOGRAPHING; 
INTERACTING

visual interactive; sonic 
conversational 

encourage the rain try to make it rain

13 Rain                 
(16:00- 16:37)

happy return to familiar light rain with trails return to familiar trichords, 
descending 

CHOREOGRAPHING; 
PAINTING

visual interactive; sonic 
instrumental  

Start the rain and move it 
around

Imaginary graphic score

14 Heavy rain     
(16:38-17:20)

jubilation, completion, 
resolution

big drops, vertical rain desc arpeggios gmaj CHOREOGRAPHING sonic instrumental; (visual 
compositional)

ALTERED STATE; I am 
making the rain; 
surrounded by rain

graphic score. Ending 
based on T

KEY:  M=memory E= experience GB= Bachelard V= visuals S= sound T= tacit knowledge
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5.4 Expert feedback 

In order to gain an external perspective from other professional musicians on Blue 

Space, two additional experts were called upon for feedback. This was in the form of an 

expert user study. The two experts were invited to play with their own instruments 

(one saxophonist, one clarinetist) with the Blue Space interactive system. They are both 

high calibre professional musicians with extensive experience in improvisation. Both 

experts hold doctorates in the area of musical improvisation. The aim of this study was 

to gather information from other perspectives, seek ideas and new approaches, verify 

ideas, and understand whether the experience of other performers with the system was 

similar or different to mine. For this discussion, I use the term ‘Blue Space system’ to 

mean the system set up and scene settings exactly the same as it was for our Blue Space 

performances.  

5.4.1 Procedure 

The experts were invited to the rehearsal space to interact with the Blue Space system. 

The infrared tracking device was attached to their instrument, and microphone 

attached in the same way we had done with the oboe.  The experts were asked to play 

and interact with the system for twenty minutes, after which they took part in a semi-

structured interview about their experiences. Their performance with the system was 

video recorded for analysis and the audio from the interview was recorded, and then 

later transcribed and analysed using grounded theory methods. I conducted the 

interviews myself, transcribed the interviews into written text, and then I analysed and 

coded the interviews transcripts. 

Grounded theory methods, developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967), use specific 

techniques aimed at generating theory, rather than applying previously determined 

theories. This approach was suitable for the purpose of building an understanding of 

the particular performance environment of Blue Space because it would allow themes to 

emerge from the interview data without requiring a theory as a starting point. 

The key points of grounded theory methods are: 

• Theory and data collection proceed in parallel and inform one another 
• Coding techniques are used to analyse qualitative data. The researcher creates 

qualitative codes from themes that emerge in the data.  
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• Memos are used as an aid to theory generation. They are usually the form of 
brief notes or comments on the data as it emerges to help identify connections 
between incidents in the data. 

As the process of coding involves studying the data and creating codes as themes 

emerge, it is advantageous, and perhaps even necessary for the coding to be done by 

the researcher. All analysis for this study was conducted by the author. As the 

interview transcripts were studied, specific codes were applied to the themes that 

appeared. In line with Glaser’s suggested ‘rules’ for coding, the interview transcripts 

were analysed line by line (Glaser 1978). 

We chose not to tell the experts much detail about the system, preferring to observe 

their natural responses without pre-planning or coaching. However, both experts had 

some prior knowledge of the system. One had attended my performance of Blue Space 

five months before the interviews, the other had attended a seminar about by my work 

and had seen a few minutes of video examples about six months before this session.  

5.4.2 Interview questions 

The performers were asked to describe their experience with the system. The idea was 

to find out how the system was experienced by other performers, and to gather 

feedback and ideas for future development. The questions were semi-structured to 

encourage a natural conversation rather than a formal interview. The focus of the 

questions was: 

• What was your experience like?  
• Did you feel comfortable using the system? 
• Did you primarily respond to the sound or the visuals?  
• Did you notice different kinds of gestures that you used? 
• What was your experience of the scrim set up? 
• Did you sense any connection with water? 
• How could you imagine using this system, how might you develop it further? 
• How could it be improved? 
• What were its limitations, what didn’t work? 
• Do you have any further ideas for future use? 

 

5.4.3 Findings from the expert study 

One of the most striking observations from the expert sessions was the quite different 

approaches the two experts took and the different outcomes they produced. Even 

though they were playing with the exact ‘Blue Space system’ it did not result in 
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anything like the same piece we had developed. The visual output they created with 

the system sometimes looked quite different to mine, and their interaction with the 

system feedback varied, in some cases it was opposite to mine. For example, a section 

where I had played delicately, they interacted more vigorously and energetically with 

the output, or vice versa. This produced very different results, and different looking 

visuals. When interacting with the system, one of the experts sensed a connection to 

water, the other did not. 

Finding 1: Observation of other performers using the system suggests that on its own, 

the Blue Space system itself is neither a piece nor a score, although both of those are 

embodied within its settings. It is also not the same as an acoustic instrument because 

its response is more variable and more responsive to input, yet it has many qualities of 

a human instrumentalist. The same system, even with exactly the same settings, could 

be used to create many different works. 

Finding 2: The system itself is easy to use and experts adapted to it quickly and felt 

comfortable interacting with it. They found the scrim set up interesting and flexible, 

suggesting that the scrim was an important part of it. One suggested that seeing the 

performer through the scrim was important for the audience to connect with them. 

Performer 1: ‘I could work out exactly what it was doing and then coax it in 

different directions. …  I think the scrim is perfect for that… you actually really 

feel ‘inside’ a system’. 

Performer 2: ‘it was really fun… felt very organic, it’s almost like it’s a living 

thing. You’re literally having a duet with something… like it’s just like playing 

with another person, really’. 

Finding 3: The system’s capacity to create a sensitive, responsive performance 

environment created meditative and moving moments for both experts.  

Performer 1: ‘there were a couple of states that were almost meditative…it was 

this bright white light … you’d just kind of zone right in … it’s almost like 

you’re entering into this tunnel of light, and because it’s right in front of you, it 

was a surreal experience, it really was, it was weird, it was like ‘wow’’’ 

Performer 2: ‘you could set up a really beautiful atmosphere with it’. 
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Finding 4: The system has the potential to influence the performer’s perception: 

Performer 1: ‘it really feels like the visuals are emanating from your instrument’ 

Performer 2: ‘it was like I was pushing those little things with my breath’ 

This suggests experiences quite similar to some of my own altered state experiences of 

feeling like I was blowing ice crystals into the air, as if the musical instrument were by-

passed and the physical effort of the body had a direct consequence on the screen. It 

was surprising that this occurred after such a short time with the system. The potential 

research area of the system influencing one’s perception has emerged as a by-product 

of creating Blue Space. 

Suggestions from Experts:  When asked for their ideas on how to use or develop the 

system in the future, the following ideas were expressed: 

• To work with a choreographer and focus more on movement 
• To include text, which could be either projected onto the screen or spoken 
• Try different lighting ideas 
• Try it with two players 
• Project the images onto someone  
• Mix it up with other performance mediums 
• Work more with the colours, think of them as structures 

5.4.4 Expert study summary  

The expert feedback study has shown that the system in its current form is adaptable to 

different kinds of input and highly contrasting works can be created with the same 

system even without changing the settings. The psychological influence of the system 

on performers was apparent even in this short study, and definitely warrants future 

research. Performing with the system has the potential to influence one’s perception, 

shown both in this study and my own experience. This may have potential 

applications in other fields, such as behavioural psychology, for example, treating 

mood disorders. There are many areas still to explore in terms of the set-up and types 

of projection, and the use of colour. The system has potential to generate many more 

audiovisual works that include additional forms of media such as text and still images. 
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5.5 Conclusion 

Throughout this chapter I reflected upon the composition and performance of Blue 

Space, aiming to identify salient aspects of developing works with interactive systems 

that include sound, visuals and gestures. In addition to my own reflective process, 

external input came from a short expert user study, summarized in section 5.4, 

highlighting potential areas for further research, particularly immersion and altered 

state experiences.  

The reflection on composition aimed to develop a model through which my processes 

of composing with sound, visuals and gesture can be understood and communicated. 

Following Gruber’s Evolving Systems approach, I demonstrated that composing for 

interactive systems is an evolving process, building on prior work, and refining ideas 

as new modes of working develop as a result of reflection on practice. 

I explained the role of analogy in my method of composition, showing that it has 

several functions including:  

idea generation;  
compositional constraint;  
organization, and  
evaluation  

Alternative ways of linking concepts were discussed, such as bisociation, conceptual 

blending and ekphrasis. These concepts were explored in the context of their suitability 

for explaining linking operations in Blue Space. 

Reflection on the performance of Blue Space highlighted the problems, challenges and 

opportunities of working with interactive audiovisual systems. I showed that 

performing with such systems requires different skills and techniques, a special 

relationship with the performance space, and new modes of performance. Five gestural 

modes were identified, categorised by differing types of performer behaviour and 

differing levels of control over the visuals. These gestures, enacting, painting, mixing, 

interacting and choreographing, encompass normal instrumental gestures that are 

expanded or exaggerated and new gestures that constitute a specific performance 

language developed for the work Blue Space. 
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Blue Space is an example of a work that required a lengthy preliminary research period, 

examining Bachelard’s texts and exploring ways in which connections can be made 

between text, water, image and sound. It is certainly a piece that would not have come 

to exist without its research context. Persistent engagement with the work over time 

within a research environment was a key factor in bringing the work to completion. 

The research component of documenting and reflecting on practice has contributed 

significantly to the multi-faceted and rich work that Blue Space has become. The 

resultant knowledge provides an important springboard to new works in the future 

and a deeper understanding of the issues and practices of audiovisual music 

performance and composition. In this respect, the research process has significantly 

influenced and enhanced my practice, providing the knowledge and experience to 

continue to develop new works. 
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CHAPTER 6: Conclusion 

6.1 Overview   

This thesis explored the composition and performance of the work Blue Space for oboe 

and interactive audiovisual system. The work explores the connections between music 

and water using Bachelard’s Water and Dreams as a point of reference. The work Blue 

Space demonstrates a new approach to oboe performance that blends elements of 

theatre, dance and improvisation. It shows a way for a classically trained oboist to 

forge a new path, participate and thrive in a digital media environment, and connect 

with new audiences.  

The research has taken a self-reflective, practice-based approach that situates the 

practice of music composition and performance as sites for the investigation of issues, 

concerns and interests related to working with interactive audiovisual systems. 

Chapter 1 outlined the project and presented the main research questions as:  

In what ways can water be used as a model for music composition? 

How can Bachelard’s poetic thinking about water be applied to music? 

How can sound and visuals be connected in audiovisual music? 

How does a performer experience interactive audiovisual systems? 

How does this influence performance? 

 

These questions were addressed through the practice of music, demonstrated in the 

accompanying video examples, which are the central part of the research. The 

questions, issues and interests arising from practice were further elaborated in chapters 

4 and 5. 

Chapter 2 provided background and context for the research questions by reviewing 

the literature that examines the works of others in related areas. While significant 

efforts have been made to modernise the oboe and its performance context by 
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Christopher Redgate, Robbie Lynn Hunsinger and Kyle Bruckmann, these artists 

remain on the fringes of oboe playing activity. This chapter showed that the oboe is 

under-represented in the audiovisual context, and that knowledge of audiovisual 

composition is still incomplete. The background to the sound-image relationship was 

discussed with reference to composition trends among contemporary audiovisual 

composers and performers.  

The use of water themes in music was surveyed in section 2.7, with close attention to 

Debussy. This explains a range of ways in which ideas based on water have been used 

in composition, for example as a source of inspiration and as a model for the transfer of 

physical or emotional energy. Bachelard’s text Water and Dreams, was reviewed and 

compared to his other works on the elements. His studies of poetic imagination based 

on the elements, and his use of water symbols was explained in section 2.8. This section 

also shows the wider influence of Bachelard’s philosophical ideas on the arts, including 

theatre, mixed media art works and electroacoustic music composition.  

Chapter 3 presented the methodological framework used in this research. Reflecting 

the interdisciplinary nature of this research, a combination of phenomenological, case 

study and self-reflective approaches to practice based research is used. Different 

historical approaches to the study of composition were examined in this chapter, 

concluding that a study of the self is a valid way to research musical composition and 

performance. This because a self-reflective approach can reveal a high level of detail 

and deep insights not always accessible to a third person researcher. The research has 

sought to build knowledge and understanding of processes and experiences that have 

emerged through reflection on the practice of music. 

Chapter 4 described the work Blue Space from the composer-performer viewpoint, 

highlighting the performer’s experience.  This chapter traced the evolution of the piece 

from earlier works and explained the technical and performance set ups. This chapter 

offered background information as a guide to the performance video of the work, and 

it explained ways in which Blue Space draws on the works of Bachelard. Each scene 

was described, revealing the different ways that sound, visuals and gestures were 

approached and linked to Bachelard themes. This chapter explained the use of analogy 

as a means to connect diverse components in the context of an audiovisual 

composition.  
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Chapter 5 presented a structured reflection on Blue Space, considering some aspects of 

the work that have become evident only after it was completed. Drawing on Gruber’s 

evolving systems approach to creative work, discussed in Chapter 3, this chapter casts 

the development of the work as an evolving system of practice. Theoretical approaches 

to the linking of concepts were discussed, and my process of composition using 

analogical categorisation was further explicated with reference to conceptual blending, 

bisociation and musical ekphrasis. The chapter identified new modes of performance 

and categories of gestures that exemplify the broadening of skills required to 

undertake audiovisual performance. Chapter 5 presented the findings of an expert user 

study that provides professional feedback on Blue Space and confirms that working 

with the interactive system can be highly immersive and can influence performer 

perception. 

6.2 Contributions of this Research 

This section outlines the main contributions of the research and links them to the 

research questions cited above. 

 

Question 1: In what ways can water be used as a model for music composition? 

Contribution 1: A new work, Blue Space for oboe and interactive audiovisual system. 

The new work is a significant creative output in the form of a musical composition and 

performance. It provides a new approach to oboe performance by incorporating 

visuals influenced by performer gestures, made possible by motion capture 

technology. This positions the oboe in a new context outside its traditional concert hall 

environment. Using a fluid simulation system with tight integration of sound, gesture 

and visuals, the new work Blue Space explores water themes, drawing on Bachelard’s 

Water and Dreams. As shown in the literature review, water is a significant source of 

inspiration to composers, particularly Debussy. Water has also been used in musical 

contexts as a physical model of motion, a model for the transfer of energy or emotion, 

as a symbol and as a sound source. Blue Space uses water in all of these ways, as well as 

using the changes of state of water to generate contrasting compositional ideas. The 
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transfer of water themes to the sound and visuals of the work was explored 

throughout the development of Blue Space. 

A significant feature of the Blue Space interactive is its granular synthesis treatment of 

sound. This expands the capacity of the oboe beyond its usual acoustic role as a 

melodic, single note instrument. Granular synthesis is used to build up complex 

layered sound structures well beyond the acoustic possibilities of the oboe, which 

provides new perspectives on the oboe sound. Techniques such as looped sound grain 

playback allow miniscule components of the sound to be amplified and manipulated, 

offering a new way of hearing the oboe. The possibility within the interactive system to 

record and almost instantly manipulate sounds and replay them also has physiological 

advantages, allowing the oboist to rest and breathe while sound is still being 

generated. These techniques take significant steps towards alleviating some of the 

problems of physical stamina for oboists, creating new opportunities for large scale 

solo works with a wide range of tonal variety. The new approaches to sound explored 

in Blue Space can be applied in the future to other acoustic instruments to increase their 

range of sound and scope of performance. 

 

Question 2: How can Bachelard’s poetic thinking about water be applied to music? 

Contribution 2: A novel application of Bachelard’s theories on the poetic imagination 

to music composition. 

The new work applies Bachelard’s ideas on the poetic imagination to the context of 

music. The activity of reverie, the lucid dreaming state that results in heightened 

awareness is Bachelard’s primary method of engaging the inner self and harnessing 

creative energy. Following this method, reverie on water was used to initiate 

inspiration and create the intense imaginative state in which Blue Space was conceived.  

Each scene is built around a quotation from Bachelard’s text Water and Dreams, 

providing themes and structural material that are explored in the scene. Key ideas of 

Bachelard are integrated into the work, for example his concepts of resonance, 

reverberation and repercussions which shape the first scene. The undulating 

movement of energy between the image and the self provides musical ideas that 

influence both the sound and images of the scene, as shown in 4.3. Other scenes take 
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their impetus from Bachelard’s archetype water symbols such as the mirror 

(‘reflectballs’ scene), descent and darkness (‘descend’ and ‘underwater’ scenes). Blue 

Space demonstrates ways of integrating Bachelard’s texts into a musical work, linking 

visual and sonic ideas using analogy. Blue Space also exhibits properties of musical 

ekphrasis when extended ideas are represented visually and sonically.  

 

Question 3: How can sound and visuals be connected in audiovisual music? 

Contribution 3: Theoretical and practical perspectives on the linking of diverse media 

in audiovisual works. 

This thesis contributes an analogical model for connecting diverse media, including 

sound, visuals, text and gesture. Drawing on Hofstadter’s approach to analogical 

thinking, the research demonstrates how analogical categories have been used to create 

coherence among diverse entities in Blue Space. The analogical model described in 

section 5.2.4 contributes a way of understanding compositional processes and 

decisions. It evolved as an outcome of reflection on practice throughout the course of 

the development of Blue Space. The model is presented diagrammatically (fig 5.2 and 

5.3) and discussed with regard to established theories of linking concepts, including 

conceptual blending, bisociation and musical ekphrasis. 

 

Questions 4 & 5:  

How does a performer experience interactive audiovisual systems? 
How does this influence performance? 

Contribution 4: Identification of new modes of performance and classifications of 

performance gestures. 

The research reveals new aspects of performer experience based on the orientation of 

the performer to the visual or sonic components and whether generating or interacting 

with materials. These behaviours have been classified as modes of performance: sonic- 

instrumental; sonic-conversational; visual-compositional and visual-interactive. As 

discussed in section 5.3.2, these modes relate to differing types of mental awareness of 

the interaction of visual and sonic components during performance of the work.  
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Tracking the performer’s motion in Blue Space enabled the performer’s body 

movements and playing gestures to provide a means of interacting with and 

controlling the output of the system. This research discussed the role of gesture in 

interactive audiovisual works, and identifies five categories of gesture used in Blue 

Space: enacting, mixing, painting, interacting and choreographing. Section 5.3.3 

explains that some gesture categories are expanded versions of natural body 

movements when performing, while other gestures were developed in response to the 

specific features of the interactive system. Moving around the performance space was 

one means of controlling the location of the visual output, creating a new spatial 

element of performance not usually experienced in concerts. 

The flexible interplay of these modes of performance and types of gestures, points to 

the broadening of skills required for working with interactive audiovisual systems. As 

explained above, the granular synthesis component of the interactive system provided 

new perspectives and increased awareness of sound. These factors work together to 

enhance the experience of performance and broaden the scope of composition. 

6.3 Future work 

The work presented in this thesis has opened pathways to new areas of research in a 

number of fields. This section will briefly speculate on future directions of research 

arising from this work. 

Bachelard’s rich texts on the elements have great potential to be applied to artistic 

contexts, and with only minor changes to the interactive system, works based on earth, 

fire and air are very achievable. Harnessing the experience of creating Blue Space, it is 

envisaged that new works would be developed much more quickly. Approaching the 

development of a set of works around the elemental themes of Bachelard from an 

environmental perspective could expand the scope of the works and audiences for 

them. A suite of thematically related works could be created from which a larger event 

could be built. Works of other philosophical authors could provide fresh materials to 

explore, and offer opportunities for musicians to explore texts in line with their own 

interests. Following suggestions from the expert study conducted as part of this 

research, a wider range of media including text or speech could be incorporated into 
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the works. This could lead to more developed research on musical ekphrasis, which 

was explored briefly in this thesis. 

The state of altered perception I experienced in a few scenes while performing Blue 

Space was unlike anything I had experienced before, as explained in section 5.3.4. This 

state of mind made me think I was floating in air and blowing ice crystals and rain into 

space. In the study I conducted with two expert performers using the Blue Space 

system, they both experienced something similar, in spite of the short time they spent 

with the system. This confirms my finding that an interactive system can influence 

one’s perception under certain circumstances. In my case, there were similarities in the 

scenes where this occurred, typically simple, subtle musical input, accompanied by 

complex system output. If such a state could intentionally be induced, as Kapuscinski 

suggested, there may be interesting applications for the technique (Kapuscinski 1997, 

p. 8). In my case, while my body was actually blowing air into my oboe, I thought that I 

was blowing ice crystals and rain into space. In other words, my thoughts about my 

bodily experience were different to reality. Applying this to a medical situation, it is 

not difficult to imagine how this principle may be used for example, to manage pain by 

directing awareness away from that part of the body. Other possibilities relating to 

body image or mood disorders may also be potential areas to explore with further 

research into the particular circumstances under which this change of perception can 

occur.  

Throughout the years of this research, the interactive system itself has evolved in 

response to the new works that have been created. With future projects, further 

evolution is envisaged. Some of the performance aspects that were considered and 

discussed but not developed during the Blue Space project are ideal places to start. 

Future plans include adapting the interactive system for multichannel spatial sound 

configurations to create a more immersive environment for performers and audience. 

The performance space itself has the potential to include sensors so that more detailed 

information about the performer’s location could be used to influence sound diffusion 

in more complex ways than in Blue Space. Moving away from the concept of projection 

onto a single flat screen, to multiple screens or other projection surfaces were discussed 

as a future direction, which we would like to develop further. These changes would 

allow more flexible approaches to performance, and could move from a concert hall 

type of presentation towards installation, audience interaction and multiple 
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performers. Developing works for multiple performers was one of the suggestions 

from the expert study. This would allow a focus on interaction and communicative 

gestures between players. Ultimately these considerations would also influence the 

types of audiences that the works would attract.  

Heightened awareness of oboe sound, tuning, breathing and articulation were 

outcomes of working with the interactive system, as discussed in section 5.3. The use of 

the granular synthesis aspects of the system to develop sound awareness is a possible 

educational application of the experiences of the Blue Space project. This could be 

developed into specific exercises and techniques incorporated into teaching 

programmes. This approach may be viewed as a type of play with appeal to young 

players, which could enhance learning while creating motivation to learn an 

instrument. A further pedagogical possibility is the use of specific colours and shapes 

to depict harmonic structures, which could be used in composition teaching and aural 

training. 

The new work Blue Space demonstrates that the oboe can participate in and be enriched 

by new approaches to performance embracing technology. I hope the work presented 

here will inspire others to continue to explore.  
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APPENDIX 

A: Technical equipment 

 

Figure A1: Oboe set up 

Figure A1 above shows the microphone (DPA 4099U) attached 

to the player’s wrist. At the bottom of the image, the oboe 

infrared LED tracking light, looking like a small white egg, is 

attached to the oboe bell, with battery box and toggle switch. 

 

Figure A2 on the left shows a close up of the instrument 

microphone mounted on the wrist, with scrim visible in the 

background. 

 

Figure A2: Microphone on wrist 
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Figure A3: Scrim set up for rehearsal 

 

Figure A4: Pure Data interface 
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B: Blue Space timings of sections 

Scene 1: Introduction (0:00- 2:26) 

Scene 2: Harmonic (2:27-4:23) 

Scene 3: Waterplay (4:24-5:27) 

Scene 4: Descend (5:28-6:14) 

Scene 5: Underwater (6:15-7:18) 

Scene 6: Swimming (7:19-9:26) 

Scene 7: Reflectballs (9:27-10:14) 

Scene 8: Vapour (10:16-11:14) 

Scene 9: Iceforms (11:15-12:36) 

Scene 10: Iceforms ripple (12:37-13:26) 

Scene 11: Iceforms melt (13:27-14:54) 

Scene 12: Staccato (14:55-15:59) 

Scene 13: Rain (16:00- 16:37) 

Scene 14: Heavy rain (16:38-17:20) 

 

C: Video Documentation online references  

The three videos that are central to this research are available at the web locations as 

indicated: 

Blue Space full performance:  https://vimeo.com/180401259 

Blue Space Highlights:   https://vimeo.com/157974674 

Blue Space Gestures:   https://vimeo.com/194108748 
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D: Timeline of Development 
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E: Example of rehearsal table 

This table is an example of a way we worked on the connections and signals to 

transition between scenes in a section of the piece. (AB = collaborator Andrew; LW= 

oboist Linda). The seconds and timer columns aimed at achieving optimal flow and not 

taking too long to achieve the transition between scenes. 

 

Figure A5: Transitions rehearsal notes  
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F: Publications arising from this PhD 

 

Walsh, L. 2015, ‘Water Music: a phenomenological approach to music creation’, paper 
presented to the Musicological Society of Australia, Sydney. 

Walsh, L. & Scott, N. 2015, ‘Wired Up: A Case Study of Different Approaches to Visual 
Music Research’, paper presented to the Conference of the National Council of 
Tertiary Music Schools, Brisbane. 

Walsh, L., Bluff, A. & Johnston, A. 2014, ‘Sound Stream’, paper and concert 
performance presented to the Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression, 
London. 

Johnston, A. & Walsh, L. 2013, ‘Sound Stream’, paper and concert performance 
presented to the 9th ACM Conference on Creativity & Cognition, ACM, Sydney, 
pp. 399-400.  
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